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Now.a 2 volt supèr-power valve with the

wonderful Mullard: P.M.. Filament'
f,

V

This new 2 volt super power valve completes
the series of.2 volt valves. It is the only
one of its kind and in the last stage of
L.F. amplification handles powerful signals
with ease, giving pure, majestic volume.
Every user of 2 volt ivalves will welcome
the improved reception given by this new
Mullard Master Valve.
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The Mullard P.M.. 252 prjce,2O
Att ached to this Sand to every Mullard P.M..
product is the Mullard label, your .assurance of satisfaction.
,
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THE 'MA S TER VALVE
dvt. The Mallard Wireless Service Co.. Ltd., Mzdlsrd Howe Den nark Street, London. W.C.2.
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A transformation in high-frejuency amplification comes in with the startling
development of the Marconi S.625 Shielded Valve. . By this an amplification
of 30-50 is possible for every H.F. stage, with absolute stability and uniform
efficiency over a very wide range of wavelength. Two stagcs-using these
new valves.-have no difficulty for the constructor and, incorporated' in these
Marconiphone circuits, develop amazing sensitivity.
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stability.
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The illustration shows the new Met-Vick5
with the eliminators contained in the side
cupboards.
It can be plugged into a
lighting Circuit just like any other Electric
appliance.
If used with I-LT. and L.T.
batteries these can be accommodated in
the cupboards. The circùit employs two
phase-balanced and stabilized FLF. stages
before the detector, and two resistance

,

-.

I
O

-

-

-

-

Battery Elivïninators
Met-Vick Battery Eliminators are supplied in two models, one
for providing filament current and the other for anode and grid
currents, by lugging in on electric light mains. The H.T.-G.13.
Model provides a high voltage (up to 250 V.) for the last valve
(ensuring a large volume without distortion). It is fitted with
a switch, a protective fuse and a distributor panel enabling it to
be used on various supply voltages of 40-100 periods. Grid Bias
tappings at 5, 10, 15 and 20 volts.
Th: smoothing system is of exceptional efficiency. The eliminator can therefore be used successfully wifh multi-valve and the
most sensitive sets even in districts where there are considerable
irregularities in the electrical supply.
The L.7. Model gives an output of 5 amperes at 4 volts and a
Obtain
potentiometer ensures complete absence of hum.
copy of List 7117/8.

-

S

-

9

-

----

simple, the local station
can be easily cut out and a wide range
alternative programmes obtained.
Special attention has been paid to running costs
which are remarkably low.
The Met-Vick 5 is a really beautiful instrument and
while a distinct advance on any 1926 model it still
remains at a reasonable price.
Obtain Leaflet
4117/9 for complete range oí prices.
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METRO-VICK SUPPLIES LIMITED
(Proprietors: Metropolitan-Vickers Elec. Co. Ltd.)
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'Ästatic-Non-Parasitic)

Cùiis.
SOLUTION VOF A
DIFFICULT PROBLEM: -:

A CLEVER

H

V

Patcts pendiug

V

-

Designed to overcome in a simple
manner the three difficulties associated with high frequency amplification
namely: Magnetic coupling between
coils,Stabilisation,and Parasitic Oscill-ation. The first named is prevented by

V

V

-

Astatic winding, obviating the necessity for
metal screens with their disadvantages, the
second is obtained by centre and quartertappings accommodating valves of various
impedances, and the third is avoided by batanced self-damping wiridings, thus dispensing
with the expensive double condenser and
resistance method previously used.
List 4117/8 gives full details and prices.

V

V
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V

V

V

V

'
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Resistance Coupling Units
Thousands of radio enthusiasts are loud in their praises of "Cosmos" (Met-Vick)
Resistance Coupling Units. L.F. stages coupled by means of these Units result in
clear Loud Speaker reproduction without distortion. The 'V' type unit can now be
supplied fitted with the new 'Met-Vick' A.C. Valve Socket for use when building a
set for working off the EL. mains. The A.C. Valve-socket is also supplied separately for panel or baseboard mounting. Obtain List 7117/S /0v/uil details aad prices.
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THE EDITOR'S CHAT
In which Percy W. Harris, M.I.R.E., the Editor :of the "Wireless Constructor," deals with some
aspects of the reception oÍ.5 GB, and other interesting radio topics of the moment.
already

JuNIoR is
"DAVENTRY
sharpening the

wit of thousands
of experimenters, who find
perhaps for the first time thtt they
have, as far as strength is concerned,
the equivalent of two "local"
stations, so. that if they wish to get
one satisfactorily clear of the other,
their set must be really selective. If
uie set you are at present using gives
trouble in this regard, now is an
- excellent opportunity to build something quite new.

to identify than one which gives loud
signals to the accompanineiit of
almost as loud crashes, bangs and

with both outdoor and indoor aerials.
Far too much attention is devoted to
the set itself and far too little to the
humble wire which serves as a
collector.
For example, I am convinced that
many owners of really sensitive fouror five-valve sets use them with far

crackles.
With crystal sets, of course, the
largest posible aerial should be used,
for here we are dependent entirely
upon the amount of incoming energy

0

"D.X." Reception
In order to meet the experimental
requirements of all our readers,
designs of practically every type of
receiver are published during the
year. Which of these types will fo. m
the starting point of your own
experiments depends upon the type
of work you wish to do.
Many constructors devote their
tine to improving the distance-getting
powers of their receivers. Reception
of the local station has no attraction
for them.
It is so easy that it

-

t

scarcely seems worth while. The
reception of distance stations, however, in any number and in good
%uIuLlIe

aiuerent.

WILLI

qualluy,

Is

bumelnizig IJireless .eIid for Airmen. This radio equipment, which lias just been installed
at z1.r1ingon,tT.S.I1.,brur1easts,ccatlier neivs auti forccasts touviateas in flight.

Experiments With Aerial
A very interesting line of experiment, if you have built a receiver with

really efficient high-frequency amplification so as to bring in distant
stations, is to see what alterations in
your aerial ad earth conditions bring
about the greatest improvements in
general reception. Indeed, there is
still a great deal to be done and much
pIeasur to be obtained in experiments

too big aerials. Large, high aerials
are great collectors of static interference and those electrical discharges
which cause the rumblings, crashes
cracks on cert.ain evenings,
añ
particularly during summer-time. The
aim of all our experiments should be
to get the highest ratio of signal to
background noise, and a station of
medium strength against a practically
inaudible " background" is far easier

we can intercept and we have not, as
in valve sets, powers of amplificatiòh

at our disposal.

I

Have you ever tried entirely disconnecting your aerial and joining
the earth lead t.o the aerial terminal ?
You will be surprised what can be
brought in with such an arrangement.
Excellent work can also be done by
burying a carefully insulated wire
(the wire sold as" aerial lead-in ' and

5
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very thickly covered vith rubber is
besf). If care is taken to prevent the
wire coming in contact with the earth
at any point-the end of the wire
buried in the. ground should be sealed
with insulating tape or Chatterton's

earth connection is used, a great deal
of interesting information can be
gathered. Buried aerials are by no
means new, but for some reason or
other they have received little attentiori froni the amateur.

Sets in this Issue
As proniised in our last issue, a full
description is now given of a three-

valve set utilising the new screened
valve, particulars of which were first
made public last month. Owing to
the very great high-frequency amplification given by this receiver it is a
narticulariv suitable tvue to use for
he experiments descríbed above.
The four-stage set described by
Mr. K. D. Rogers in this issue should
be carefully examined by all readers,
even those who do not contemplate
building so ambitious a set, for there
are a number of very unusual features
in its design.
Short-wave. enthusiasts-a large
growing band-are
and rapidly
catered for in the article by Mr.
Thomas describing a short-wave
adaptor. I have arrañged for Mr.
Thomas to follow this up in the
succeeding issue with a full description
of experiments possible with it.
We
are fast approaching the time of the
yearwhen short-waye reception is at
its very best, and readers may be sure
that aÍl the latest developnents of
this form of reception will be described
.to them.

V4*** ****************

SHORT-WAVES
FOR EMPIRE
BROADCASTING

*

W

Y

4-

1F

4

ft

1F 1F 1F

*
*

1F

Sip.,-While testing a short-wave
supersonic set which I constructed
very much as advised by Mr. L. H.
Thomas in the WIRELESS CoiSTRUcTOR for June, 1927, at 2.30p.m.
this afternoon, I was pleasantly
surprised to "hit upon" the new
Langenberg short-wave transmission,
and listened, oft and on, to a m9st
enjoyable musical programme a.t full
headphone strength until 5 p.m. This result indicates that before
very long it will not be necessary to
wait up until the early hours of the
morning in order to enjoy European
programmes, and that good reception
during the daytime on short waves
may he confidently anticipated.
xours, etc.,
A.

J. LANGLEY MOONE.

The Priory, Madras.

-

-

-

..
-

.

-

--

-

-

The hobby of ¡'lait Scott,
the heavy-weight champion,

.

..

.

-

â

f

-

to follow a crystal detector.
F should be very pleaded to receive
the views of readers on this matter for
publication in these columns, and the
views of transformer manufacturers.
will also be welcomed. Any step which
will serve to remove difficulties fronr
the path of the experimenter is, I
think, worthy of our most careful
consideration.

-

-

I

-

.

ing valve of the usual type. Seeing
a much lower impedance as a general rule than do
power valves, he would naturally
choose a low impedance transformer

that crystals have

The secondary of every transformer
should have the largest nimber of
turns practicable so as to get the
maximum step-up effect. The primary
on the other hand should be designed
to have a suitable impedance for the
detector or amplifier valve used with
it: It will thus be seen that the user is
concerned not with the particular
ratio of turns in the primary and
econdary, but with the primary impedance, and I am going to suggest
that in future transformers be designated" high," "medium," and" low"
impedance, instead of by the illogical
number-ratio, method.
If this scheme should be generally
adopted the user will be saved a great
deal of trouble, because he would
almost automatically choose a high
impedance transformer with a high
imjedance valve (such as is used for a
detector) and a medium impedance
transforner to follow a note magnify-

.

-

Lnat-contlnue

s

Transformer "Ratios"

;

.

As ranch of the ínforma./io,i gire,i in the
co'umne of t/ii.c papi-r concerns I/ic moot recai
developments in tice Radib world; some of I/ic
a,rnnqr,nents and specialdie dtsrilied may be
the *fl'ect of -Letters Pakn. and the nma(eur
-end I/ic trader icould be wi-U- aetcised
pm-mission of.t he pateneees Iouse i/ic patents
beto-ip dotny so.

I'll

,

Every editor of a wireless journal
eceives a constant stream òf questions
relating to low-frequency transformers
and the "ratios" to use; An experimenter when building his own receiver
frequently finds that he is offered a
choice of several ratios in the same
make of transformer, nd is quite
puzzled as to which to choose. The
real trouble in this, as in many other
wireless matters, is that we have
grown up to the use of a highly
unfortunate phraseology. For example, a "three to one" ratio means
that the number of turns in the
se4ondary winding is three times as
great as in the primary, and a "six
to one," six times, and so forth.

compound-and if an ordinary buried

927

J

.

-
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.
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By PERCY W. HARRIS

last month's WInELESS

i, so that I need
not deal here with its actual operation. By 'its use, the set is given a
radio-frequency magnification previously unobtainable with a single
high-frequency stage and. equal to
practically two ordinary stages. This
means, of course, that distant stations
can he brought in with remarkable
volume and purity. At Wimbledon
the reproduction in broad daylight
from Langenberg and Bournemouth
is of ample loud-speaker strength
w hile after dark dozens of Continental
stations are brought in at such
a strength that the set must be detuned torbring the sound down to a
comfortable level.
exerimènts with

latest trasforrners, giving excellent
amplification of both the low and the
high tones, the quality of reproduction is up to the best of modern
standards.

Cow-

SmUCTOR I promised a design
for a three-valve set utilising the
new screened valve which has aroused
so much interest at the show. PhotoJI.

:

-

-.

H

Ç

:

¡°36..
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Øcß-It

I

J

'.0005

t
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I

L

Z.T+

I

I

Equal to Four Valves

I

L>
I

II

In view of the large number of
stations working. the varitions of
conditions from"ight to night, and
the fact that you never know which
Continental stations will be hetero
dyned, I am inclined to discount the
value of a list of " stations heard."
The great joy of this receiver lies not
so much in the number of distant
stations it will bring in (any good

zr-

1

T/1ECP7/C4L C/RCU/7T
x.,so

'

-

graphs were given showing the re-'
ceiver in its "semi-final " form, and
as at the time of writing the article
exhaustive tests had not been cornpleted,' the complete design was not
published. The receiver has now
passed all tests, and full constructional details and phowgraphs are
therefore available in this article.

Remarkable Results

J

The novelty, obviously, lies in the
high-frequency stage, in which the
new screened-grid valve is used. Mr.
James, in his excellent article in the
current issue, will tell you a great
deâl about the valve itself, and his
-

.

.

--

'

-'

'

S

'

'
'

'

Before giving the experimenter
particulars of how the receiver can
be constructed, perhaps I had bettér
tell you of the results obtainable
with the set, and how it compares
with others. The photograph of the
front of the receiver shows that there
are but two tùning dials, the knob on
the extreme right being used for
controlling reaction. The two dial
readings come approximately the
same for a given station, so that
searching for distant stations is an
easy matter. There is' no particular
novelty about the detector stage,
and he audio--frequency stage is
qwte normal. By using one of the
S

M.I.R.E
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general vicivof he set w,t1.
and cousin postSloi. Note
nue screenuitg and the bmocithir coils.
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À. "Three". for the
three-valve receiver should bring in
scores in these days), but in the fact
that these distant stations can be
adequately received without bringing
set near the very verge of oscillation with the accompanying sacrifice
of purity. Other xperimenters who
have visited my laboratory all tell
me, when listening to this receiver,
that they have never before heard
a three-valve set which gives such
good results on distance, and that in
their opinion the results are quite
equal to the best four-valve sets they
have heard.
The mere fact that the receiver
gives such great high-frequency magnification makes it far niere important
than usual to design the high-frequency' portion with the greatest care.
For this reason I would suggest that
tJose experimenters who construct
the receiver adhere' to the actual
coniponents used in the high-frequency portiòu of the circuit. In

te

New

Valve-continued

particular, the variable condenser
shown should be used, as it was
chosen, not because it was any better
electrically than other high-grade
condensers) but because its physical
dimensions were small. Any good
make of variable condenser can be
used for detector tuning, and for reaction, provided the swing of the
moving plates is not such that one
condenser will interfere with the next.
Similarly, any good make of radiofrequency chok and audio-frequency..
transformer can be uscd. I have tried
several makes of radio-frequency
choke in this set and all work equally
well.

COMPONENTS REQUIRED.
Standard 16 in. X 8 In. panel. (Resiston,
Ebonart, l'îlot, Trelleborg, etc.
The new Paxolin panels sold by
Messrs. Wright & Weaire, and the
panels sold by British Celanese,
Ltd., are also equally suitable.)
I cabinet to take a baseboard 8 ¡n.
deep. (That shown is Caxton. Any
of the leading makers of radio
cabinets will supply you with
suitable cabinet.
I terminal strip 12 ¡n. long, with
twelve terminals as marked in the
wiring diagram.
2 variable côndensers, OOO5 mfd. and

E.

one of

-

2
1

i

The ValvesUsed
The screened-grid valve can be obtained either from Marconi's or from
the Osram people. It is known as the
S.625. For the detector any good
6-volt detector valve can be used, and
for the note magnifier 'eithea 6-volt

i

baseboard-mountIng resistors to
suit valves used. (Ten ohms is a
suitable value for the screened valve.
The other two should be chosen
according to the detector and audiofrequency valves you select. Remember that you must use 6-volt
valves in this receiver, as the
screened-grid valve has a 6-volt
filament.)
3 valve sockets. (For the detector and
note-magnifying stages any of the
standard anti-phonic sockets are
suitable, such as Benjamin, Lotus,
Wearite or the new Bowyer-Lowe.
For the screened-grid valve I have
used a Bowyer-Lowe " Antipong"
socket, for reasons which will be
explained in the article.)
2 standard 6-pin coil bases. (Lewcos.)
i Alcoa aluminiúzn screen (Rothermel).
Any piece of aluminium or copper
sheet measuring 6 in. x 4 in., with
means of securing it to the baseboard, will do here, but the Alcoa
screen is in a very convenient form.
i 0003 mid, grid condenser with
clips for series grid-leak attachment. (Dubilier with special series
clips, Lissen with Lissen Combinator,
or any, other similar arrangement.)
i 2-megohm grid leak.
(SPECIAL NOTE.-The grid leak

E

.

tr

Indigraph dials. (Igranlc Electric Co.)
standard 1f-in. knob for reaction
condenser.
on-and-off switch. (L. and P., Igranic,
etc.)

t.
-

(Bowyer-LoWe

3

L

i

O003 infd.
" type.)

"Popular

-

;r
E

MUST NOT BE CONNECTED
ACROSS the condenser, but between

E

i

-

E

I

41J
E

E

I,,

A

.-__ -

photo Sahen fron, Sh H.P. end of.Ui Tet. The H.P. shieldedbid and anode
leads Ca,, be seen projecáinq ove, the top of the sc:een.

8-

-

E

the grid terminal and the positive
L.T. lead.)
i standard radio-frequency choke.
(Wearite, McMichael, Lissen, R.I.Varley, etc.)
i fixed condenser '0002 mfd. (L!ssen,
Dubilier, Igranic, etc.)
i good modern low-frequency transformer. Any standard make. (As
the R.L-Varley is used in the
set illustrated, the correct' connections for the numbered terminals
are given. If, however, a make is
used in which the conventional
ISO S, IP and OP terminals
are marked, then "3 " corresponds
to IP, " 5 " to IS, " 4 " to OS,
and "6"toÖP.).
.
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E
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E
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small power-or, better still, a superpower valve Buch as the Stentor 6,
Mullard 256, S.S.625, or thé corre-

New

for thé

'Valve-cont/nued
be removed and used as is hown in
the picture for making connection to
one of the upper pins. I have used a
second socket from a discarded "Antipong" holder to make a connection

out to give extremely short wiring.
As the screened-grid valve is doubleended) and as there are only three

with the other pin at the top. If you
have not such a spare socket available,
a little coil of wire is quite sufficient
to make a socket for the upperpi n.

16

Tuned-Anode Coupling
To avoid the necessity of specifying
specially made coils I have used
standard binocular windings for both
sockets. The first binoculat is of the
split-secondary type, but as there is
no need to use the centre tap the two
terminals marked 4 and 5 are
joined by wire, while terminals 6
and 2 are also joined. Owing to

iItIlI"IIIIHit

I

Ix

I

.

'il
e

e

I

pins on the end which goes next to

.

thehaseboard, thefourth socketof the
Bowyer-Lowe "Antipoiìg" holder can

.

-_-

Special Coils

Binocularcoils,husth used
.

.

...

.

:

-

.

-.

if

1)articlllar receiver is to function properly. The first sociket takes a
0tandard split secondarybinocular for
either the short or the long range,
whichever is to be used, and in
.. the
second socket a standard Reinartz
binocular for one or other range is
used. The Lewcos binoculars are
shown, these hing physically small
and havJg. vry.. restricted... fields.
Other makes of binocular coils of
similar dimensions also work well.
A 6volt accumulator and 120-volt
H.T. battery will be required.
If you are not prepared to use 120
volts H.T., do not experiment 'with
this set. The screened-grid valve is
designed to use 120 volts on the plate;
andwhilea lowervoltage can be used
the valv does not function efficiently
underthis fiaure.
.

ø
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-

O

.

.

.

-

.

.

'
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'
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'

'
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The three variable condensers and
on-and-off switch should be mounted
first of all upon the front panel, andO
this panel should be kept handy s6
that it can frequently be held against
the baseboard to make sure that your
baseboard components are following
the correct layout. Notice particularly from the photographs tb way
the six-pin coil base, the "Antipong"
valve socket, and the baseboardmounting resistors are placed. This
arrangement has been carefully worked
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Constructional Work
o
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i.

the high impedance of the screenedgrid valve it will not work satisfactorily with a high-frequency transformer, and tuned-anode coupling
must be used. In order to obtain

.

Osrarn, Marconi, Ediswan,
etc.,
valves.
Cosmos,

.

I

PANLL LAYOUT
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socket removed, therc beiny
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orditiary valve holder used
the H.P. valve has its plate

-three pins
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reaction on the tuned-anode I have
taken a standard Reinartz binocular
coil, using the connections between
3 and 4 and 5 and 6. The connections
between i and 2, which are normally
the primary, are not used in my
arrangement, awl therefore no connections aro made to terminals i
and 2 on the second base. Notice
specially that the first and second
bases are placed difierently. On the
first base terminals marked i and
-.2 corne next to the terminal strip,

New Valve-c ontinued

fòr thé

!

whileon the second base the terminals
marked 4 and 5 are those which come
next to. the. termina.! strip. This
simplifies wiiing.

.The Screening

-

.......

The aluminium shield is screwed on
the baseboard in such a manner that
at one end it reaches almost to the

terminal strip and the other goes just
bétween the two variable condenses.
it is not necessary that it should
projeet farther tbañ shown, but if

you are making your own screen there
is no harm in prolonging it until it
comes up to the ianel. The screening
shown, however, is quite sufficient.
As it is not possible to solder to
aluminium conveniently by th ordinary methods, two 4 B.A. cheesehead
metal, screws are passed through the
slot in the screen, one at each end, and
held tight with nuts. Soldered connections can then be madd t thesé
braù screws so as to make eléctrica!
oontat with the screen. The screen -
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is joined to L.T. negative and to earth,
so that; the lead from the moving
plates of the first variable condenser
which goes to earth can conveniently
be joined to the screen at the panel
.
end as shown.
The screened-grid valve is placed

in the holder with three pins below and
two projecting above. 'the upper

for

th

New

Valve-continued
that it, the screened-grid voltage,

denser, the two other baseboard
resistors, and the switch. Be careful
that this wire does not make electrical
contact with the screen, otherwise
you will short-circuit your L.T.
battery. The rest of the wiring is
quite normal, and practically all of
it can be carried out before the front
panel is mounted in position.
-

should be exactly 80 volts. H.T.
+ 2 should go to 120 volts, and
HT. + 3 to a suitable tapping for
the particular detector valve you
are using. You can vary this to
find the best position, but usually
60 to 80 volts will be- suitable.
HT. + 1 should always be 80, and
H.T. ± 2 always 120.

Testing the Wiring.
.

The grid bias Swill, of course,
depend upon, the particular low-'
frequency valve you use. Follow the
makers' Instructions in this regard.
It is as well to test out all the wiring,
first of all, with an ordinary valve to
make sure all your connections are
correct, as you will not wish to risk
spoiling the screened-grid valve.
As the filament connections are the
same for both a screened-grid valve
and an ordinary valve it is not a
bad jlan to test with an ordinary
valve you do not value so much, to
see whether the filament circuit is
correct. ir so, you can piace tne
screened-grid valve in position, and
make the two connections for screening grid and plate as shown. After
this, you simply tune in the station
required. There is no fear of oscillation causing trouble to your neighbours, provided you have followed the
layout shown. If you use the ordinary
six-pin coil in place of the binocular
you will get uncontrollable oscillation,
and you will cause much trouble.

Q
" Indigr «ph "dials tee,« used ou tl,e two tuning condensers. The condenser hnob (on
the right) is for reaction control.
pin, which would normally correspond
with the grid pin on an ordinary base,
is connected to the screening grid, and
a lead must be taken from this
By taking your
to H.T. + 1.
spare socket from the Bowyer-Lowe
holder and soldering a: stiff wire to it,
you can slip it over the pin when
you have inserted the valve. The
pin which is normally joined to the
plate on an ordinary base is also connected to the plate on this valve, and
a similar connection is takeñ from
this to the terminal marked 3 on
the second six-pin base. If you tise
an ordinary anti-phonic socket for this
valve you should make two small
spirals of wire -to slip over the upper
and the upper plate pins respectively, and then take leads from these
to HT. + i and to 3 on the second
eoi[ base.

Ii

-

-

-

Operating the Set
The operation of this set is extremely simple--much simpler than
that of a neutialised receiver. All
that is necessary is to set the reaction
condenser at zero, join up aerial,
earth, loud speaker, and batteries,
and adjust the H.T. values.
If you have a voltmeter available,
so much the better, for it is advisable

Beware of Short Circuits

The rest of the wiring is carried
out in normal fashion., Notice that
HT. + 3 terminal is placed next to
loud-speakér positive, for convenience

-

of wiring.
It is as well to use insulated wire
throughout. Notice that a postvè

.
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O
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O
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-____._
-----,--L.T. lead going to the resistor for the
--- -.--- -__________
screened-grid - valve passes through
t, ,_.
'
the slot in the screen, this wire joining
the insulated clip on the grid cOn-. One stage of trans/ormer coupling provides a,nple L,.V. amptificatia,. in this receiver.
-
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"Feed-back" Effects

-

-

r

cause oscillation in sets using an
ordinary high-frequency stage, will be
much more thañ sufficient to send

;'.

L.

'

n

-

While it is possible to design a set
using t!le ordinary six-pin-coils, if this
is done nuch more complete screening
is required, and the design will differ
from that I have worked out for
W1ELESS CONSTRUCTOR readers. It
should also be unnecessary to point
out that the ordinary types of plugin coil are quite unsuitable, here.
Screened-grid valves have been
designed to give a very high magnification, and the elimination of internai
feed-hack effects occurs inside the
valve itself. There is no magic about
it, and it cannot possibly eliminate
external feed-back effects, which are
of far greater importance in this
receiver than in the ¿rdinary type,
owing to the very, high magnification'
obtainable. Remember, that instead
of getting a magnification of about
five or ten in your high-frequency

ç/
Q

'

o

,

927

Va1vecontinuea!

stage (iisualli' yu ie luckr if you'
get this) with this particular receiver,
you are getting a magnification of

Fuîthermore, the set will not functou
correctly. As rnentinned before, the
is of binocular coils of small size
in'this set is absolutely essential for

1

L
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--po p7
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I
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A view of ¿I.e

set

houh

.chiei

be of great ass (stance

being

i.p,derhthe,.

something between thirty and fifty in
the first stage, so that a feed-back
be sufficient to
effect which would
1.
-

-

-

tvhen

the wiring is

the whole receiver oli into violent
oscillation.
Both dials will read approximately
the same if you use the binocular
coils illustrated.

Not Very Selective

-

The design of a set using two stage
of screened-grid valve magnification
is a far more difficult task, and very
complete screening is required. Au
experimental receiver of this type is
at present undergoing tests in my
laboratory, and I hope to be able to
describe it in a very early issue.
While the amplification of the
present receiver is, as previously
stated, comparable with that previously obtainable with two good
stages of high frequency, the factthat there is only one tuned circuit.
preceding the detector circuit means
that the tuning is not quite so sharp
as that obtainable with an ordinary
two-stage high-frequency circuit, for
each timed stage adds very considerably to the selectivity of the receiver.
At the same time the selectivity is quite
good when the reaction control is operatad, and in a very large number of
cases will he sufficient for all ordinary
work. Daventry Junior, for example,
can be cleared free of Langenberg, and
vice versa. If the reader is living close
to a station, and this is causing more
interference than he likes, it will be
-screen arc clearly eliminated with great ease by the use
I,Own ill t i
of the Radiano Wave-Trap described
illUSt$(*tiO,1.
in an earlier issue.
-
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-
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-
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-

The rotative positions

of th SU25 valve, ¿I.e
aerial coil, ¿UHIUÇJ

condensersand- -
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SECRETS OF SHORTWAVE SUCCESS ......
Sohne practical point that

From a Correspondent:

-

¡F ever I am asked what is the most

importañt factor in short-wave
reception I have not the slightest
hesitation in replying that it is smooth
reaction control. On the medium and
long waves it is possible to receive a
certain number of stations een with
reaction that js somewhatfie1ce or
floppy; anything of the kind, however, is most likely to spell complete
failure when reception below 100
metres is attempted.
iL

Smooth Reaction Control
The reaction, again, must not greatly
affect the tuning.. It has not so far
been found possible to devise any
circuit for short-wave reception in
which the reaction control has absolutely no effects upon the tuning, but
in that shown in the accompanying
diagram these are so small that they
give rise to no difficulties.
It is one thing, though, to draw a
circuit diagram and another to build
an efficient receiving set from it. For
this reason readers who contemplate
the construction of short-wave receivers are strongly advised not to
attempt to make their own designs,
unless they have had a good deal of
experience of short-wave work, but
to copy fait1fully one of those which
appear frequently in the WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR. If this is done, and if
no alterations or "improvements"
are made in the design, the necessary
smoothness of reaction control will be
obtained without difficulty.

intl help io improve your jadio ieccption.
-

20,000,000 you would.: thereforò reThe radio-frequency choke helps to
quire to count unceasingly and at top- ireduce the amount of high-frequency.
speed for 100,000 minûtes.
oscillations passing in the remainder
In other words you would need to of the circuit, but it does not -by any
continue night and day for a few
means entirely eliminate them.
hours lss than ten whole. weeks to
The by-passing condenser 05 again
complete the task of counting the
shunts away to earth a fairly large
number of undulations performed in
proportion and the resistance R3
a single second of time by the carrierhelps to prevent these impulses from
wave of a 15-metfe transmission
reaching the grid of V2.
- But if there were no filter in the
Body-capacity Effects
plate circuit of this valve and the
It is mainly on account of. the high telephones were wired directly befrequencies involved that an ordinary
tween its plate and H.T. posibroadcast receiving set is generally tive it would probably be found, on
practically useless for short-wave
wave-lengths berow about 30 metres
work. The higher the frequency of
at any rate, that.distinct and rather
the received signal the greater is the curious body-capacity effects were to
tendency for body-capacity efiects be observed. When, for example, a
to occur unless special precautions telephonic transmission such as that
are taken to eliminate them.
of K D K A on 14 metres is tuned in
In the circuit seen in the drawing with the telephones connected in this
it will be noticed that. one set of vanes
way it is quite likely, if they have
of each of tise two variable condensers
metal headbands,that touching these
C and 02 is connected to earth. If
will produce a plopping noise or even.
this connection is made from the
a howl in the receivers.
-

n

-

-

-

.

f

-

..

Fine t,rniny on the
»jein dial is essento successful

til
shot-jve
Ing

;

worh-

i'

and flic

reaction con fiai
must be evenly and
accurately (huNted
at the same time.
(f

*
-

Stupendous Speed
Next in importance to smooth reaction control we must place absence
of body-capacity effects. It must be
remembered that when we drop down
below 100 metres we begin to encounter terrific frequencies. At 100
metres the frequency is 3,000,000 per
second; at 40 metres, 7,500,000; at
30 metres, 10,000,000, and at 15
metres, 20,000,000. Some realisation
of what such a 8tupendous figure as
20,000,000 really means may be obtained in the following way. If you
count aloud as fast as you possibly can
you will find that about 200 is your
limit for a single minute. To reach

-

-

moving vanes body-capacity effects
are decreased, since the vanes attached
to the spindle with whose knob the hand comes into contact are at highfrequency earth potential. This precaution, excellent as it is, is, however,
insufficient in itself on the very short
waves owing to the difficulty of keeping high-frequency impulses out of
the low-frequency parts of the circuit.
It might be thought that the output
of the rectifying valve consists of
audio-frequency impulses only, but
in practice this is not the case, for in
addition to the audio-frequencies there
i
also a high-frequency component.

If the telephones are removed fròm
the head either the signal will disappear altogether or the set will howL
dismally. When, whilst wearing the
telephones, one's head -is brought anywhere near the high-frequency ehd of
the set the tnniig alters completely.
-

-

By the use of a fil-ter circuit as shown
in the diagram, and by connecting
the telephones between the plate of
the last valve and L.T. negative,
with the large condenser C6 in series,
one end of their windings is kept at
earth potential and these queer capa..
city effects are eliminated. The

t3
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SECRETS OF SHORT-WAVE
SI TCCFSS
-continued

the best, and coils and so on that are
not of the highest efficiency, provided
that as regards the factors already
discussed the set is all that it should
be.

shunting condenser 07 may not always
be necessary, though as a rule it isa
great improvement on the very short
waves, for it helps to keep high-frequency impulses oi.it of the telephone
windings.
You may be surprised that I have
mentioned smoothness of reaction
control and absence of body-capacity
effects as the most important factors
in short-wave success, without so far

r-

-

Y

?*

t;

.LT
II

!

:e- -i-

'JE

saying a word about aerial, earth,
coil, or condenser efficiency. I am not
going to say for a moment that
efficiency in these departments does
not matter ; most emphatically it
does. But short-wave transmissions
come inso powerfully that fairly good
reception of 2 X A F, 2 X A D,
P C J J and K D K A, and a good
many other stations, is possible with
poor aerial, an earth that is not of

IF

4

1r

lU__.iJ

¡n « elrcuit of this Igipe tha ad just ,net
of rcaetion hits pìijeticultg, no effectupon the tunnfJ:

could have been heard on bad nights.
The use of a really good aerial in
combination with a first-rate earth
enormously improves signal strength,
besides making tuning easier. Cut
down losses by using the best of coils
and variable condensers, and you will
find that even on those nights when
conditions are at their worst there is
nearly always something to be heard
from distant short-wave stations..

ROBINSON CRUSOE

4

-

USING THE RADIANO

,

SHORT-WAVER

s

-

I have actually received. all of the
stations mentioned above in the
course of experiments : (1) Without
using aerial or earth at all; (2) using
coils made of No. 30 DCC. wire
wound without any spacing on formers that were anything but low lois;
(3). with variable condensers that
could not possibly be classed as firstrate components. I do not claim that
in any of the cases mentioned signal
strength was great or that signals

3_ji_LI

*********************

I

A REiHÌER'S RES VLTS

*
SIR,-Having just completéd your
latest set, "The Radiano Short-Wave
Two," and being very desirous of
trying same, I decided to do so on.
a recent Sunday morning.
Commencing about i am., W G Y
on 33 metres came in about 2 a.m.,
and I held that station until 3.45 to
4 o'clock.

Towards the latter part of that
time I could have worked a small
loud speaker, reception with two pairs
of 'phones lying on the bench was all
that could be desired, and every word
distinct. Considering the time of year,
I think this is very good, and speaks
volumes for the efficiency of the
receiver.
Having at previous times tried
numbers of short-wave receivers, I
really think this is the finest.
As regards the reaction control,
this is absolutely the best that could
be used. As I did not have a slowmoving dial on this condenser I.put
one of the usual neutrodyne condensers in parallel, the final adjustmènt
of this condenser giving just that fine
adjustment necessary.
The coils used were made by the
writer on paxolin formera, with
valve legs tapped into same, and the
connections taken to these with tags
and soldered, valve sockets being
used on a strip of ebonite to mrke
the connection to the receiver. I
find this method very practicable and
easy to use.
The, valves used were S.P.18
Green Spot for detector and ST. for
L.F., both being 2-volt valves.
Yours truly,
G.

P

Uxbridge.

WERE WRECKED TO-DAY
..

-

-

.
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An essentially prtzelical article describing the characteristics and
circuit require,ncnts oJ the new S.625 vahvc.
-

By W. JAMES.

-

valve which, it would
appear, is almost bound to
have the effect of modifying
the design of the radio-frequency
portion of wireless receivers, in Great

A
£.

NE\v

the

-

.

This capacity
grid and anode.
measured under " static " conditions
-i.e. with its filament not heated-is
found to be of the order of G to 10
micro-microfarads. But under working conditions the grid's effective
capacity may increase to several
times this value. This capacity provides a coupling between the aTnode
and grid circuits, with thé result that
the oidinaíy three-electrode valve is
not a unilateral device at all ; that
is to say, the grid and anode circuits

to the grid circuit the amplified
voltage produced in the anode circuit,
by normal valve, action, causes à
certain amount of current to pass back
to the grid circuit through the grid.

#1

5(120V1
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_#I
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EI J

srg0

-

,41NoANoo.
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NEW

VALVE

¡411
Britain at all events, is about to be
marketed.
-

Grid-Anode Capacity
This valve has four electrodes-a
filament, control grid, and anode,
with a specially constructed metal
screening grid located between the
control grid and anode. lt should not
be confused with the ordinary fourelectrode vaive-the new valve has
several quite distinctive features all its
own. The valve is, in fact, so designed
that the capacity of the control grid to
anode is quite negligible when the
screen is connected to a point of fixed
potential such as the earth or- the
anode-circuit battery, and its anode
impedance and amplification factor are
of quite a different order of magnitude from those usual fòr the ordinary
types of valve. But before we can
fully appreciate the factors which led
to its development we must consider
what way the original t:hree-in
electrode rcceiviig valve has proved to
be defective
An ordinary reqeiving valve has
considerable capacity between its

anode capacity.
This 'current is
usually of sufficient magnitude and
acts in such a way as not only to
strengthen the signals originally
applied to the grid, but to cause the
circuit to burst into oscillation. Thus
radio-frequency circuits tend to suffer
from chronic instability.
Nor are the harmful effects of the
grid-anode capacity confined to radiofrequency amplifiers. The operation
of radio-frequency amplifiers, and of
detectors as well, are adversely
affected.

The valve itas five
pins, two at one end
and (ht-ev at the
The two
oIlier.
co,rnect
So
The-

shielding

grid

ami the anode t-espeetively,
white
tite other three
,n,d:n contact wig,
the con (toi grid
cutd the (n'o ends
of She flSumt-nt.

-

Neutralising Methods

So far as radio-frequency amplifiers

Dii

j

are not electrically isolated by the
valve, but are actually coupled by the
grid-to-anode capacity (Fig. 1).

Cause òf Instability

It

-

is this capacity which tends to
promote iflstability in radio-frequency
amplifiers, for when a signal is applied
-

are concerned, various methods have
been devised for neutralising the
valve's capacity or for stahilising the
circuit. To be sure,.
are other
coiplings beid that due to the
valve's capacity which may be the
cause of instability, but we must
assume that stray' magne'tic and
conductive couplings are clithinated
by careful circuit design.
This
mvQlves, in many instances, the
complete screening of coils, tuning

the
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condensers, and other incidental apparatus, and very often the provision
of adequate by-pass condensers and
choking coils.
But Shaving removed all the stray
couplings próvided by the positions of
s

.'sov

#/20P

r

-'

Cc,,o
L2:7!C,V.O

VALVE

ÌI

.

L44'

Y/NG

Y6

.4CrvN

the parts of the receiver, we are
still left with the capacity of the grid
to anode,, and modern practice would
seem to indicate that the best way
of dealing with this is by a simple
circuit, which allows of complete
capacity neutralisati9n.
This nornially involves the provision of coils
and condensers additional to, those
rejuired for tuning the circuit; a

fairly simple matter, it may seem,
but yet one which adds to the complexity of a receiver.
To be effective, certain precautions
have to be taken, but with careful
design and skilled adjustment it is
possible so to arrange the radiofrequency stages that they remain in a
stable condition for the whole of their
tuning range.
The neutralisation
may not be perfect-in fact, in practice
it very seldom is perfect-with the
result that there is a varying amount
of feed-back at the different wavelengths to. which the receiver is tuned.
This is not particularly troublesome,
however, provided the amount of
feed-back is not sufficient to produce
a condition of instability.

anode to the grid circuit. Thus the
tendency for the receiver to be unstable
is reduced, but at the expense of
amplification and, it would seem, of
selectivity as well.
Knowing thât all the difficulties
are primarily due to the valve's a node-

Sacrificing Amplification

CO/hS Ark'/GMr-A,1cL.s

Many other schemes have been
devised and used to stabilise radiofrequency amplifiers. Some of them
really ought not to be classed as
stahilisers at all, for they act effectually to limit the amount of amplification, which in turn reduces the
amount of energy fed back from the

W17W A

,54

ScQEN a.6rn'2w rH,.qXO1jczS
/A'TERAC)WW.

to-grid capacity, it seems strange
indeed that only of late has a serious
attempt been made to construct
valves having a negligible anode-togrid capacity, for with a valve of this
type there would be no need to
employ any of the special balancing
or stabilising devices so necessary
with ordinary receiving valves. Moreover, it would seem that with such a
valve one would be able to secure a
very high amplification with complete stability.

Stray Couplings
Naturally, one would still have
Completely to remove all stray couplings between the individual stages
of a receiver, but this has to be done
in any case, and by complete removal
of stray couplings we mean thè
removal of magnetic couplings,' which
may be due tO the interaction of
tuning coils, of stray capacitative
couplings due to the proximity of
tuning coils and condensers, wires,
and other apparatus, and of conduct
tive couplings due to the impedance
of connecting wires, batteries, and
so on.
LIi

ou

I

I

I

I

IIII

ri
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I
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I
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J' 808896
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A eharactei'istic curve of unusual type showing the ano c,wvent plot Ie against anode
voltage ¡or various g.-id vol tages, The shaded area Is tite" operating "aree-of Ute curve,

This involves the -use of metal
screens, by-pass condensers, and choking coils, according to the overall
amplification obtained; but, as we
have said before, these p?ecautions
have to be taken regardless of whether
the valve's capacity is neutralised by
a special circuit, whether other forms
of stabilisation are used, or whether
the valve itself is so designed that

16
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its capacity is o sriall as to he óf ho
account.
To efTctuallr screen the anode of
a valve from its grid may seem 'at
first sight to be an utter impossibility; for one might think, and
rightly, too,that were the screen so
perfect as to eliminate completely
W

flk'
-

11

Works -continued

the Screened -Valve

'801'

iL
DtTECYIW

ñ5gOûEC7N.
the capacity of the grid-to-anode
the normal valve action would fail.
One would think that while the grid
would still be able effectually to
control the stream of electrons
emitted by the filament none of
the electrons would reach the anode.
In practice this-is not quite true, and
it is found that the anode current
which flows is st-ill under the control
of the grid However, the valve's
characteristics are quite different
from those we are accustomed to.
An accompanying figure shows
the variation of anode current with
grid bias undér a given set of conditions. These are, a filament current
of 5 volta 025 ampere, a screen
voltage of 78, and an anode voltage
of 120. Further readings were taken
with an anode voltage of 140, and the
second curve was drawn. This ]ies
very near the first curve. A third
curve was then drawn to show how
the screen current varied whilst
taking the 120 anode voltage curve.
This curve shos the screen current
varies from zero to (154 milliaippere.

been taken for the same sample'
valve:
These curves show the'
variation in anode current with anode
voltage for a fixed grid bias and
screen voltage. For one curve thé
grid bias was set at negative OE5 volt
and for the other èurve at negative
15' volts :' in both 'instances the
screen was joined to positivo 78 volts.
These 'curves show that as the
anôde voltage is increased the anode
current uses from a small value,
until, at a certain point, it decreases
rather rapidly, only to rise again'and
to remain practically steady for the
higher anode voltages.

By the usual methods the amplification factor was found to be 135
for an anode impedance of 300,000
ohms. These figures are remarkable
enough in themselves and imply
that speciàl circuits have to be devised to suit the valves.
Fortnnately the circuits are very
simple ones, as presently we shall
show, but for the moment let us look
at another set of curves which has

-

TJ

Normal Working Area
Readers will recognise here a
characteristic similar in sente respects
to Dr. Hull's dynatron, which may
give rise-to negative resistance effects,
but the part of the curve which we
are interested in at the moment is
the top part, corresponding to anode

.5.

/OAI.

Y2641

tion of from about 100 to 148 volts
for a voltage input, which will depend
on the constants of the anode circuit.
As the impedance of the anode
circuit is- made larger so shall we
obtain this output voltage variation
with a smaller input.
If the impedance of the anode
circuit were made identical with that
of the valve, we should-obtain a
voltage ampliation of 135 divided.
by 2, or say, 67. If, theréfor, we
applied a high-frequency signal of
04-volt peak valuo, we should get
out of the valve a high-frequency
voltage of 27, which is within its
limits.
..
-

The nrnh Of Sac
new shielded-qrkl

-

Remarkable Amplification
Factor

this it is clEar 'that the voltage
amplification obtainable given an
output circuit of suitable design, is
very large indeed. In fact, we can
get from the valve a voltage varia-

vulve;

ehnely

-

Fill ini,
lo,

hut in-

¡iO», the
have She
shield-both shown
il«Se(l

-

-

p'ute, ive

in

the top sctlop,

of

the

photopaph

-thiIe

bctoic

¿he ui,u1 grid
'

fit«nent

is

and

drange-

nent.

-

Using the Valve

.We have now to cdnsider the use
of this valve in. a receiver, and we
will consider the matter first from a
theoretical point of view, and secondly
from a practical point of view. In
the first place, magnification depends
upon the impedance associated with

*
voltages of 96 to 148. This is not
quite flat, although it is nearly so,
and the two curves are roughly
parallel. The curves show that the
anode current can be changed by
about (147 milliampere by one volt
grid bias, and from these curves it
is easy to see why the anode current
changed by such a small amount
in the previous test when anode
voltages of 120 and 140 were tried,
The normal working area is indicated by the shaded portion. From

J-

4NJ7wER If7MOD O..sWEC7WC
¿Z4KY GRID ¿2e TEC7VR.

4

-

c

the output circuit and the amplification increases with the impedance.
I have worked out a few exainple8
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tp show this more clea1y; these are
given in Table 1.
It is assumed that the valve has an
impedance of 300,000 ohms ând á
voltage factor of 135, and that
impedances of various values
c'oniiected to the anode circuit.
TABLE 1.
-

...

Jmpcdancc connected Calculated value
to ancde of valve,
of magnification.

600,000 ohms
300,000 ,,
200,000 ,,
100,000 ,,
50,000 ,,
25,000 .,

The table shows

90
67
54
34
.

19

10

that

as the im-

reance cönnected to the anode

ciruit
-

uiiiiuauiu..iu.
uiauuuuuirniuu
r'

can write down the following values as
being typical:

is reduced, so the magnification falls off. It is therefore obvious
that to obtain a maximum amplification it- is necessary to employ a
circuit of very high -impedance connected to the anode of the valve, and
e have now to inquire as to how we
can obtain the necessary high inipedance with a practical circuit.
A tuned transformer is quite out
of the question because the valve's
impedance is so great. We must
confine ourselves to the tuned-anode
type of circuit, Fig. 2. Now, we can
work out the effective resistance of a
tuned-anTode circuit if we know the
inductance of the coil, the capacity
of the tuning condenser at the wavelength considered, and the resistance
of the circuit, and from previous
measurements which I have made we

Tuned Anode Resistance
Wave-length, 400 metres. Inductance of coil, 290 microhenries. Maximum capacity of tuning condenser,
0003 mid.
Such a coil will time from about
200 to 600 metres, and, given coils of
equal inductance, the only thing we
have to concern ourselves with is
their resistaflce at the working wavelength, for this is the factor which
will decide the working effective
resistance.
As the resistanóe ofthe coil is made
lower by good design, so the effective
resistance of the tuned-anode circuit
will increase iñ proportion. Thus, a
well-made tuned circuit comprising a
coil of high-frequency cable will offer
an effective resistance of about
250,000 ohms at the wave-length of
400 metres to which it is tuned.
-

25

z+

Importance of the Coil

-

When a good coil of solid wire is
used, the ffective 'resistance will
usually lie between 100,000 and
150,000 ohms, while, when an ordinary
single-layer coil wound with a fairly
fine gauge of wire, or an ordinary type
of plug-in commercial coil, is connected
th' circuit will have an effective
resistance of 40,000 or 50,000 ohms.
Wheú the. tuned ciruit is one
having a 200-microhenry coil and a
0005-mfd. variable condenser for
tuning the values of effective resistance will be rather lower.
If we put these values in tabular
form we shall be able to make cornpansons much more easily. This has
been done, and the results are given
in Table 2.

lIUEiUlUiA

__iiirnuur
IUI

('8

'7

usiiuuiuuriiuu

.

Ç
r.2

uiuuiuuriuuu

-

q
.9',

Using Reaction
It will be seen that it is theoretically
-

possible to obtain an amplification of
61 with the coil wound with highfrequency cable. Good solid wire,
single-layer coils will give with this
valve a magnification of 34 to 45,
whilst, when the tuning coil is an
ordinary single-layer coil or plug-in
coil, the magnification obtained will
be from 16 to 23. We therefore sée
that it will pay us to use the best
possible coil, since it is the coil which
plays so large a part in deciding the

.3

-Vg
XI84

-

9

-8

-7

-6

-i

-4.

-3

-a

-i-

magiflcation.

Grid Bicii

There now comes another question.
The Mareont screened taire qives a static corve as shown above when the anode volts' We have so far been dealing vith the
are 110 and 120 respectively with the screen at SO volts above zero. The screen correnti
82)
co, ve is taken with the screen at SO volts and tl,e anode al 120 volts H.?
(continued oi pa
I
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"\7HAT is

the best I can do with
two valves " is a question
often asked by the 'home
constructor, and particularly by residents in country districts where
accumulator charging and the hightension problem make valve economy
essential. Properly speaking, there
V 'Y

i
i

:

+,

L.S.

-.

i

I

By HARRY P. WOOTTON._J

t

I

schemes of which the " Hale" is
perhaps the most popular. at the
present time.

I

A Limited Choice
Any scheme for using two valves
as an amplifier following, a crystal
detector means that one is limited
to the local station for reception, and
the writer has yet to find an efficient
method of using a high-frequemicy

etc.)

LS.

Oct. and LP. receiver, with She
pccialIy .harp tuninU iuikiWe for
separntanq 5 B.

A

I

COMPONENTS REQUIRED.
standard panél, lo in. x 7 in.
(Radion, Ebonart, Resiston, Paxolin,

cabtnet for sanie, taking a 7-in.
baseboard.
0005 - mid,
variable condenser,
i
S.L.F. or S.L.W. (see note below).
i panel-mounting "neutrodyne" condenser. That shown is a McMichael.
i on-and-off switch. (Igranic, Benjamln, Lotus, etc.)
i baseboard-mounting
Formodensor,
OOOO25 mfd., or Excel Variodensor,
model N.
i fixed
condenser 0003 mid. with
clips for grid leak of 4 megohms.
(Lissen, Dubiller, Igranic, etc.)
2 antiphonic valve sockets. (Benjamin,
Lotus, C.E. Precision, etc.)
2 fixed resistors to suit valves used.
(Amperite, Tempryte, Lissen, etc.)
(The Ori radio-frequency choke.
mond is shown, and occupies very
little space, but any good standard
make will do provided It will fit
into the space available.)
Care must te
i L.F. transformer.
taken in choosing this, as the space
available is not great. The C.A.V.
All-Purposes is shown in the set.
Terminal strip with ten terminals for
Aerial, Earth, LT. - and Grid
Bias + combined, LT. +, }I.T.
H.T. + i, H.T. + 2, G.B.

-

I

detectors, as well as reflexes of all
kinds, we soon come to a choice
between the detector and one note
magnifier and the high-frequency
The
J detector.
valve precedi
latter, if proierÍy Jesigned, is the
more sensitive in distance-getting
powers, but it sufleis from the disadvantage that even when the local
station is very close it is impossible to
obtain sufficient volume to operate a
loud speaker. The detector and one
note magnifier, on the other hand,
is capable of no mean distancegetting achievements (although these
are not so good as with the one
high-frequency valve and a regeneraThe eompletcd reeciver is

lower
photo graph shows the set
removed from its robinet,

shoitn «bore. Tue

---

-

-

.

*

and makes clear the arranqe.
ment of the ter,ni mils.
.-.

-----rt---

----.

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

ç

4

.

..

i,

i

'.

-

-

I

*

f
"

-

L

-

-

-

-,
-,

-

-

-

--

.

Glazite or other Insulated wire.
Split-secondary transformers for 250
to 500 metres and. 1,000 to 2,000
- metres are required.

-

--

-

-

-

-

h

-

-

I:

are but two ways in which one can
use a pair of valves, namely-as a
detector followed by a note magnifier, or as a high-frequency valve
preceding a detector (disregarding for
the moment their use with crystal
detectors).
These are the two
' straight" arrangements, but in
addition we have several refiexing

valve preceding a straight crystal..
detector, for, while one gains from
the high-frequency stage, the fact
that neither amplification nor reaction,
is possible by- the detector itself
resu'ts in almost as much loss as gain. .
Fçr the man \vho dilikes ystal

tive detector)- while it also serves to
give quite good loud speaking on the
local station provided this is situäted
not more than ten or fifteen miles
away. Many thousands of experi.
menters live within such a range, so
that. one can ieason.ahly xpect that
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The "Chummy" Two-continued

-

the detector and note - magnifier
arrangement will have a wide appeal.
There is, however, one other virtue
associated with the high-frequency
valve preceding the detector. Such
an arrangement can be made to tune
very sharply-no small advantage in
'these days of 5 B and the excellent

-

-

grid circuit, and the other half in
the plate circuit reaction being
obtained by the manipulation of a
small neutrodyne condenser mounted

Now, this arrangement has one very
important advantage which has a
big bearing on the problem of selectivity. - The detector valve, being

jET

transmissions from soute foreign
0003
stations. However, the writer has
3
been experimenting for some time to
find a really sharp tuning arrangement with a detector and one stage
of note magnification. The circuit
used in the " Chuntmy " Two is the
sw;Tc
result of much -wrk, and is presented to the experimenter in the
T/íEOR7/CAh
firm belief that in it he will find a
C/RC//7
solution to many of his problems of TI,e fIieoret.t«I CÜCHII upon wI.icIitl.e connections the " CI..,r.my "
oJ
Tice are bused.
selectivity. All parts aie standard
on the panel. In order to give a
and easily obtainable, and there is a
shunted across only half of the tuning
wide variety of choice in every
wide flexibility to the arrangement,
inductance, has a far smaller damping
so that it may suit all types of valves,
one of them. In particular, the set
effect on this circuit than would be
a second. small adjustable condenser
lias been made exceedingly compact
the case if it were across the whole,
is placed in parallel with the neutrowithout sacrificing efficiency.
as in the usual Reinartz arrangement.
If the reader examines the circuit dyne condenser, this being adjusted Not only does this permit of very
in the preliminary experiments so
he will find that a standard splitsharp tuning (Lange.nberg and 5 G B
are easily separable), but a much
smoother adjustment of reaction is
-

-

NC;!

-

'

.

.

.

.

.

-

.

-

-.--.--.--

.

.
-

-

.

.

.

possible.
Thé note-magnifying stage is of
standard design, and presenti io
special features.
Separate: hightension tappings are used for bót.h
detector and note-magnifying valves;
and separate fixed resistors fór each
va1we while grid bias is, of courue,
provided in accordance with modern
practice. In this way, any combiñatien of valves caiibe used, and vhn
one is close to a station, a supér.
power valve inthe last stagé, with
120 or lSOvolts, enables the iaaxirnum
purity to be obtained.
- -

.-

-

J______
-

.

:F
I
-

J

.

-

.
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-

-
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-
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Valves and Condensers

-

f
-.

b

-

-

-

-

...

-

..L

'

'his photograph, lalen directly ¡ron, above the baseboal, sho,rt in which positions
fha grid and plate sockets of flic vilvc holders aie placed.

-.

.

secondary high-frequency transformer
is used, one winding being connected
to aerial and earth, the other being
tuned by a 0005-mM. variable condenser. Half of the winding is in the-,

-

.

that, at a maximum reading of the
tuning condenser, the set can just be
¡nade to oscillate, using the maximum
setting of the neutralising condenser
mounted on the panel.

-

The first valve can either be one
of the types speci ally sold as detectrs
or what is generally called a " highfrequency" 'alv.e -1aving
niagni.
fication of 15 to 25. These latter make
very godd rectifiers in this circuit,
ahd I prefer them for the pirpose.
The note-magnifying valve can be
any standard small-power valve, or
super-power valve if loud signais
.me gnu' mas
are neing nanajea.
must be adjusted to suit the valve
used. Two-, four-, or six-volt valves,
all work well in this set. The 6-volt
types are best.
SPECIAL NOTE.-The grid leak has
a value of 4 megohms, and is not the
conventional 2 megohm leak. While

Ì
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The "Chummy " Two-èontinued
a coil in the base; you will then be
able to see that all parts clear one
another. Keep as closely as possible
to the layent shown when first building
this set. Afterwards, if you desire .to

the latter can be used, the reaction
control will be much smoother with
the 4-megohm value.
Tuning is so sharp on this receiver
that it is essential to have a vernier
-

i-is screwed to the baseboard. You will
find this a great convenience. When
you have done all that is possible in

this way, screw the front panel against
the bottom of the baseboard (brackets
are not required for such a small panel
as this), and solder up the remaining
wires. In such a compact set the
writer strongly advocates the use of
some form of insulated wire to avoid
all possibilitjes of a short-circuit.
The neutralising condenser used ai
the reaction control mñst not be of
the type in which it is possible to shortcircuit the plates, as in the event of
this latter happening, the HT, battery
will he short-circuited, with disastrous

/0" -

3
IT

restilts.

Preliminary Adjustments

Fi

X. /8S

L_'

ON- OFF
SWITCH

jj

____________________________________________________
PA,VEL ¿.4 YO&'7
-

make changes in layout, you will have
had the satisfaction of knowing how

device. The writer, for this circuit,
would give preference to condensers
having a built-in vernier arrangement
(such as the Gecophone illustrated,
Brandes, Ormond, Jackson, etc.) The
ordinary condensers with separate
vernier dials, while excellent in some
circuits, are not so desirable in this
arrangement, as the metal plate tends
to accentuate hand-capacity effects.
The reason for this is that both fixed
and moving plates of the condenser
are above earth potential. Perfectly

Much of the wiring can be
followed fp» tIü photogÑiph,
whtehi ,houh1 be c4iniiired
with, the wiring diagram.

The operation of the set is cxtremely simple. Aerial, earth, valves,
and telephones or loud speaker are
joined up and the correct grid bias
selected. The voltage on HT. + i can
be anything from 30 to 80, depending
upon the type of valve; that on
HT. + 2 should be the maximum you
have available. Before switching on,
i set the panel neutralisiiig condenser at.'

..

-

-

-

-

satisfactory results will be obtained
with any of the condensers mentioned.

-Ç

''1

¿

Some Constructional Tips
both
One terminal is used f
L.T. negative and grid bias positive.
There is no reason for this other than
the saving in space which the arrangeeffects, as the space available for
the terminal strip is only ten inches
long. The cabinet should be cut to
allow of the terminal strip fitling
across the full width of the back.
The tuning condenser, reaction
condenser, and on-and-off switch must
first be mounted upon the front panel,
and this held against the front of the
baseboard while the other parts are
laid out. It is not a bad plan, in
laying out your parts, and before
screwing them to the baaeboard, to
inertthe valves in their sockets and

-

.

-

-

1_

the set works when laid out as inilieated in the design.
Practically all the wiring. can ,b
carried out before the fron1 anl

minimum position (in the screw-down
type this means the knob turned as
far as posibIe to the left) and the
baseboard adjustable condenser §t

-

-

-
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-continued
I
-

0005

-

minimum -also. It is better to make
-the preliminary adjustments with telephones rather than with loud speaker.
Now tune in the nearest station,
wkereupon you will find that by
adjusting the neutralising condenser
you can increase the volume very
considerably. Be careful not to send
the set into oscillation ou this wavelength, or you will cause interference
with your ¿eighbours.

4 GAINSY
PANEL.

I.

-

OUTER

ENO

Iu
-

Controlling Oscillation
When you have tuned in this local
station, try for another, such as 5G B,
and again try the reaction. When you
have picked up two or three stations
set the tuning condenser át its
maximum position and, by carefully
listening in the telephones, see whether
the sèt can be made to oscillate by
adjusting the panel neutralising condenser. At the full " on " position, if
you have still not reached the oscillation-point (you will recognise this by
the slight "plock" or a rushing noise
in the 'phones when the set goes into
oscillation) give a turn or two to the
baseboard-condenser knob until the
set just oscillates with the panel
reaction condenser at the maximum
position.
Remember in tuning that the higher
the reading on the tuning condenser
the more reaction condenser will be

I

{olcFi

uI

,

-

4bQs

LJ"1

\®
LS.- L.S+

29

Cß- MT+2 H 73-I
required to make the set oscillate, so
if you are near the oscillationpoint at the top of the scale do not
immediately túrn to the bottom of
the tuning condenser scale without
slacking off the reaction, otherwise you
will cause interference by oscillation.

that

-

The 11F. chohe
shown between the
vulve hohl ers In flac
wiring diagrta,n
stands in flic position u.dicated in
t li e
p1.01 oganph
below.

I

-

Smooth Reaction
You will find the reaction control
delightfully smooth, and it is possible
to discover a setting which will serve
for a considerable portion of the
tuning scale without resetting. Actuál
results obtained with this set when
tested in the editor's laborat&ry at
Wimbledon showed that 5 G B and
2 L O operated the loud speaker quite
satisfactorily for a small room, and
Langenberg, which could be tuned
free from 5 G B, was as lQud as anybody could require for 'phone reception in two or three pairs of telephones.
Toulouse was also very strong and
could be separated from London.
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(Continued on paje 80.)
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S].iIÍ¿In account

of

the uq,ortant advances recenUy nmtic for the prorision al direct current from 1.C. supply mains.

s'J'

A
£1

RECTIFIER is

a device for con-

verting alternating current into
direct current. There are many
cases in which this is necessary, the
most familiar being where it is required to charge a battery of accumulators from alternating current electric supply.
The principal types of reetifir in

s) :

;

the proprtyof opposing an infinite
resistance to the passage of current
through it in one direction and zero
resistance to the passage of current
through it in the opposite direction.
Such a rectifier would be loo per cent
efficient.

In practice, however, the process of
opposing a high resistance to the
current in one direction involves certain losses in the rectifier and, furthermore, the rectifying device has an
appreciable (in sorne cases a large)
resistance in the " through " direction. The nearer a rec'tifier approaches
4SOQj.IER

4

______
)'

h7ER

SrcÁ'AGE

ßA,Tçy

___ ___

tn
11

cally no attention required beyond
the occasional addition of a little
distilled water, and there is no energy
consumed in a way corresponding to
the heating of the filament in a valve
rectifier. If the electrodes and electrolyte are suitably ¿thosen the internal
resistance of the electrolytic rectifier
may be quite small; consequently
there may be little heating in operation
and little loss of energy in the rectifier.

¡rl

L

A "

3. Chemical or electrolytic rectifiers.

An ideal rectifier would be, say, a
short length of metal rod which had

--

IL.

4

current. A valve rectifier, moreover,
is entirely silent and, as it contains
no liquids, it can be operated in any
position. Its principal drawback is

Use are:'
1. Val4.e rectifiers.
2. Vibratory or thechanical rectifiers.

J

Dry" Rectifier

There is another type of rectifier
which I have not mentioned because
it is only used for tiny currents, arid
that is the crystal rectifier so largely
Thes is one of (lie new Kupio.r Bnfte,'y
Chni'ginq Units Loch uf fhe.se muts
employed for wireless detection purembodies twelve of 11w Kqn'or dises.
poses. I mention this now because,
that it consumes a considerable in one of the new developments which
amount of energy f or the heating of
I am about to describe, a principle
the filament, and also it usually has a
analogous to that of the, crystal
fairly high resistance.
rectifier is used. This point, however,
The vibrating-reed rectifier, when
will be raised again later on, in conproperly adjusted, is very efficient as
nection with the " Kuprox" rectifier.
regards both rectification and low
The advantages of the electrolytic
losses. A mechanical device, however,
type of rectifier have led .experimenalways requires a certain amount of
ters for some years past to endeavour
attention; and a disadvantage of a to incorporate the essential features
vibratory rectifier is that it is apt to of the electrolytic rectifier into a
get out of adjustment and sparking device which would be free from the
occurs. In some circumstances even
chief (almot the only) drawback of
a reversal of the polarity of the D.C.
the electrolytic type-that is, the
terminals may taki place.
'fact that it contains free liquid, and
Chemical or electrolytic rectifiers,
is thcefore not trictly " portable
except for the fact that they contain
in the ordinary seris.
liquid and therefore arc subject to
As a result of these investigations
certain obvious inconveniences, have
a low-tensioiì rectifier has been piomany advantages. There is practiduced and is now being marketed in
.

.4 ,Gcr,p,sR .45 ¿'SEL? FO.R 5w.rI.E-WA VE

-.

.

Z$Vs

to the ideal conditions mentioned
above the nearer its efficiency approaches to loo per cent. The rectifiers of the various classes mentioned
above all have advantages and disadvantages, and the choice of one or
other will depend, to a large extent,
upon the particular purpose for
which the device is to be used.

I

lu the fectorg where
tite Kupro.e Buttery

'f

-

Çhur ging Units arc

,nwlc the worhers
liare

II.

to be prøtected

when

by nt«1at
openiug the f&írithecs.

The Various Types

.7/
I

For example, a valve rectifier, as a
rule, gives very efficient rectification,
in the sense that the reverse current
is small compared to the" through"
23
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Rectifier Developments-continued

-

America (it can also be obtained in
this country), known as the " Raytheon " rectifier, and which, whilst it
utilises the principles of the electrolytic rectifier, is for all practical purposes a di'y rectifier and can therefore
be used in any position.

&EWd/YG CRoô.
FORM OP
COPP-EROX.'A
,QECTIFIER

-

Copp..q
OX/DE

'

--

4

r

-

Massachusetts

Institute

of

at the
Tech-

nology.
The internal coistruction of the
Raytheon "A" rectifier will be seen
from the accompanying figure. The
cathode is of a special alloy (the
composition of which is not disclosed)
and the anode, which is in direct
contact with the cathode,' consists of
an acid paste with pure silver. In
order to obtain a "non-potential"
and sure contact with the acid pasteporous-anode, a pure silver anode-

contact is introduced at the bottom
of the containing tube.

-

fi

An "Oriented" Condition

Its relation to the usual electrolytic
rectifier is almost exactly the same as
the relation between the small socalled " dry " cell (which constitutes
the unit in an ordinary dry flashlamp battery) and its larger cousin,
the wet Leclanché cell which is used
for domestic bell-ringing and suchlike purposes.
A small "dry"
Leclanché cell is not dry at all. It is
only " dry" in the sense that it is
compact and sealed and that the
liquids in it are held in suspension in
a suitable medium. In fact, it is dry
in the sense that it is unspillable and
practically free fr6m evaporation.
-

he has been collaborating

The Raytheon

"A"

new Raytheon rectifier is
in an exactly similar sense.
The rectifying 'electrode is surrounded
by an acid paste which constitutes
a porous anode. The whole rectifier
is assembled in a container which is
of a similar sue and shape to the little
zinc container of the unit of the

The

"dry "

ordinary pocket flash-lamp battery.
This new " dry " rectifier is the
result of the work of M. Henri André,
the well-known French scithitist, and
of. a number of scientists with whom

One of tl:c
Ku¡trox -replace-

nient units for
electrolytic battery clua,gers.
TIns type of unit
is
empio yeii in
ait the Kit pror

chargeas

atad.

cliininators.

Concentrated sulphuric acid paste
is mixed in with the porous silver
anode and this acid is thoroughly
dehydrated (or freed from water)
in order to avoid undesired chemical
reactions. The container consists of
a copper-plated steel tube and it will
be noticed 'from the figure that the
porous silver anode, as well as the
silver anode contact, is in contact
with the container. The porous anode
contains in its interstices the nonconducting agent (concentrated sulphuric acid), which has free access to
the junction between the metals.
The purpose of the concentrated acid
is to preserve the various metallic
junctions in an "oriented "condition,
but the actual conduction is through
the metals themselves. The presence
of the non-conducting agent not only
creates but also maintains the oriented
condition. and the rectifier will continuc to operate satisfactorily even
after it has been subjected' to considerable excess éuxrent

Unilateral Conductivity.
The oriented condition means a
condition in which the conductivity
is unilateral.
A simple example of
this may be given by considering a
6-volt accumulator. If an alternating
potential of 6 volts he applied across
this accumulator, owing to the
oriented condition of the plates
(which gives the positive plates a
a potential of about 2 volts higher
than the negative plates in each'
accumulator) there will be about
6 volts opposed to the current when
the current is trying to pass in one
direction and 6 volts added to the
voltage of the current when the current is trying to pass in the opposite
direction.
-

Consequently, practically no current will pass through for one-half
of the wave, whilst a considerable
current will pass through for the
other half. In this case which we
are taking for illustration, the effect
will be to " run down" the battery-,
and in course of time a state of affairs
will be reached in which the two sets
of plates are, on the average, at the
same potential: thereafter, no rectifying action will take place.

Lower Power Losses
In the rectifier which wé have been
discussing, however, the passage of
current in the "through " direction
does not have the effect ofbringing
about chemical changes such as those
the discharge of the accumulator,
and the oriented condition is mainin,

2$

'2C

Iuul&&íi;&fI
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¡'S
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'8CO'.,'5S

Fv.cvC#q,a.QGet.

tamed in spite. of the passage of
'current. This, of course, is true of
ali, electrolytic rectifiers.
'1
Owing. to the fact, that the conduction: in. the Raytheon "A"
rectifier'' is nietallic, th'e internal
resistance is low and, cónsequently,
the power losses (12R losses,' as they
are coninionly cálled) are low. The
efficiency of a charger employing
this new rectifier is found to be in
the region of 60 per cent, which, as
charger efficiencies 'go, is particularly
good.- Quite apart fromthe question
'of the saving in power during, say, a
year's use, the low heat production
permits of the rectifier being made in
a very suall and compact form (as
mentioned above, the size of the
rectifier complete is only about the
saine as that of a single unit of a
flash-lamp battery).
The low losses in the rectifier also
have an influence upon the design
-
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Rectifier
and size of the step-down transformer.
As this is called upon to supply only
a little more energy than that which
is actually delivered to the battery, It
may be made smaller than is usual

J25flcfi
-

)7

7//9 /N/QAZLE_

Ae.' V/ER
-

in cases where it has to provide for a
considerable loss of energy in the
rectifier.

Paralleled Rectifiers

These,small Raytheon "A" rectifiers have a maximum charging rate
of 2 amperes, but by usinj two
rectifiers, with a centre-tapped transformer, in the usual way, the maximum current is increased to 5 amperes.
Larger currents may be handled by
using several of the Raytheon " A"
tubes in parallel,as indicated in the figiire. Incidentally, it may be remarked
that usually the paralleling of rectifiers, particularly electrolytic rectifiers,
is found to be unsatisfactory, and
frequently a better result is obtained
from a single rectifier than from two
or more in parallel. The reason for
this is rather complicated and I
would not have pace to go into it
fully at the present time. It is

-

P/ET

Sro4EBA7r:Th

.J

8-9V
'

EU..

c

.4 Rt-crii&cs U5Ea h'/FN CPN7QL
Z4OPEO
QNSPORMEQ POR /Cj/.h Jvg.

,9CrIP/C.47/O/'

ze

sufficient, however, to rèmark that

with the Raytheon "A" tube, the
paralleling appears to be quite
satisfactory. It is only necesary
to add small ballast resistances, one
in series with each of the rectifier
tubes, so as to ensure that any tube
does not carry m.óre than its share of
the total cuirent.
-

-

THE\V1RELESS CONSTRUCTOR

Developments-continued
Another very important advantage

a heavy current and dwindling- off to
a verymuch smaller current as-the
battery becomes fully charged.
Owing to the very low internal resistance of the Raytheon tube the

of a low-resistancé rectifier is that it
permits a taper charge being given to
the battery ThiS can perhaps best
be explained in the following way:
Suppose we are charging a 6-volt
battery and the output voltage on
closed circuit-on the L.T. side f the

-CAT.00E
1E4D

stepdown transformer requires to be
20 volts in order to pass the required
current through the accumulator.
Then, if the accumulator has a
voltage of 6 volts at the start, it
means that there are 14 volts to drive
the currenÇ through the rectifier in
the "through" direction. When the
accumulator is fully charged th
voltage will be about 7 volts, and
the voltage -then available to drive
the current through the rectifier will
be 12% instead of 14 volts.
The difference between 12 and 14
being comparatively slight, the charging current when the accumulator is
fully charged will be very little less
than that when the accumulator was

KEL/rE BusH/MG (6)
44'NE

I

-

(û)

-

COPPER-RATED

STEEL CO/VTA/NER

(û)

'SPEc,.-i Cowpos,r,o.v-

M4SNERS (E)
ALLOY CA
-

-

(C)

,4C/DPRSTLA'ID

Po

SIL

VER

PORous ANODE

-

5TERLING SIL VER
::
-

-

'_

--

ANODE CONTACT

A JfR-CT/F,ER

.,E'kWNG INFERNAL

Co.',-s FRI/c F/ON.

z

conditions 'are somewhat as considered in the previous paragraph.
It is estimated that the open circuit
voltage of the output side of the
transformer need only be between 8
and 9 'olts. With a centre-tapped
transformer and full-wave rectification the tòtal open circuit voltage
should, of course, be 16 to 18 volts.
Now we turn to another type of
L.T. rectifier, which is really dry in
the true sense of the word.
It has been found that if a disc of
lead and a disc of copper be pressed
together, with a " sandwich " of
copper oxide between the two, the
unit has unilateral conductivity, and
therefore acts as a rectifier. The
exact mechanism of the rectification
under these conditions is not properly

The Raytheon "A " o,i of the new
"dry" rectifiers.

first put on charge. According to thó
opinions of accumulator experts, it is
desirable, where an accumulator has
been pretty well run down, to giv it
a heavy initial charge, gradually
tapering of! as the accumulator
reaches full charge.
Now, let us consider the state óf
affairs when the rectifying device has
a very low internal resistance. Suppose the voltage required to drive
the necessary current through the
rectifier and a 6-volt battery is only
8 volts. If we start with the accl.lniulator showing 6 volts, the voltage
available to drive the current through
the rectifier is only 2 volts.

?iR/.IINAL (I)

1V/RE

-

(Continued on puje 78.)

-

"Taper" Charging
As the accumulator is gradually
charged up and its voltage rises, a

considerable decrease takes place in
the voltage available to drive the
current through the system, and
when the accumulator is fully charged
and is showing 7 volts, the difference
between the applied voltage and the
back voltage is only half a volt, that is,
I, one quarter of what it was originaI1y
In these conditions the. battery receives a "taper " charge, starting at
'

I
d:;

hie 1ücpeo
I

TrieMe Chmger plugs into
the nuzins anti proviilet a constant
charging r«te of 8 10 i amp. It may
,sed while lite set (s ai operation.
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AT SAV Y HILL

L

__

............

B-A Summing Up

three nioiths of working it
is now possible tò give a reasonably concrete survey of the
results of the first experiment in
alternative programmes. First of all,
on the technical side results have
been generally better than anticipated. Thus, most of the hunJredmile service area of 5 X X has
actually been provided with a reasonable alternative programme. As in
the case of all other changes and
experimenta in broadcast transmission
there are idiosyncrasies which could
not have been foretold, but which
neverthelès inflict hardships on
histéners in certain districts.
Crystal users within three miles of
5 I T have been particularly aggrieved. They got ]ittle satisfaction
from the B.B.C. test of their conditions of reception. In fact, so coniderabIe is the population affected
thatthere is liklv to be a Parliamentary agitation for at least a temporary
restoration of transmission from 5 1 T.
This will be possible with the employment of an international common
wave.
I imagine, however, that
Savoy Hill would not be prepared to
spend t.he money for even a temporary
resumption of 5 I T. Other areas
with grievances are Leicester, Northampton, and Norwich, all o which
appear
be screened in som way
from .5 G B. It is uuderstool; however, that the B.B.C. e1gineers are
not as hopeless about these three
centres as they are about Birmingham. On the programme side t1
elimivation of talks from 5 G B is a
onspicuous success. This goes to
prove that the B.B.C. policy about
talks in the past four years has been
irong. It is hoped; therefore, that a
salutary lesson for thé future has
been learnt.

£.

...

-

OUR SPECIALCOMM!SSIONEi.
By

-

5 G

-..----

FTER

Valves Gain Gròund
For the first time Savoy Hill is
beginning to realise that the satisfactory. development of wireless, together with the prosperity of broadcasting, is closely associated with the
progressive substitution of crystals
.

by valves. Hnceforth we are likely
to hear much less of the " crystal
policy for broadcasting." This chang
has been rendered inevitable by the
Regional Scheme.
The restriction in wave-lengths and
the concentration of the broadcasting
system into a few regions create a
problem in reception which valves,
and valves alone, can adequately
solve. The recognition of this fact
by Savoy Hill makes possiblemìuch
more efTet.ive co-operation with the
trade than was ever possible before.
If this opportunity is fully exploited
by wireless traders and their organisations, the long overdue boom should
be hastened. The unxampled suc-

S,uth Wales. Its service area

is to
include North and South Wales,
Devon, Cornwall, Somerset, and part
of Dorset, as well as Wiltshire and
Bristol.

The Proposed Regionals
Th&e should he about four programmes weekly entirely in Welsh.
This is as far as the B.B.C. intends to
go to meet the demand of the Welsh
Nationalists. The Pennine station is
to be built on high ground in the
centre of the industrial North. It
will serve Liverpool, Manchester,
Bolton, Bury, Sheffield, Leeds, Bradford, as well as a considerable hinterland in the Lake District. The latter

.

.;

j

J
'

I

.

I M M

/

2%L

-

/

.

DE3

.j'
../

Cd'

C2BE

-

BBYN

.

-

S

1

-

----

:

*
-

-

_

.

Y

-

-

1 npil-kno,cn London apunten,' .stuUon. The trunsm,ttjn( and receiving rieur at
2A S L. This station has been picked up in ilustraFi« when using only five watts!

cess of this year's National Radio
Exhibitith'i is u good augury.
What will be the first genuine instalment of the Regional Scheine? I
venture to prophecy that it will be
th simultaneous construction of

area has the advantage of existing
studios in.most of its centres. These
will be kept -on with reduced staff. I
should imagine that the West Britain
and -Pennine stations should be
operating by the end of 1928.

twin-wave stations for West Britain
and the Pennines. The former, which
will also serve Wales, will be built on
the top of a mountain somewhere on
the boundary between North and

Dick Sheppard Again
I am glad to observe that my
agrtation about Dick Sheppard is not

27
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Happenings a Savoy Hill-continued
-

.

-
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Novelties Wanted

.ntirely vain. Deapite the nui.erosoi-oiìnittal, rather ïasive
st.tements emerging f roth the pu'rlieñs
i

of the Savoy,' my agents inform me
that there is a gool chance of the
former vicar of St Martin's becoming
aregular programme 'official at B.B.C.

.

-

-

-

close student of B.B.C.: programmes tells me with conviction that
there are far too' few- novelties and
stunts just now. I agree with him
that the tendeney to settle down in
an atmosphere of complacency is
reflected somewhat in B.B.C. programmes. There is 'more than a
A-

,

headquarters. Whoever -is respon;
sible for the new fôrnula deserve
hearty congratulations. Thea mila-

'

suspicion that the improvemert of

-I.

and most 4active minds will soon ruiz
fallOv, particularly if 'they are fully
employed. Therefore, constant change
is necessary in the interests of listeners. As against this there is the
natural tendency for the creation of
a vested interest. The latter, while
being very pleasant for Savoy Hill, is
not necessarily to the advantage of
the service. A complete change of
staff on the programme side should he
effected at least every three years.
-

..

j

I

;I

I

jj!
:

441.11v,s

.

Hook-Up Dangers

The technical editor of " Popular
Wirclëss' wa the first to call attention to the hook-up tendency of the
B.B.C. engineets. He discovered on
his recent visit to stations that a great
deal of the transmitting equipment
and accessories were hooked-up in a
casual manner. This is most alarming.
If the Engineering Departmônt of the
B.B.C. is starved financially, then it
is a public scandal. If " hook-up"
inherited from ,Writtle is being standardised, Captain Eckersley should
reconsider the wisdom of his policy.

.'J
,..

Money Problems

I;.
."
(...

4
\\

This si,iusuai photograph, luhenat Zeeéiilhistrafcü flic duiiqers and c1iffiuUiès
aftetidtnfj f he erection of Gei,Ñ(niy's tutest super-station.

Licence revenue is going up still.
The B.B.C. gets about £900,000 this
year. There is näturally some curiosity as to how this vast sum is spent.
All that the B.B.C. will say about it
s that 10 per cent is absorbed in
administration, and that the balance
goes to programmes and engineering.
This is admirable as far as it goes.
But it would be a great deal more
convincing to have a few niore
details. No reasoñable person would,
ask for particulars of salaries, but th
B.B.C. should certainly tell the publie
how much it spends on radio dranii,
the Queen's Hall, the National Concerts, and big items such as these. I
suggest quite seriously to Savoy Hill
that if they would avoid awkward
questions iii Parliament and in the
Press, they should become a little
more conimunicative aboüt their
finance. After all, it is listeners'
money they are spending!
-

ence of PieL Sheppard is jnuch too
valuable to be. com,resseç1 into Sun-

:

days.
Let us hope that he will ..Ñally.
get a free run at :all the programmes. If this is done we should
have greater - variety, more - real
brightness, and no offensiveness whatver againt the canons of-- -good
taste.
-

alu1e eliminating
the 'machine
nediocrity, has «also killed the
' peaks."
Therc is still time to check this
!feideny-before- it becomes chronic.
Afrèsli infúsion bf joúrnalistic talent
would put the matter right. Savoy
Hill must learn thät there can be no
stability in the staffing of its Frogramme Department. Even the best
-

"POPULAR WIRELESS"
is the

LEADING RADIO
WEEKLY

-
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This unit,ptaced in ¡ion f of any set with H.F. amplificolion, tales the mamy down to below twenty metres!

By L. H. THOMAS.

the many advantages
possessed by wave-lengths of
the order of 30 or 40 metres
must be placed the one great disadvantage-that the average multistage or even single-stage HF. receiver is quite useless for their reception. The vast majority of shortwave enthusiasts use a receiver cornprising the much-vaunted " low-loss"
detector followed by one or two
GAINST
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receiver is concerned-the adaptor is
simply wired up, the aerial lead
changed over from the big set to the
appropriate terminal on theadaptor,
and in come signals on 20 metres or so
without further trouble! This adaptor is also capable of being used as a
single-valve receiver, or may be followed by an L.F amplifier.
The circuit of the adaptor is
shown on this page. It is a perfectly
" straight" Reinartz-type detector,

-Morse from Australia and broadcast
from the United States) and yet are
notsufficiently keen to go to the
trouble and expense of building a
separate-receiver for the purpose.
T»e riterIas designed an adaptor,
in the. form of
single-valve shortwaveoscillat,or (for it is in reality
nothiñg more), which can simply be
placed " in front' öl
any receiver
embodying high-frequency amplificat.ion,. eñahling' it to receive wavelengths aß low as 14 metres.

a

"

.

-

No Alterations Required.
This is doné by. opéra'ting the H.F.
stages of the existing receiver 'in a
simila manner to the intermediate
stages of a super-heterodyne-the
receiver does, in faót, become a
super-het. Yet no alterations are
necessary, as far as the original

.
.

.

'e

'
'

CO0025
The ciircuit employed is .simUar to
that of a straightforward detector' of
the iteinurt type.

The wiring near tise panel
must be carefully donc o
h«nd-csjpacjfy effects may
be troublesomé.

/

r

.:

stages of low-frequency amplification,
and this combination is certainly very
hard to beat. Hère and there one
finds an amateur sufficiently keen on
short-wave reception to build a supeiheterodyne specially for the purpose
and, in the writers opinion, once a
"super-het" has been made to function properly on these wave-lengths,
nothing better could be desired from.
the point of view of general efficiency
or ease of operation, although many
do not seem to agree with the latter
feature

4r

-

Special Set Unnecessary.
Many who aie not really enthusiastic on the subject of short-wave
work must at some time or other have
felt a tinge of enyy on reading of the
exploits of some persevering shiglevalve owner (who eguiarly receives

.

29

»

It will be seen (lief very
few parts are re4ìuircd
for tise Short-wave
Super - hot.
Adaptor, and that the wiring
quite easily arranged (o uroli
Spacing troubles.
B

-

I
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A Short-Wave

"Superhet" Adaptor-continued

the aerial being coupled to the grid
end of the coil through a very small
variable capacity. This, of course,
obviates the necessity for erecting a
special small

aerial.

-3"

The centre-

tapped coil is of the "Dimic " type,
and short-wave coils of this type will
tune down as low as 14 metres or so.

t

'-t:'

A 00025 condenser with slow-motion
drive is connected across half the
coil and a similar condenser is employed for reaction control. As an
H.F. choke a plug-in coil is used, as
different sizes seem to give the best
results on the various wave-lengths

8"
t

that are to be covered.

rasy Change-Over
When the terminal marked " To
eria1 of set " is connected up, the
A.TJ. of the receiver is used either
as the primary winding of an H.F.
transformer or as a tuned-anode coil,
"parallel feed " being used, .11 the
A.TL of the main set is directcoupled it my be said to become a
tuned-anode coil, or, if 1oosely
coupled, the primary of a transformer.
It is, of course, wçll known that
when a super-het is used on these very
short wave-length8 it is unnecessary
to use a separate oscillator or even a
Tropadyne arrangement to produce
the beat frequency which is to bc

/2'
': Fici PANEL ZAVOUT
amplified.. The amount of detuníng
of ai ordinary oscillating detector
such as this which is uecessar' to
produce a beat-note with the incoming
signal is so small as to be negligible.
This, of course, greatly simplifies
matters, for otherwise our adapto
would consist of a detector and a
separate oscillator. (Its extreme simplicity being destroyed, there would
naturally be less inducement to construct W-it would be as easy to make
a " Det. and L.F.." set!)

She Iernznuls on lic

strip

at the edge o/ lije baseboard,
Staat wa tige ririht is jor the
aerial lead, whilst that on the
erfre,ie left is joined to the
uçri«t term.mnl on the set
itself.
.
-

.

P

Ì

t

-

if

'.

i,

-

There areno terminals for Earth
H.T. , since it is assumed that
these two connections will be left
untouched on the main receiver. All
that is necessary, therefore, is to
connect up the LT. battery, the
positive H.T. (a tapping from the
battery used on the receiver), and the
"To aerial of set " terminal, the
aerial simply being changed over
from the "big set " to the terminal
on the unit. (aSee wiring diagram.)
or

Some Wiring Hints
Very little need be said about the
construction of the unit. The writer
has gone hack to the practice, now
almost obsolete, of placing the rheostat
on the front panel this is desirable,
since filament control seems a trifle
critical under certain conditions. It
will be noticed that the components
have been so placed that the grid and
anode leads are as short as is practicable, and the coil is well away from
any large components. The neutralising condenser, mounted on the baseboard, is simply in series with the
aerial. When the wiring has been
completed it should he checked in the
usual manner, applying a voltmeter
across the filament terminals with the
H.T. connected up. Everything being
satisfactory, it may be connected to
the main set as previously described.
A valve of either the small power
class or the "H.F. and detector"
type (i.e. with an impedance between
6,000 and 20,000 ohms) should be
inserted in the socket of the unit, the
H.T. terminal should be connected

u
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Adaptor-continued

"Superhet"

up to a point about 40 or 50 volts
above filament potential (probably
the detector tapping on the main set
will be suitable) and a No. o coil
inserted as choke. The modas opercadi is now as follows:

the general eilect on the loud speaker
being that of listening to strong
Morse without oscillating. It does
not matter how hard the short-wave
unit is oscillating-all that is necessary is to produce a beat-note with
the incoming signals. Slow searching
should not really be necessary on
account of the strength of the average
signal on this wave-length, lut it is,
of course, advisable to go fairly
carefully at first.

-

.

-

I

-

WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

.

.

.

I

No difficulty at all should he
experienced in getting the unit to
work, but if it does not seem to be
oscillating, all that is necessary
is to disconnect from thé main set
r and insert a pair of 'phones between
the H.T. + terminal and the actual
H.T. tapping. It will then be used as a

-

.JJ/1

.

-

..

-.

-

..

.

-

i-

1ç
.

standard

single-valve short-wave
receiver, and any necessary "
sion may be
dnunistered It
should be mentioned that if the reader
is using a-n aerial that is at all inclined
to be long, the "neutralising" condenser
nay needto be placed nearly" allout."
For the benefit of those to whom
the shorter waves appea', but who
do not possess a multi-stage receiver,

.

-

-

.

'-.

.

-

ely

'

o w i
tu e
valve nud both

-

-

.

-.

-

-

-

.

posi1 ji,.

.

.

*

Carefully tune the main set to the
highest point of its tuning range.
If it is possible to receive Daventry,
so much the better. The set should
in this case-be tuned to about 2000
metEcs. In the case of sets which will
not receive Daventry and the longwave stations, it is usually satisfactory to tune to about 550 or 600
metres. Now insert a No. S.W.l
Dimic coil in the unit, set its neutralising condenser about " half in," and
its main condenser (C1) at zero. 0n

-

/erial

For a Long

r
-

*

,

.

.

t
-

-

-

j

rotatingthereactioncondoiisertowards
the end of its travel, a point should
*
be found at which the set bursts into
a loud howl. Slacken the reaction
View of Ihè
condenser bacic until clear of this
point, but make sure that the shortwave unit is still oscillating by tapping istauco- when
wiiin1j-.iji
the grid terminal. Stronc, "double the
13
J1iOfj1CS..
clicks from the loud-speaker or head- 1lealiig 1,-one
left
to
riyht the
phones will indicate that all is satisfactory.
Now rotate the main
a'
condenser on the unit very slowly. reRpcct,vclg;

-

-

I

r

l

III

-

W
'

" To iIeiul1of

-

Signals all Day
-

-

With the S.W.1 coil, 45 metres (où
which wave there is usually a large
volume of amateur traffic) will correspond with about 70 degrees.on the
dial of C1. Morse signals should be

k."

"

''°'

il

f

-

f

4

-

-

I

------

.

'-

.

t

I

-'41,

heard here at almQst any time of day,
31
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A ShortWave

daptor-contznued

"Superhet"

-

another simple unit will shortly be
described which embodies all the
necessary çomponents to convert this
"adaptor" iñto a full-blown. superhet for short waves. Yet another
method of using it is possible, however
If an L.F. amplifier is available, all
that is necessary is to connect one
of the " Input" terminals to the
HT. + terminal on the adaptor, and
the other to the positive H.T. tapping

______________
H.FC.

-

I

\W/

(

-O

e

I-2

HT
-

/

3
I

r

Il
i

r

I

Hl

-

-

'

Used as a One-Valve Set

i

ir

An earth will then be necessary on
the adaptor, and another terminal
may be added for this purpose or the
L.T. + terminal may be earthed.
As has been mentioned, it may he

-

L

I.

El

2/iE

a.'Ner,oN TO A

JNI T

S»/1ORT-WAV»

¡V/TN
.

used as a single-valve» receiver by
connecting the 'phones &»ti.veen the
HT. + terminal andthe lattery.

»

I

I

r,o

C,
00025

-

j

RCE/'Ñ

WEJ»rAc.»r.

-

.

.

i

Tuning Range
I

C2-

Dt

L71

Whichevér method is employed, th
wax»e-le»nth ne which the unit will
cover remains unaltered, and tle
following indications will probably be
useful.

»

00025

+-

I

I

4
LL

The S»W.l coil èovers, roughly, the
range 36-60 metres. The calibration
figures given on the çoils themselves
may be disregarded, since they only
apply when the whole coil is tuned,
and in this case the condenser is only
across half. The bulk of amateur
stations work between 36 and 48
metres, and are therefore to be found
between zero and about 80 degrees on
the main control. With the smaller
coil, S.W.2, the range 26-40 metres is
roughly covered.
W G Y on 3279
metres is generally to be found at
about 40-50 degrees,and various other
American telephony sta'tions between
this reading and zero. On the 8.W.3
coil the receiver will go down to about
18 metres or lower, and other telephony stations will be found, although
the times at which they may be
received are somewhat variable and
weather conditions also seem to have
a considerable effect. Reception is, in
fact, decidedly freakish below about
23 metres.
.

-

lø

i

R22MG

-

rE_H.

9'

The "Super-Het" Unit

Li

ml
/IFC

I000

__

i-.

..:.

.

,

-

.

--

Fu1er details of the use of this unit
in conjunction with the "super-het"
unit will be given with the description
of the latter which will appear
shortly in the WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR.
But enough has now been said to
show that in its one-valve form,
described above, the short - wave
"Super-Het"-Adaptor is a fascinating
and effective little instrument, well
worth the time, spent upon its
construction.
Do you

W/R/N0
.O/A0QAA1..

T0AFP/.4L
0F .SE7-

..-i-

.

iIIIji.

lII_Ir..

jIiI

-

JI

Every

"POPULAR WIRELESS"
keeps pos iv

Ihorduy.

towh with

;:7

the Insel of R-,dio.
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THE EDITOR.

-

.

-

__________________
-

.:..

parts and apparatus submitted to
this journal for report under the
"What's New" heading each month,
I frequently have to make measureinents of the electrical resistance of
IL

5w,m'
s

f

5O,ews----J2#,s's-ø

/OA#REs

/20W/MG

&q

+

5Okoirs,

Ic
I

GMsv

(1

-5r.i, "'T

i9

-$OONMj+-- 500M.413
/A.wppt.

1.

this it must be explained that & cdii
may have a resistance of, say, 2 ohms
to direct current, but it may offer a
resistance of 50 ohms to an H.F. current of, say, 500 kilocycles, or at the
frequency corresponding to a wavelength of 600 metres.
The simplest of all tests are, of
course, the direct-current measurements, for such measurements offer
practically none of the difficulties
attendant upon the testing
H.F.
resistance. The apparatus used in
most D.C. resistance measurements
is the Wheatstone Bridge. A photograph of the particular Wheatstone
Bridge used in my laboratory is shown
in the accompanying diagram.

j N the process oftesting component

-.-'-

-

-,

/0w,NG IRi

windirigs, grid leaks, anode resistances, and contacts. These measureiuents britg out -so much interesting
information that readers of the
WTIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR may like to
know a little more about the suhject-hov the tests are made, and what
'actual results are obtained in some
'typical cases.

-

/

"Two Kinds of Resistance"
,We have to deal with two kinds
of resistance in our measurements.
The first is called " high-frequency
resistance," and the second the
"D.C. resistance" or "direct-current
resistance." In those parts 'of the
circuit which do not carry radiofrequency currents, the D.C. resistance is all that matters; but in tuning
coils, condensers, and parts of the
circuit where high frequencies are
dealt with, the HF. resistance is the
unly thing that matters. In stating

For the benefit of those readers
who are not acquainted with the
instrument, which, incidentally, finds
itself a multitude of uses in all electrical engineering, it will perbap be
advisable to explain the principles on
which it is based. At first glance it
appears to be a very complex piece of
apparatus, but the complexity disappears when we examine it.

The Wheátstone Bridge
Let us consider, first of all, the
diagram, which hows two resistances
in parallel, so connected to a battery
of 100 volts that current flows in each
of them. We will imagine that the
resistance of the upper is 10 ohms and
of the lower 100 dhms. By Ohm's law
we know that the current in amperes
flowing in the circuit can be found by
dividing the ptessure in volts by the
resistance in ohms.
The familjar
formula is
E (voltage)
R (resistance).
Now, as the resistance of the upper
is 10 ohms, and the voltage applied
-

I (current) =

.--,

i

-

-

-

'

r

(\

-

.

-

I

'the Wi,eatslone

Dridqe e»iployed
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Home

with the Ohm-continued
--

is 100, acurrent of 10 ampers will
flow in the circuit formed by the

battery, the upper resistance, and the
connecting wires. In the lower resistance (100 ohms), a current of lampere
will flow-in both cases negiecting
the resistance of the wire from the
battery to the point where the two
resistances are joined at each end.
Now, considering again the upper
resistahce, the current of 10 amperes
is flowing through all parts, so that if
we take one-half of this, having a
restance of 5 ohms through which

-

-

I

-

I

if the ratio of the resistance AG to
GB is. equal to the ratio of CI[ to
HD, no current will flow between
the points G and H, and so on

iI
-

and

useful

enlighteninq

eaperI ment. - Testing y a y e
sockets for proper contact.
I

-

2"

the current of 10 imperes is flowiñg,
then obviously a voltage of 50 is
being applied to that particular half.
Otherwise, Ohm's Law would be incorrect! We can thus say that the'
voltage between the points A and E is
50 and between E and B 50, while the
voltage between A and B is obviously
100.

-

/

'

'

A Simple Explanation
Now take the lower resistance. A
current of i ampere is flowing through
this. Between the points C and D a
L

I

will flow,because both of thése are
at the same voltage. However low
the resistance of the wire, if there is
no voltage between the ends, no

voltage of loo is applied. Between
the points C and E the voltage is 50,
and between E and D the voltage is
50 also. The points E and F are
respectively in the centres of their
I)aicular resistances.
You may wonder what we are
"getting at" in this argument, hut
you will now realise that if we join
a wire between the two centre points
E and F (shown dotted), no current

f
f

-

t

.:_

..

-

-

current can flow-again, according
to Ohm's Law.
The "voltage drop," as we call it,
is uniform along eaclv resistance..
Thus, if the distance between A and G.
is three-quarters of the total lengthof
either resistance, the voltage between
these two points will be three-quarters
of the total, irrespective of the actual
resistance. It will not' be seen that

Mea.uring the filament re.slstne of o valve when the
filament is cold. Tisis naij
chan0é ¿onsideriblq when
Ike fè'ì eràt,ùe of the filahén(

Ï

màised.

t

throughout various tappings on the
resistance, as long as the ratios
remain the same.
You will notice that, in the parti-calar example, the resistance between
G and B is hut 2 ohms, whereas that
between H and D is 25 ohms.-

An Example
If

we make up a piece of

apparatus

with an adjustable resistance of known
value between, say, A and G, and
provide terminals at G and B for the
insertion of an unknown resistance,
in place of that shown, and if imilarly we have known variable iesistances between C .and H and between
H and D, and if we arrange for a
sensitive indicating instrument to be
joined between G and H, then no
current will flow between G and H
(in consequence, there will be no indication on the instrument) when the
ratio of GB to AG is the same as the
ratio of HD to CH. If, for example,
as is shown, the unknown resistance
is inserted between G and B in place
of the resistance shown in the
diagram, and the value of AG varies
until there is no reading on the
indicating instrument between G
and H, and we know that as CH
is three times the value of HD, then GB must be a third of the resistance
AG.

-
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1

This is precisely what the Wheatstone Bridge does. If you examine
the photograph on this page, you
will see in the middle a sensitive
galvanometer which gives a deflection
of the needle in one direction or the
other when a current flows between the
points we have called G and H
(although these markings do not
appear on the instrument). You will

resistance readings in fractions of an
ohm the ratio can be altered in the
other direction.
In operation the battery is joined
to the two battery terminals, the
unknown resistance between the two
extreme termrnals on the front of the
instrument, and the two keys pressed.
Plugs are then varied until there is no
indication on the galvanometer, where-

il '' Radiano " test of a t,t,stie n«ti4,e. Eiqtateen " pinctaed-on " contacts and ten
pressure contacts,in series, were measured for resistance with surprising results.

upon we know that the unknown
resistance is calculable from that
which givès no reading (when the

also see two keys, the one n the left
marked GB being provided for
joiniiig the galvanometer across the
points named and the B key for joining the battery. In most cases a
2- or 4-volt battery is quite sufficient.

ratios have been taken into account).
So much for the instrument itself.
Now let us see what we can find with
it. Look at the photo which shows a
number of "Radiano" leads screwed
under terminals so as to form a chain.
In this chain there are nine Radianoleads, which means eighteen pinched..
on contacts between the brass tags
and the wire, and ten pressure èontacts under terminals. This ja far
more contact in series than is ever
found in a Radiano set, and as these
Radiano leads were some of those
used in the original Radiano Three,
the test was made at jeast six months
after the leads had been formed, and
thug afforded a good opportunity of
finding if these contacts offered an
detrimental resistance to the flow
of the current after a time. The
measured resistance of the 4 ft. 6 in.
composite lead proved to be exactly
two-tenths of an ohm! This proves
conclusively that the Radianosysteni
of wiring up is perfectly sound in
making contacts.

A Battery Lead Test
Strong spring clips are used for
making sound contact to terminals,
leads, etc., in these tests. Another
very interesting measurement was
that of battery leads, to see whether
these cause too much drop in voltage
for the valve current. It must be
-

j

Measuring Resistances
On each side of the galvanometer,
aúd behind, you will see plugs and
sockets. By having" units," " tens,'?

L(

"hundreds," and "thousañds" socket
it is possible by means of the plugs to

get any resistance value between O f
and 9,999. Behind the galvanometer are two---ulLn!s
which the
o- by
-'
ratios of the resistance called CH and
JIB in my diagram can he set. For
example, we can make CH equal to
HB, whereupon the actual resistance,
which gives no deflection on the galvanometer, will be the- resistance of
the unknown resistance, which i
connected between the two bottom
terminals on the front of the instru- ,._--ment. If we want to measure higher
esistancs than 9,999 it is only -- -necessary to make a change to the
ratios between CH and HP, for if
CH is, say, a tenth of HD, then the
resistance we are varying between
,

.I

/
-

T

-

AG will be but a tenth of the unknown resistance between GB. SirniJarly, if we want to get very low

---..

-

-

r

-

3Iei.uiing the D.C. reof a tuning coil
prior to ftIkinU H.I. resiehmce

'.

7
-

rnear,irements.
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At Home with thee Ohm-continued
A commercial 1:T. bttery cord
is a voltage
sold ready for fitting to a set proved
drop along the resistance, if our battery leada are of high rsistance the to have a resistance of pne-tenth of
voltage applied to the terminals of the an ohm, which is quite. a low enough
valve will be lower than that of the
battery itself. This aspect of affairs
F
is important when using. 2-volt
valves, particularly when these valves
L
use a good deal of current, for thò !.
greater the current the greater the
voltage drop in the leads. Measurements showed that ushig 2volt
vah'cs, arid assuming the voltage ou
each must not drop lower than l-8,
then when the total current on the
2-iolt battery is 6 of an amp.
the permissible resistance of the lead
is 33 of an ohm.

whn

cold. When the full filament
current is passing the resistance of
this valve is 55 ohms.

rmeinbered that as there

Coil Resistnces
Another very interesting measurement related to the D.C. resistance

-

-

.

I

Battery Leads

''

.

-

L

The measured resistance of twnty
feet of ordinary double silk-covered
flex, such as is used for electric light
fittings and obtainable from any aleetrie shop, proved to be 6 of an ohm.
This means that-in the circumstances
given, viz, maximum current of 6 of
an ampere assuming no niarnent resistances, and a maximum drop of
2 of a volt, eleven feet of double
flex can he used at most. It is rarely
that battery cords are eleven feet
long, and usually the wire used is
thicker than that chosen for the test.
From' the figures given the reader
should be able to work out whether
his 'own battery leads are too long.

4

-

.

-

-----

.

.,

-

.

all pins willi the sockets of some six-pin bases is by un suenas
certain. Results of the fest. illusfrated are yiten in the article.

GOot conf act of

resistance for any practical purpose.
Speaking of valve current, do you
know that the resistance of the filament when cold is much lower than
that of the filament when hot?
Using a very small current for measuring purposes (this can be arranged by
choosing correct ratios and values)
the resistance, of a typical. 6-volt
modern valve proved to be 26 ohms
-

;1

-

'

'

i

.

.

..

II'

of the

-.

Daventry range of six-pin

coils designed to go inside the circular
screens, but now more generally used
without screens. In order to make
these coils compact a very fine
gauge of wire has to he used. I
spite of this I was very urprised tó
find that the direct-current resistance
of a standard 1,000 to 2,000-metre'
split-primary aerial coil was no less
than 76 ohms. As the iigh-frequency
resistance is always higher than the
D.C. resistance, you can realise that
these coils are not at, all efficient.
The D.C. resistance of a corresponding
orinary type of plug-in coil was hut
167 ohms.
Incidentally, it may be stated

that the high-frequency resistance

/

of the ordinary type of plug-in coil
mentioned is distinctly lower than
that of the ordinary six-pin single-.

/

' layer coil.'

Coil Bases,
i.

íL.
:

d.c your baticry lewis reducing tise voltage on your valve flh.nnents
gave

soneillu.ni'rntIuy

,esuUs.

-

#

Tisis test

The 250/550 six-pin coils of fairly,
'heavy gauge wire are generally far
more efficient, but these differ between makes considerably so far as
their D.C. resistance is concerned,
some measuring as much as five ohms
and .others as low as one and a half
ohms.

(Coniind.oa

page
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EvEn since the unfortunate inci-

dent of the writing machine
invented by the Professor there
has been somewhat of a coolness between him and Miss Worple. It all
arose through a slight misunderstanding. The professor sent the
first model along for her to try, accorn:
paiied by a note in which an unfortunate spelling mistake was made in
an absent-minded moment. " Professor Goop presents his compliments

his clothes into the bed and had folded
hiiìself up neatly upon the chair at its
side. But he was very glad to see me,
elliug ìie that he felt; a little cramped,
hut could not think why. I was able
to straighten things out a bit, and
once between the sheets the professor
heaved a sigh of relief.
I was stiro there was something
wrong somewhere," he said, " but
for the life of me Icould nöt think

what it was."

Prof. Goop in Trouble
He went on to tell me that

L

The

tattet qets q.iite

lñifiy

about

it!...

to Miss Worple," he wrote, ' and
has much pleasure in sending for
trialby her a tripewriter, which is his
very latest invention.
He is sure that it will be just the
thing to help her in composing her
verses."
-

-'-Sheer Misunderstandings"
It is jolly liard lines on the profesor that he can hardly ever open
his inkpot without putting his foot in
it. Aiiart from the fact that he is
apt tomake little slips in inoments of
mental aberration, his handwriting is

that the recipients of notes
from him frequently mistake his
meaning. When a man writes to thé
vicar.
I would like to thank yod
for your striking concert," and the
latter goes and reads, I would like to
spank you for your stinking conceit,"
and then gets quite huffy about it, it
is pretty rotten, isn't it?
Having suffered two such reverses
through sheer misunderstandings, the
professor was not quite up to his usual
form when I vent round to see him. I
wü told when I inquired for him that
he had taken to his bed, so going
up to his room I knocked gently at the
door, turned the handle, and peeped
in. I was not in the least surprised
t-o find that the professor had stuffed
so bad

life
seemed very dull and very grey, that
nobody loved him, and that he was
sure he had contracted housemaid's
knee owing to the amount of kneeling
that he had had to do on the previous
day as the result of spilling a gross of
4 BA. nuts on a sheepskin hearthrug.
He was, he assured me rather woefully, entirely unable t.o bend the
knee, and he begged me to rumi ray eye
over it. After removing thany layers
of insulating tape that he had used
as a dressing in default of sticking
plaster, I found the entire knee embedded in a large lump of Chatterton's
compound.
The pi-ofessor is always very particular ahòut pulling uf his trousrs
when he either sits or kneels down,
and it appeared that prior to going
down -in search of the nuts he had
ahseiit-rnindedly gone on hitching at
one trouser leg for sorne little time, dud
liad then flopped down with his bare
knee on the lump of Chatterton's,
which he had dropped some hours
previously add foigotten all about.
-

professor."Take your car away," cried
!

!

The Police Become "Involved"
-. "Ah, oòd-eening, Mugglewilimp,"
I said. "The piofesor and I find
ourselves in something of a difficulty.

ILT

t the Lido

I had turned my head slightly to
one side, still bending down over the
ailing- limb, as the professor told
the story, and I was therefore not
prepared for the sudden movement
that he made which brought his knee
sharply against my ear. I started
backwards, but desisted hastily, for
the ear, now firmly -attached to the
professor's knee, was in danger of
being torn out by the roots.

th.e

"Take your beastly knee outof my
ear " I retaliated. "Hi
Stop
It was a terrible predicament, for
the bell was just out of reach, and
even if we had been able to get to it,
the professor told me that he was sure
there was nobody in the house, for the
maid who had admitted me was just on
the point of departing for her evening
out, and Mrs. Goop was at the seaside
with the Microgoops.
" The only thing," I said, "is to
make our *ay somehow round to the
house of Captain Buckett. These
sailors always know what to do in an
emergency. By superhuman efforts
I managed to get the professor's legs
over my right shoulder and to tuck
his head under my left arm. I then
proceeded down the stairs and out of
the front door.
We had got but a few steps along
the High Street when a large hand
was laid upon my shoulder.
Erc," said a voice, " what's all
this? This ain't the Lido. No, you
can't go carrying people about the
'Igh Street in pyjamas, and 'im upside
down, too." It was the arm of the law
Ui the shape of P.c. Mugglewump, who
loòks aftei the lives and liberties of
the citizéñs of Mudbury Wallów.

-

A
ihis sim

-

.

.

UWLLL

he'd folded himself neatly upon
chair.

(I

Undoubtedly you, with -that versa:
tility which is characteristic of the
police, will find sorne way out of it.
You will perceive that the professor's knee has become accidentally
attached to my right ear."
P-c. Mugglewump drew closer to
verify my statement. As he did so,
-
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h LihtrVim-continuec1
Professoi Goop, who was feling a
little cramped, made a slight morement under my arm, tickling my ribs,
and causing me to start. .01 course,
I could not know, ince I am unable
to see out of the back- Ql iiy head,
that the rathTer short-sighted Muggle'wump was Tending closely.over the
point of contact between the professor -and myself. Anyhow, it was
not my fault, that his nose, which is
somewhat on the long side, also
became involved.
"'Ere, stand back!" said Mugglewump.
-

:'

-

'

Crump to the Rescue

-

I stood forward, thinking that he
must have meant that, and my
movement was answered by a yell
of pain from the constable. All bis
efforts and ours to effecfa detachment were in vain.
After some
consideration, he decided that he
must 1dace himself behind me, With
his arms round 'what I like to think
of as my waist, and that we must
continue our journey, keeping strictly
in SteD.
We had not got very far when we
feH ih with Goshburton-Crump, who,
seemg that something was amiss,
came np to discover xactly what
Being a school-'
was happening.
master, he told everybody just what
'to do, and assured us that if we
'came round to his place he would
have us unstuck in a jifly.
.

-

.

.

By thi time, however, we were all
growing so weary that we founl
further progress practically impossible. Luckily the dustcart, wearily
plodding its homeward way, happened
to be.passing, and, with the aid of its
guardian spirits and GoshburtonCrump, we were somehow got on board
and conveyed to the schoolmaster's
villa. He arranged us as comfortably

Parted!
He inforned usthat he proposed
to do tlie unsticking .job with the
help of a hot 'soldering iron. He
promised that 'he would exercise
the utmost cure iii the use of this
somewhat formidable weapon.
I
miist'ieàllr
did the job
very well, íór'ab&ut two minutes
latee wè cañi& apart with a noise
rather like that made .by pulling a
foot out of a: warnp. P.-c. Mugglewhip imffiedia:tély clapped his hand
to his -injured nose, and found 'that
he couid not remove it. The professor
simultaneously brought his knees
together, only to .discover that they
were as firmly locked as those of a
conipetitor in a sack race. .1 was
the- only one who had the presence
of mind hurriedly' to wet my ear
by' squirting the contents of a siphon
over it. A portion of the stream of
soda flew over my shoulde; into
Goshburton-Crump's eye, causing him
to start back and drop the inidering
iron on to Mugglewump's toe.

atha'h

-

Under Arrest!

.

Taken unawares, 'the constable
wrenched his hand f roqi his proboscis, drawing otit' ldng fi1ameht
of Chatterton's in the 1ìroces. The
hand descended involuiitarily upon
Goshbnrton-Crump's neck and remained fixed. By this time Mugglewump was getting a little worked up,
for some reâson or other, and he
informed Goshburtoñ-Cfump that he
was placed under arrest and charged
with assaulting the po1iáe He told
the professor and me that we should
he required as witnesses, and must
accompany him at once to the policestation.
Things were looking pretty gloomy
as we proceedd down the street.
Gohbuton-Crurnp could not escape;
even, if he would. The professor
proceeded in a series of kangaroo-likd
bounds.'' I wás' the only member
of the party completely free to move.
I was cudgelling my brains to try to
discover some way out of what
might be justly described as a horrid,
sticky business, when an inspiration

probably have to have your right
hand amputated in òrder to become
free. Secondly, having ordered Prolessor Goop to accompany you to
the police-station, you are aiding
and abetting, him in parading the
High Street in pyjamas. Thirdly,
that blob' of Chatterton's that still
adheres to your nose is far from
becoming, and may lead to a most
compromising attachment should you
later on solace your nose with half
a pint in a tankard. If I can see a
way of getting us all out of this,
will you call it quits?
Mugglewump, who was getting a
little tired of keeping his hand on
Goshburton-Crump's neck, replied,
after sonic thought, that he would.
"Then lead the way," I cried,
"to the eniporiurn.of Mr. Bloopher,
the grocer." ' '
Surprised, but too cowed by their
recent experiences to offer much
resistance, the party made its way
ip.o Mr. Bloopher's shop. I guided
them straight to the cheese department.
There I pressed two halfcrowns iito the hand of the fellow

-

*

l'lu,

Profesgoì'

p,'oceeded

willi

kangaì'oò-tJke bouneL.

who slices cheese up with a wire,
and explained our, troubles to hini,
In a trice the professur hod become
â biped once more; whilst GoshburtonCramp and Mugglewnmp had- ceased
to be Siamese twins: WKen I left hini safe ami sound
that night, Professor Gop v'as well
awaywith the business of 'inveating
a nonstick5T adhesive
-

-

-
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The Episode Concludes

flic

Lido!"

upon the floor: of his
sitting-room, bidding us beL,good
cheer.

r as possible

"Lcìok, here, Mugglewump," I said,
"I do not, think that you quite
realise your position. In the first
place; you are inseparably attached
to Mr. Goshburton-Crurnp, and will -
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sécret chemicals?
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YOU KNOWTHATTESTTUBESand
the minds of chemists have held secrets
which have baffled discovery, but you may
not know there have been none more
sought after by battery makers than the
one so jealously guarded inside each cell of
the LISSEN New Process Battery, which
makes each cell yield oxygen for your
valves in a way no other cell does or has
ever done before. Copious does not
adequately describe this oxygen liberation
of the LISSEN New Process Battery.

-,

Since ibis new energy became available for valves tens of thousands
of loud speakers all over the country are reproducing radio broad.
Cast with a freshness of tone and a clear volume which is adding delight to radio. Whenever there ¡s fine music to be heard by broad.
Cast see that you have a LISSEN New Process Battery in your set
and hear your loud speaker voicing its appreciation.

0
Q)
¿Li

W

Q

ZO

-

--

-

-

You pay shillings for this battery which many others would pay
thousands of pounc's for, yet 10,000 dealers are selling it at a
price which has been made low to bring it within the reach of all.

The next time you want a good battery get a LISSEN New Process
Battery. Teke no other and you will be rewarded for your insistence
by a new power smoothness and new tone clarity in your loud speaker.

r-7

-

60

volts

(reads 66)

LASSEN
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9volts(gridbias)
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.

LISSEN LIMITED,
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FRIARS LANE, RICHMOND, SURREY.
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BY TEST THE BEST
high-grade
copper-the best metal -for screening purposes.
All Copes Screens are ¡nade from

'

They are rigidly constructed, and polished and
lacquered in ceder to preserve their handsome
appearance.

J'TT

i

I

JIJ
JJJ

--

-

COPEX SCREENS:

Condenser

UnlversaJ Làgarlthmic
Mechanically perfect ..
Seleçtive to a. degree
...
Patented. vernier
,
capacity adjustment .

-DESÏGN

-

/

'».

1:.

ganged(

Units easily

together... Economical

..

in price

.

--:

For sheer valuo for 'money there is no variable
condenser to equal the Key,tone universal. lt
possesses all the attributes of the best type of
variable condenser, and in addition it has several
unique features which ace not to be found in any
of its rivals. Two or three of these condensers
purchased as single units can easily be ganged
together to form a double or triple gang. Alternatively, if you have used a Keystone Gang

Condenser in a set and wish to change your circuit
to one using single condensers. you can readily
make the necessary eonversion in a few minutes
without any special tooi.
Both fixed and moving plates are insulated
from the frame-another unique feature t Think
of the many advantages offered by this condenser,
and then compare the price.s given below with
those of other makes.

PRICES:

..
0005 míd.
SINGLE:
.,
13/6
TWIN GANG: '0005 each section .. 27/6
TRIPLE GANG '0005 ,,
.. 42/..
,,

Copes Standard HF. Sci-cening Unit,
as illustrated.
Assefaliled and wired
ready for use. . Size 6 ins, square by
6 ins, high.

COPEX SCREENING
VALVE TYPE
Similar in appearance and construction to the
Unit illustrated above, but pierced on one side
to take one of the new screened-grid als'es. This
box will accommodate a complete H.F. stage, the
dimensions being 8 ins.
ins, by 7 ins.
high. Price 1

126
_. 25/6

0003 míd ......

0O03cacIisetiou

-

'0003

',,

,,

Sesd for free folder of Keystone Condenser.

..

38/6

6/6

COPEX

THE FINEST ONDEÑSER VALUE EVER OFFERED
K e y st o n e' Neutralising
Keystone "Midget" Reaction

-'\

Condenser

-

-

/'

-

p.

-

E
-

Ideal for the'
many
positions where
a small capacity condenser
is
required.
An aluminium
i, shield prevents hand-

cap acity
effects and a
special taper
bearing gives

iL!

beautifully
smooth mOsement. Aceticately designed
and rigidly
constructed, this Keystone condenser Is backed
by the usual Keystone guarantee of efficiency.
Capacity '000x' mid. Price Sf6
a

'

,

i

Board mounting
Panel mounting

-

The extremely high oft!ciency of this choke is du
to a unique form of
low-capacity wind i n g.
Range, 300/2,000 metres.
Recommended for Use
in the "Solodyne five,"
All British Six, dnd
in any other efficient
ceivers.
Especially suitable
for split-coil circuits

j.--

Keystone Fixed Resistors
No.4 for's amp. valves ith
6-volt accomulato. No. ¡7 for

o6 amp. valves with 4-volt '
accumulator. And in many ' Price
Resistor only 119. Base, Od.

other values.

-

-

:

:

j
.

i

Litz wire

months ago one of our standard
receivers was sent to Australia and
a si*-months tripr Irs midAtlautic
Stat IOUS in Europe and U.S.A. were
heeived on the Loud Speaker during a
teñilic storm. At! results were logged and
verified by independent witnesses. The
tuning of.the FIve-Fifty-one is simplicity
itself.
One control only. All wave-lengths
front 250 t 2,000 metres arc covered
withôot aoy coil changing-tbe movement
of one switch only being required.
\Vnte for particulars.

FiVE - FIFTY

2/6

77,

-

.

'»
..-

:

j

Wound with

-

IWit ?Ìlt

-

ONE SET

RECOMMENDED BY THE' LEADING
TECHNICAL EDITORS.

Prices

Coil mary ILF. Secon-

Prices:

550 m.

250-

-

2,000-2,00010.

6'6/-

Trans
former

dary

10/10/-

10'-

Coil

10/-

14-

14'-.

COPEX 6-PIN BASE
Standard spacing with
terminals arranged for
easy accessiLlity. For
use ssliere th standard
ô-pin coils arc ulilised

I

LTD.

I

CITY RÔAD, LONDON, .E.C1.
4, Manchester St., Liverpool.
Town St., Plymouth.
40

Split Reinartz

Aerial Split pri-

-

Branches:-62, High Holborn, London, W.CJ.

IN THE WORLD'S
RADIO RECEIVERS.

USED
BEST

244' STATIONS

PETO-SCOTT CO
Registered Office:

Type

-

5/
6/3

Some
s-valve
back on
over 20

8/6

Price

',

Received and Identified

'

-,

OPE.x

fication . Oscillátioñ perfectly controlled
Guaranteed
matched within
one metre .' .

100 % efficient

Keystone

H.F. Choke.

-

'Higher Ampi!-

Used in all the pop/dar circuits
this season. These condensers have
been designed by esperta, and
they are suitable for neutralising
the electrode capacities for all
types of valves.
Very low

materialandbeautifully

o.c"-

COILS

-

.

-

«

Condenser
minimum capacity.
The wide spacing of
the vanes renders accidental "shorting"
impossible. Very well
made from best quality

25!..
BOX "S"

29, 01d

J

-

,

..

't\.-.'r

without

the actual

'

screen.

Price

-

for
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.l_!'-,.:
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will give

c1iablc and easily made set that

a

nothing new under the sun,"
and thOugh the expession may
be 5strictly correçt we do fiid, froni
time totirn.e, novel arrangements and
fresli mèthods'ofusing the same fundamental ideas. The circuit incorporated in the set described here does
not, in jtself, contain anything new;
but the arrangement of the various
ideas incorporated in it will be fresh
to the majOrity of my readers.

.

.

-

-

.

-
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-
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---.
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;t*øtt$t
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S

O

is not a five-valve set in the strict
sense of the term for it contains only
four s&ges, namely, high frequency,
-

-.

:

e
/

O

\

.

/

-
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C,.

-

.
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-
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Nè.t

to

(lic

,nq,jntunjnq dtals aie ll:e reaction and col mc controls. The on-off
is

on the cztrc,ne rijht.

In the firt plee, let mesay that
thereceiv.er under discussion is not
intended asa special long-distance set,

and many will- siuy that a more profitable use could have been made of the
five valves it contains. In some ways
I am of their qpinion; greater range
could have been obtained by using
two HF. stages instead of 6ñe,
but the idea underlying th design
of The Reactor Four was nöt so much
that of originating a " hotted-up"
set as that of building a set that will
give really good reliable signals on a
number of stations and which will
satisfy the average constructor who
requires several stations really uvell
on the loud speaker but does not want
a complicated set.

"'

.

iL

-

f

.,
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-.r--:--

'lflnEREisanoldadagethat"there's -.

-

1

By K. D. ROGERS.
-.

i

.

good variety
of Ioud-speaher programn.es. The circuit'i.s HF'., Dcl., and
2 iF., and a separate valve is employed for reaction.

.

;

sit

detector, and two low frequencies.
The fifth valve is used solely as a
means of obtaining reaction effects,
and as such is well worth its inclusion.
-

The set was, as a matter of interest,
tested both with, and without this
valve, i.e. using the special reaction
valve and using the detector to
supply its own reaction, and it was
found tlat on àll stations better
results were obtained when the
separate valve was used. Signals
from distant stations could be brought
up to a greater strength without distortion, while better quality on the
local station could be obtained, especially il the local station happened to
be close and no reaction was required.
In this event the reactor valve was
removed, and the detector acted as a
rectifier pure 'and simple.. In this
way, a "ojie valve, one job" effect is
obtained with its obvious advantages.
Tornakeadetectorvalvealso actas
its own oscillator must necessarily introduce a certain amount of distortion,
-

-
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.
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". One Valve, Oñe Job"

-
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.

The main points about TheReaetor

-

Fourarethemethodsofvolumecontrol
inàorporated in the receiver, and the
use of a separate " reactor" valve,
from which the set gets its title. It

-

-

.

-

-
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The use

of a standard screening
41
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greatly simplifies the wiring.
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TThe "Reactor" Four-coñtinued
-

-

-

-

-

a certain cornesides enforcin
in valve type if satisactory reaction is to be obtained.
For example, a detector (followed
y resistance coupling as is the case
n this set) should be of the highnag. type-up to 35 can be used
atisfactorily if a very powerful input
s not to be dealt with-whereas for

Most of the wires to
tise shmdard seseening box can be seen
in this back of pnud

-

--

)rOmiSe

VJCW.

-

mooth reaction a valve of a low-rng.
ype and with lòw impedance is adrisable. Therefore, if the detector is
o act as its own reactor, something
as to be sacrthced, and generally it
akes the form -of smooth reaction,
hich is lost in order that a sensitive
[etector shall be maintained.
With the reactor valve in use we
Lre enabled to choose our detector
7ale with one aim in view, that of
)htaining a good detector-it may
)C a hopeless valve for supplying
eaction; that doesn't matter, for
be reaction is supplied by a valve

.

y
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\

N
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is insportasst to replace tise lid of tise
box tvhen tise high-frequency

ser eeni:,g

sbige

I semi-variable condenser.

I
1

I
2

I
2

I
2

is

being ,cu trulised.
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I
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12 terminals.
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L.F. transformer. (Any of the wellknown makes. That shown is the
R.I.-Varley.)
I volume control. (Centralab 500,000
ohm potentiometer. RA. Rothermel,
Ltd.)
I LT. switch. (Lissen, Lotus, L. & P.,
Igranlc, etc.)
i L.F. choke. (Any good make, of
about 20 henries inductance. The
one shown is a Pye.)
2 panel brackets.
1 panel, 21 in.
(Radion,
X 7 in.
Ebonart, Pilot, or other good
branded material.)
i cabinet and baseboard, 14 in.-deep.
Terminal strips.

0l fixed condenser. (Muilard, Lissen,
Dubilier, T.C.C., etc.)
(Mullard,
1 0005 fixed condenser.
Lissen, Dubilier, T.C.C., etc.)
1 2 mfd. fixed condenser.
(Mullard,
Lissen, Dubilier, T.C.C., etc.)
I I mfd. fixed condenser. (Mullard,
Lissen, Dubilier, T.C.C., etc.)
4 valve holders. (Lotus, Benjamin,
Burndept, Magnum, Precision, etc.)
3 filament resistors. (Peerless, etc.)
I B.C. oupling unit. (Any good
standard make, such as Mullard,
Dubilier, etc. The one shown is
the RJ.-Varley type A.)
i 25 meg. fixed resistance and holder.
(Mullard, Liasen, Dubiler, etc.).
1

denser, 0005 mId.)
standard screening box (complete).
(Bowyer-Lowe, Peto-Scott, Burne
Jones, Efesca, etc.)
unscreened six-pin coil base. (PetoScott, Lewcos, Colvern, etc.)
Potentiometer. (Igranic, etc.)
0005 variable condensers.
(Any
good make, S.L.F. or square law,
and two slow-motion dials.)
IJOOI variable condenser.
(PetoScott, Midget.)
ILF. chokes. (McMichael, Ormonde,
Lissen, etc.)
2-meg. grid leak. '(Mullard, Lissen,
Dubilier. T.C.C.. etc.)
0003 fixed condensers
(Mullard,
Liasen, Dubilier, T.C.C., etc.)

-

45.)

(Continued on page
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thinks about the
lITA.

The great Public Test Scheme. proved that the Brandeset lilA is ideal from all viewpoints. You operate easily! You hear wonderfully! You pay reasonably! Fifty
people carried out private tests in their own homes th'rughout Great Britain and
pronounèed it the receiver which will revolútionise
wireless entertainment. The map shows the different
localities where the receiver was publicly tested before
being put qn the market. Read what some öf the
fifty say abòu this ideal Ioudspéaker set:

-

-

-

-from RHYL,

-from MOFFAT, SCOTLAND

-

:

.

N. WALES
" We found the Set in every way a splendid
job, and at abouti ¡.50 p.m. on A ugust ist,
we tuned in on thespeaker on the short
wave band 16 stations in approximately
one minute."
--from ROCHESTER
..
"The tuning svcry simple and gives great
selectivity, annzy small son of seven can
tune in anystation as quickly and as quietly
as I tnysef . .
The Set is undoubtedly
the very best 3- Valve Set yet devised."

Davent;y to-day,
and it is an ideal loud-speaker Set. We
were particularly struck wit/i the absence
of impurity."
-from FORT ¡VJLLIAAJ,
IN VERNESS
"For volume and purity it beats any
3-Valve Set I have heard. Thé Set is
simplicity its'elf-a be,çinner can master
it without the least trouble or tuition. My
friends are delighted with the reñults." -from CREDITON, DEVON
"As a 3-Valve Set it is the limit of efficiency
-excellant in tone, volume and simplicity,
It is really remarkablethe number of Eiropean stations that are perfectly available.
We liad it workiitg on

ORTWiWAM

EDINÛURGH.

UDDINO5TON'\,
OON'
l.IOFFAT

PONTELAND
SUND EtLAN D

.

-

.

s'

-from kENSÍNGTÖN

" The absolute realness of everything I
heard on this Set was, Ithought, really wonderful, and I wOuld go so far as to say that
consummate excellence has been reached.'

THE BRANDESET

lilA

Distinct simplicity and perfect efficiency at low price. Singic control, 3 valves,
improved station selector, sensitivity and selectivity adjustable, polished oak cabinet.
Absolutely no equal at its price in distance, seléctivity, tone quality and ease of control.
Fine technical and mechanical features and a definite official guarantee. (Width I6ins.;
depth S ins., height 9 ins.)

-

BFABFORO

£6

-

15

-

-

O

(Excluding Royalty)

R'

-

'MANCHESTER

HARTFORD

j

BR2.CEERIDCE

S

S

S

L

-

(5HREWSSuy

¡

-

.

SLOWESTOFT

NORTHAMPTON

I

S

CAM8RIDO

-

HEREFORD.

-

-

SHIPOHAM

LElCER
MONTGOMERY

I

S

LUTON.

EYNSHAM MEMEL MEMPSTEAD
HARROW
BOURNE END S
FULH M

S

'S

BRISTOI.
UBOURNE

5

MILTON

.vth'Tc.
S

CRaoITo.

S

DORHEE
S

''

-

.

sqRENQup/

TRURO

S

ilLtgOc

eORÑE

-

J
S
I

-

:.SBrands
The name

Brandes

GREATLY
REDUCED PRICES

It

EEADINGJ'

wr-o

Litrnted

o

6'

3

Norfol/

Street,

Strand,

P,'.Ç.g

.

-

-

The llipticon, 95/..; The
Brandola, 57/6; The TableTalker, 30/.; The Variable
Condensers, 15/- & 15/6;
The ,Audio Transformers,
151. & 15/6; The Matched
-Tone Headphones, 13/6.

___

Brindes1

I

I

-

-

-

=

r

-

-

-

THE SIGN OF THE
GOOD DEALER
It hangs outside

.AUTHOISb
RADIO DEALER

I

....

know in Radio

eve shop
authorised to sell Brandes
Products. This sign is for
your protection. It means
reliable service and guaranteed satisfacton
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o"onaense
rr

J0'

tJiw.e i no excuse whatever for buying a
cheap
condenser.
For T.C.Ç Con..
densers are reduced in price. It
costs you less, now, to buy the

:

...

-

-.,.

.

,

-

,

ft(

--------.

.

-

-

0001:0009

....
....

001 -004
009

005

........
......

250 tO 550

8/6 each.

to z000 metres
8/6 each.
AerutiCoil
250 to 550 metres :
-

:

1000

.

5f. each.
to 2000 metres
5)- each.

005-009
.

1000
.

01

2/4

3/.

3/.

125

2/4

3/6
,

.....

j5

2

3/6
5/6

25
'

'

.

Prices

Old
9f.

......
.......
...... 16/.
...... 19/6
...... 23/.
10/9
12/6

New
Of.
9/6
11/.

14/6
18/.

21/6

-.

I

::

::

::

2/.

2/4
2/6
3/.
3/.

3/4
3/10

Prices

-

Capacity Mfds.

1/8
1/9

2

1/10
2/3
2/3
2/7
2/10

4

5
5

6
8
10

......

.......
.......

......

......
.......
..

..

..

Old

New

4/8

3/10
6/6
7/6
9/6
1116

7/.
9/.
iii.
13/.
17/.
21/.

14/9

18/6

':
onh,Lt

Iflr-1 L

:-H

CATALOGUf

r

L

\,
I\/'

-

:

IC.:
:

u

[PESCA VARIABLE HS.

CHOKE.
Thc Efesca Variable fl.P.
Cboke is subdivided into
cections and ta,ped by a
switch e n a b I n g equal
efficiency to be obtained
over alt f r e q u e n c e s.
Wound in staggered slots to
minimise self-capacity with
tapping brought to a 'dead

.

.

:

WALK,

I.
.

'

Wound on polished Ebon
with heavy
te Former
gauge wire to possess low
resistance, minimum self.
capacity and appropriate
inductance suitable f o r
wave-lengths up to atoo
metres

:-

I

u
u
I
U
I

I

-

i

i

j
i

.COflde*.

:

$
I

I

7/6 each.

each.

STADELI1ANN & CO,
Efesca Electrical

I

LTD.,

Works,

F3/93, Farrtnqdon Road, Lpndon, E.C.1.

/54

i

I

cnding switch.
1216

i

CäOKE.

-

i

J

EFESCAH.F.

-

i

-

2f4
2/4

.

Capacity Mfds

1

:

12/6 each.

-

'

-

:

-

to 2000 metres

, WRITE':,

p

..

-

.,

Ii

E

-.

......

3

iiTiiIIiiiI

.

2f4

Prices
New

.....
......

-'09

.1

8i6 each.

:

Prices
New

2/10

Old

Capacity Mfds.

metres:

Reinariz Coil
syoto 550 metres

.

!

Mica Condensers.

Old

'

Condensers-in the
Green for safety

.

8/6 each.
moo to z000 metres:
10/6 each.

¡000

-

Ç

Mansbridge Condensers.

-

.

Split Secondary
B.F. TRANSFORMER.

Split Primary
H.F. T1tANSFORMER
with optional reaction.
250 to 550 metres:

.

-

-

-oh
-O,

green cases.

-

.

Capacity Mids
0001-0009 SIP type

Efesca Centadyne Screened Coils are constructed
in accordance with the standard specification
laid down by the technical Press and will
compare favourably with any on the market.

for T.C.C.

Here aie the Reduced Prices
.

Screened Coils

Ask

-

-

.

CENI

finest condensers mad-conden.
sèrs that are guaranteed up to the
hilt.- In capacity and in insulation.

-

.

.

.

.

.

.

-

-

.

-I
I

j

at Gtasgsw, Manchester, Bieminoharn. Dublin Wewcastje. Cnrdly

I

.

-

-

I

Advt. Telegraph Cønden5er Co.,

__________

Led,

Wale.FarrnRd,, N. Actoa, W.3.
9z7

-
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The "Reactor" Fourcontinued
tralised H.F: valve with coemplete 'load on- each valve -throughout the
screening as designed by-Mr.- G. P.. - set.---Another-volume- coutrol is used -.
-f6t'the- grid of the last valve-and
Kendall, together with a grid "loser"
this is tiseful if a very close station
method 'vhich gives smooth volume
is being'received when the first losser
control when strong signals are to b
may not be sufficient, or if the
received. This volume pöntrol is of
.'
broadening of timing inevitabte
..
-.
-.
with the use of a grid losser is to
be avo1ded -owing to any kind of
'jamming.
-, For instance, if Laugenbejg is being
-.
received at tòo great a volume for
the constructor's requirements he can
-cut it down. by the second contiol
rather than the fiTst, which might,
7iipset
the selectity of the set suffi¡
/
.
j,' /.-eiently-to bring in traces of 5G B if
f!
the listener happens to be fairly close
I
V '
to the latt'er station. As a rimle, how'
, 1
ever, the selectivity of the set is not
/
sufficiently
impaired by
slight
/
/
"lossing"
required to cut down buch
7
f
stations as Langenbeig, Hilversum,
$
Frankfurt etc. all of which come in
0
rit really good 'strn"gth.
In the
1.
writer's opinion a finer control of
,
distant stations can be obtained by
the use of the second controI--the
potentionster, across the 'secondary
.
of the RI. transformer.
/
..
The biasing of .the M.F. valve is
f
important if overloading -is to be
/
avoided on strong signals and if full
amplification and good selectivity is
great advantage, for it, cuts down.the
to be obtained. It' requires about
strength of the signals at their source,
15 volts. And, talking about selcso to speak, and theiby reduces the
tivity, an idea of the capabilities of

which can also be chosen with that bne
aim in view.

With the advent of the dull-emitter
filament current, like the

of low

-

Tl,emall terminal

board for aerial
a,,4 earth lewis
will be seen ,iear
lhe aerial coil:base.
R
willi the semi4,
eti.qer
variable
4f
beside it.
.1/pt
.

''a-..

.

-

/

r

.

4.1

'

L.'

--

"

"'

t

.

-

i

/
I

''-

.1.

'

.

.

i"]

-

-

¡1.),

j'

.

-

-

t

-

-

-

.

-

-

.

,.,

-

.

-

.

'i

'

."

/
/

t

i

i

te

-

-

/

\'

r,--

'.

-

'

'

/

'

'ir
-

'<

\;t'

j

-

-

-

'--

-

-

..

i.M. 5 X (075 amp.) it is no extravagance to use this separate valve; t

.

/

"-

-

.

be seen are used a neu-

.

.

-

.

-

'T'

O

-

-

-

O.

4

',

.

,t

,

¡

/

"

J

r

-

-

.

&-

.,

-

-

-

-

-

...

/

-

.

tif
J

-

Th

i

----

.

.

-

.

,ifí
.

.

.

-

.

J

O.

,-

J/

r

W....

-.

/

I

/

.

r.

1

..

'

-

-.

r

I

.

The Volume Contróls
will

.

-.

-

a-'

Now let us examine the theoretical
diagram of the circuit employedit

-

.

takes little H.T., about '30-40 volts
being ample, and it needs no extra
control. But it does supply a very
definite advantage when searching.for
distant stations, especially on the low
wave-bands, for reaction can be
perfectly smooth and well controlled.
and can be taken right up to the
point of oscillation without noticeable
distortion ocQurring, for it must be
remembered that it is. the reactor
valve whicE oscillates, not the detector. Threfore no mutilation of
the incoming signals. occurs until
heterodyning takes place; the-ittroduction of negative iesistanc jñto
tile grid circuit of the detector valve
allowing greater sensitivity andgreatei.
volume. As the point of oscillation
is approached, a certain amount of
sideband "cùt off" must take place,
owing to the lowering of the damping
of the detector grid circuit, but this
cut-off is not accompanied by the
distortion that occurs when the dctector is operating as its own reactor.

Here

-

-

-

-

-

1

This plan new

should lic

-

conípared

.

with the

-

.

wiring diagram given on the ncnUpage.
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The "Reactor" Four-continued
when reaction has been used thè
writer has several times missed 5 G B
altogether when he has been searching
rather hurriedly on thé " Reactor

Four."

AN

the set can be judged by the fact
that in London, and at. a point twenty
miles N.W. of London, a silent point

©

..

...

.

.

Z4v0u7

w»

I

between 5 G B and Langenberg can
be obtained without the use of reaction to sharpen the tuning In fat,

.-..,

.

Grid leak and condenser rectification is used owing to its simplicity
while resistance coupling for the first
stage, and then the new R.!. straightline transformer for the second, were
found to give excellent purity.
The actual construction of the set is
difficult if the constructor carefully
follows the diagrams and photographs.
.

nt

(continued on page 77.)

©

.

tD0

..

e

-

E
-°'

.1.

..

,---.p

SNORT/NQ

.

-.

.

-

(11

I

I-

:.
ILS. 2

L r

¿,7

NT- H7+,HT+2HT+3N7+4

.

L_?

W/,qVNC Dh4CPAItI.
-;
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t

-
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-
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REGISTERED

PATENTS

NUM ER 728450.

-

APPLIED FOR

LOW

HIGH IN QUALiTY
s the popular Ormond Dual Indicator Dial
now fitted with a slow-motion drive, with an ideal
reduction ratio of 16-1.
Fast enough for easy searching, slow enough for
finest tuning..
Fine hair linefor accurate reading, suitable for the
most d,scriminate user.
An " ORMOND" feature. The éursor move3 in
the same direction as the rotation of the knob.

This

IN PRICE

ORMOND" feature. A terminal is
provided for separately earthing the dial, the latter
- then may be used as an anti - capacity earthing
.5 hield
Another

PRICE

.

-

-

.

-

-

Easy to mount and may be used on one-hole-fixinA
condensers, plain type.
-

.

.

-

-

-

in strict rotation

199-205, Pentonville Road,
-

Telcp1one: Clerkenwell 93445-6

..

.

King's Cross, London, N.1
?-

FACTORIES
& Hardwick Street

Clerkenwell, M.c.e

-

.

-

"Orrnondtngi;Kinc,o,s"

Contrnental

L)

-,..1

Vvhiskin Street

-

Tdgj,ams

-

ITh
-

.

-

gents
Merriman Ltd
Flionos House, 2 & 4 Bu'-hnaU Strees
New Oxford Street, W.C.z
Messrs

Pettigev

Si

-
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Ls

.,....,.-i

METRES!:
WITH AERO

SHORT-WAVE

-

-

APPARATUS

AERO Short-Wave inductance Units, of veri advanced
design, ensure easy reception of U.S. short-wave
stations. Full instructions and prints are supplied
with each kit of coils. The i.N.T. 4 and 5 coils enable
reception up to 550 metres, or to 750 metres by insertion
of a -0001 fixed condenser across the rotor and statoí of
the 00014 variable condenser.
-

-,

-

AERO SHORTWAVE TUÑER KIT
-.
Contains a cornplete range of
Aero Inductance
Units cosering

t

1

awave-b:ndol

r

coils. Mounting
base is supplied
On
00014 condenser
secondary and

with the kit. Uses
00025 on feed-back control.
No. L.W.T. 125 S.W. Outfit

IL

.. 5216

.,-..

L

ABRO
INTER-

COUPLING
increase the range
No. 5
o! the Aero SW.
Receiver to cover wave-lengths up to 550 metres,
making reècption possible from 15-550 metres.
..
16/6
No. i.N.T. 4,
125-250 metres
.
..
16/6
No. 1.N.T. 5. 235-550 metres
..
EXTRA S.W. COIL
.. 16/6
No. I.N.T. Zero.
13-294 metres ..

UNI.

I.N.T. Zero

.

INCORPORATING A VIBRO

VALVE HOLDER..

thus

each,

Specially designed for the Aero SW.
Has a uniform action over a
Receiver.
wide ran'ge; includ,ng Broadcast and
Amateur S.\V.ßgnds..

No.60.

6/3each.

R.F.CHOKECOIL

ÀERO FOUNDATION UNtI
-

Coisits'of

a

The Aero panel 0f the
Foundation Unit for the
S.W. set is drilled to
accommodate the wellknown Amsco S.L.F.
condensers. -These condensers are supplied as
follows:

-

'00014
'00025

..
.

1

,'

1

1/6
1/6

Price

Telephone
Regent 3160
(6 lines).

ESF

t

fit

JI,.

200/202, REGENT STREET, LONDON, W. I

-

-

-

.

-

10/6

DBSIGNED AND MANUFACTURED BY

''

BÚRHÉJÖÑÉS
00. LTD., />

-

6....

UMMACN
TELEPHONE:

each,
each.

HOUSE

HOP 6.257

288,BOROUGH HIGH
'..

-:

:

27!6
AMSCO S.L.F. CONDENSERS

-

-

fr

the
One of the recommended usas
Magnum R.C. Unit is in a two-valve
amplifier, the complete set of parts
(which can be assembled in 30 minutes)
Cost £1: 10 O only. Write for a leaflet
giving Wiring diagram.

-

.......

.

.

TO CRYSTAL SET USERS

'-

finely drilled
and engraved (Westinghouse Micarta) front panel, and
wood baseboard of roer size. Two sets of blue-prints
are furnished, with complete layout and diagrams.
..
..
Price
..

Forsh'rt-wave ecei.'er.

.

With this economical unit; your
set will reproduce with an
astounding purity and faithfulness. It émbodies a correctly
propórtioned condenser, anode
resistance and grid leak, sealed
in a Bakelite moulding, together
with a Vibro Valve Holder.

each
each

AERO R.F. CHOKE COIL
-

.

-

'

ST.-

LONDON. S.E.I
Telegrams
Pleasingly

Piccy."
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-

Many problems of jraciica! ii1eres to all radio
ëòñstructors aic dealt with this mbñth, including
The Construction of Hme-micle CabinetsPanel Mounlinq Problems-A Template Diffi-

cúlly-Horne-made

Anti-micr'ophonic Valve-

holders-Converting a Jack, etc., etc.
By R. W. HALLOWS, M.A.
-

Handsome -Home-made
Cabinets

some time past I have been
Fontrying to work out a design
for home-made cabinets that,
besides being simple enough to interest
even those who do no care very much
about woodwork, will enable a cabinet

-

A;

'
A

1.

.

W

1
-

size. Naturally, one must use thicker
wood for a -large cabinet than for a

small one, in order to obtain the
necessary stiffness.
There are no
difficult joints ofany kind to make,
and if the wood is ordered ready-cut

the buiness of putting the cabinets
together can be accomplished easily
and quickly with nothing but the
simplest, of tools.
Figs. i and 2 show the design of
the completed cabinet. It will be
noticed that it departs somewhat
from conventional designs. Instead
of being hinged directly on to the
back, the lid is attached to a narrow
top piece E, which enables it to be
opened right back, as shown in
Fig. 2, without ny risk of straining
the hinges. Since the top piece is
only
in. wide, every part of the
set within the cabinet is accessible
when the lid is opened.
1

to be made which, despite the small
añiount of time and money spent
upon it, is really worthy of a firstrate receiving set. In previous chats
I have described various methods of
making cabinets from plywood with
a veneer of rosewood, mahogany,.
walnut, or oak.
These are satisfactory enough up to a point; but
they have not quite the solidity that
one likes. I also gave some time ago
a. design for cabinets made from
ardinary wood. That type, again had
a' good deal to Tecommend it, biit'
the cabinets wère not toò easy to
make.
.

Made of Mahogany
I have just evolved a' third
of. home-constructor's cabinet which
will, I feel, meét the requirements
of most readers. These cabinets are
constructed of mahogany from to
in. in thickness, according to their

fixed to the sides
A,. as well as: td
the front of the cabinet. The necesáary
stiffness is obtained by the use of
the batten D, which can quite conveniently be halved-in to the side
pieces A, A. This makes a very
firm and strong joint; but it is not
absolutely necessary.
A1

-

The Dimensions
cabinet to fit any receiving set
with horizontal baseboard and vertical
panel can be made from pieces of
wood measured up in accordance
with the following table
SIDES (A, A).-Height: height of
panel plus thickness of bottom B
plus thickness of batten D.
Width: width of baseboard plus
thickness of panel plus thickness of
back O.
BTTOM (B).-Length: length, of
A

Practically Dust-Proof
In most cabinets of conventional
design there is
top piece at the
front from 2 to 2 in. wide against
which the front edge of the lid fits.
When the lid is closed there is often
a slight gap between: it and this top
piece through which dust finds its
ay into the set. By hinging the
lid to the back piece E a close-fitting
jòint is easily madé which, if the
hinges are carefully recessed into the
wood, is practically dust-proof. The
front edge of the lid projects
in.
or so beyond the sides, and is rounded
To the frönt edge of the bottom
B is attached1alght beading of the
same wood as the body of the cabinet.
The lid may be made to overlap at
the sides as Well as in front, and
beading with .iíuitred corners may be
t

-

49

..

F,ü. 2,

baseboard plìzs a small fraction of
an inh for clearance.
:rwidth: width of bseb6ard plus
thickness Of panel.

.

II

I

¿

.
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Chats at the
BACK
A, A.

(C).-Héiglt height
:

of sides

Width: length of B.
BATTEN (D).-Length: length

of

panel full plus thickness of one side
piece (if to be halved-in.; if not
to be halved-in, length of panel full).
in. square.
Section
To PIECE (E).-Length: length of
bottom plus thickness of both side
:

pieces.

Width: 1 in.
LID (F).--Length: length of top
piece.

Width width of side pieces less
i in. (this gives an overhang in front
of in.).
BEADING (G).-Length: Jength of
:

E.

Width: at bottom

in. to

Work-Table--coñtinued

Seccotine or glte and then tó fix it
with a few small sprigs: The last
process is to fix on the lid by means
of the hinges. An ectremely neat and
solid job is made if instead of a pair
of small hinges a single long piano
hinge of the required dimensions is
obtained. Nothing remains but to
finish up the Cabinet with one of those
simple but most effective french
polishes now obtainable for amateurs.
If you have used the lighter grade of
mahogany and desire to obtain a red
colour you car' very easily do so by
staining the cabinet before you polish
it with permanganate of potash
dissolved in water. The stronger the
solution the darker will the wood
become.

in.

The Wood To Use
With the exception of the bottom
and the back, which should be of
white wood, the cabinet is made
from a good-looking wood such as
mahogany, oak, teak, or walnut.
I rather advise the use of one of the
lighter-coloured mahogames, for these,
besides having an excellent appearance, are fairly soft and quite
easy to work. It may come as a
surprise to some readers that there
should be more than one kind of
mahogany. I believe that actually
there are only two or three kinds of
true mahogany, but the number of
woods sold as mahogany rum into
well over a hundred. Tile kind that
I have in mind is hard enough to
be thoroughly strong, and to take a
fine polish, but not so hard as to
blunt ordinary wood-working tools
rapidly. Its colour is not the deep
red of true mahogany, being, in fact,
not unlike that of the cedar wood of
which cigar boxes and pencils are
made. The softer mahogany is not
so liable to split as the very hard stuff.

Construction
Having purchased or cut out the
wood, drill and countersink the
necessary holes in the side pieces and
fix these to the base. Next put on
the top piece E and fit the batten D.
The back piece will now fit in flush
with the rear ends of the sides. Any
holes required for. terminal panels
should he cut before it is fixed in
position. We are now ready to fit the
beading G- A handy way of doing
this is to smear its inner edge with

Pigtail Leads
Nothing makes a receiving set look
more untidy than a tangle of loose
leads running from: its terminals to

the batteries.

An eiceedingly neat

job an be made by working leads into
what for obvious reasons is clled a
pigtail. The greatest numberof wires
required will usually be lix
for H.F., H.T.+ for detector, H.T.+
for L.F., HT.-, L.T.+ and LT.-.
Each should consist of goQd quality
flex, with an inner rihher covering
and an outer casihg of silk or cotton.
Each leadshould be of a different and
quite distinctive colour. A combination that I find useful is red for the
maximum H.T.+ tal)piflg, yellow for
the intermediate voltage, white for
the detector tapping, black for HT.-,
blue for L.T.+, and brown for L.T.--.

Contrasting Colours
Flex wire of t*ocontrastiugcolours
is purchasable at most wireless shops,
and a length of this forms the foundation of the pigtail. For the other leads
single flex is required and: if you
cannot obtain this, buy double and

untwist it. Pieces left over will
always come in handy for Radiano
or for making odd connections. Cut
off the length of double flex required
and measure off a similar length of
the other colours, allowing about
twenty-five per cent extra in each
case. Draw the ends level and either
splice the leads with a seizing of silk
or knot them together threeor four
inches from the ends. Attach the end
of the pigtail to a door knob or something of the kind so that it can be
stretched out. Now take one 'of the
single leads and start to work it in.
Making The Lea&
We will suppose that the foundation
is double red-and-black flex. You
will find that rour white lead runs
easily into the groove between the
two. Be careful to put it on evenly;
it is easy to do this if you just watch
the sequence of colours and see that
it is always the same. Thus if you
start putting it on above the black
load the s&iuence will always be white,
black, red. Having wound on the
white lead almost to the ends of the
other two, tie a piece of string round
the three to keep them from untwisting and deal with, say, the blue wire
in the same way. The sequence of
colours will now he blue, white, black,
red all the way down the pigtail. The
process continuui until all the leads
have been worked in and flxe&.
Another method which is rather
easier and gives quite respectable
results is to use three lots of contrast-.
ing double flex, such as red and black,
yellow and white, and blue and brown.

Another Method
Measure off equal lengths of these and
knot or splice them together near the
ends. Then simply plait them and
make off near the finishing end with a
knot or a splice. So that the ends of
the wires may be neat enough to be
in keeping with the pigtail it is best
to tag them. For this purpose I know
.

nothing better than Positive
Grip terminals, which besides securing
the leads with a vice-like hold, also
ensure that no unsightly raggd ends
are left of the fabric covering. The
only snag is that these terminals are
obtainable in only four colours, red,
black, yellow and green, though it is
as well to give each lead a tag of its
own colour so that no mistake can
possibly be made when connecting
up. I get over the difficulty when
of

i

(ConJinued on paje 78.)
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I want certain resuas," says the constructor,
and I know that 'with Six-Sixty I shall get them. Firstly, it is a well-known
fact that each Six-Sixty Valve is tested under actual broadcasting conditions before being passed on to the public. This is
the most exacting test that any valve can undergo. Then, again, what further proof of the excellence of Six-Sixty Valves
do I need, when I know that most of the leading Set Manufacturers in the Country standardise Six-Sixty in their Receivers
A.J.S., The Langham Portable, General Radio Company's Receivers, .MacMichael, Truphonic, are but a few of those nmversally
known Receivers in which Six-Sixty are standardised. Manufacturers know the best valve, and their clidic is mine. They are the
experts, and what they select is bthind to be the best, so I say ' Six-Sixty every time.'
Then remember that eight of the famous range of Six-Sixty valves consume only O75 amp. filament current.
f' I recommend fellow constructors to write for the most attractive booklet describing in detail the f uil range of Six-Sixty
Valves. It is sent post free on receipt of a post card."

SIX" SIXTY
THE ELECTRON

12212d

CO., LTD.,
-

I.

-

VALVES

,ÇLOWLESS

CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON,

W.C.2.

51
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WIRE
-

SU PERSEN SITIVE

L

ANODE

1

I

RESISTANCE

INDUCTANCE

j,

-

(Fully Patented.)

wire costs fifteen pounds a pound!
The wire used in their manufacture is
specially made for the purpose, and thé
component is designed and most carefully
manufactured to give the purest reproduction
obtainable. Each value is absolutely constant.

EDE & CO.,

Ltd., BYFLEET,

I

.

.

9
-

-

"

--S.

.---

-

-

j

Each.

Aero S.W. Kit 15-130 M.
Extra

coil,

List Price

52/6

No. I.N.T.4.

,,

,,

16/6

I.N.T.5.

,,

,

1616

SURREY
AERO SHORT-WAVE SET.

its performance makes lt the leading short-szave set for distance getting,
selectivity, volume, and easy control. Used by the United States
Government, Broadcasting Stations, University Laboratories, the MacMillan
Expedition, University of Michigan Greenland Expedition, and adopted
by leading experts and amateurs throughout the world.

:

-

i

interchangeable.
Completely
Range from 15 to 130 metres.
coils and
The kit includes
mounting covering U.S. Bands
of 20, 40 and 80 metres. You
can increase the range of the
Aero S.\V. Receiver to cover
wavelengths up to 750 metres
with coils Nos. LN.T.4. and I.N.T.5.

¡g

Telephone: Byfleet 26
Telegrams
Ceprecise,' Byfleet,

n

.

-

20,000 to 50,000 ohms
3/9
60,000 to 100,000 ohms
4/9
150,000 to 200,000 ohms
7/250,000 ohms
SI500,000 ohms
15'Other values to order. Clips and hase, 1/3 extra.

C.

.

AERO S.W. RECEIVING KIT

PRICES:

-

UNITS.

The Perfect Inductances for all S.W. Work.

-the
t
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There are also the lanzase

C.E.PRECISION

Dual RittoRheostats
slats and Poteutio,nelers.

Send for details To-day anti get to know
the marvellous results of 5.W. reception.

Sectionally lVouud Fixed
Resistors
Coils
Grid
Leaks aui Floating Valve
Holders.
The latter, as
antiillustrated, are
capacity and zionniicrdphonic, a,,d cost
2/-each.

ROTHERMEL

THE

RADIO

CORPORATION OF GREAT BRITAIN, LTD.,
24-26, MADDOX STREET, LONDON, W.1.
Tele. Nos.:

WRITE FOR FULL LIST OF C. E. PRECISION COMPONENTS
AND FOR CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF THE ORCHESTRAL THREE'

Mayfair

78

'Grams:

-

Rothermel, Wesdo, London.

aud

'

Make youi. own H.T. Eliminatòrs
and Battery Chargers
FOR H.T. ELIMINATORS
For supplying HT. current up to 6 valves.
T.P.1-1I0 volts 50 cycles ......... 1616
T.P.2.-2201 240 voltn 50 cycles ...... 17f-

POWER TRANSFORMERS

,;

%r4

FILTER CHOKES.

.

-

S.y.1-50 henries
S.F.2-20 henries

..................
.................

1616
519

Power Translormers for Battery Chargers
iJ045. TRi-110 volts 40160 cycles ..... 1810
Ie)f'
7.11.2.-225 volta 40/60 cycles ..... 17/The '' Sensitite'' nigh Tension Eliminator.
is _.,
Complete rit s! porlo contains Sspor.i'osver
5
Transformers, Chokes, Variable Wire.Woiind
Tapped Resistances, sad necessary Con.
densers, all fully guaranteed, prices from
1916. Wirl,,o diaorsms and blue prism free.
Write to.day, stating AO. or 0.0. MainS.

-:L

.

The
i,

103.

-

WHOLESALE WIRELESS
Farringdon
Road, London,
t.i..5..,,..ri...b....,,.ii çZlO

Co.,

ECl.

i

Clii

THIiOlJJ

FOItCAIilNLTS
and
host

Io

us foe ,zcw

Cabinets as shown in

FREE

list illustrating
Wireless Constructor,"

.'
0

,

-

etc., etc.

THEY,SHOULDBE!

NAME.......................................................................... -

WHY?

ADDRESS....................... - .......................................................... ........

Because' they are obtainable tested on 750 volts, they have the lowest
leakage ot any condenser in the world, and are better vaine sii round.

i mid.
4 ¡nid. - 6/9
3/2 mid. - 4/Tested on 750 volts D.C.. working voltage 375 volts. Obtainable at ail
dealers, if any difficulty
LOUIS HOLZMAN. 109. Kingsway, London. W.C.2.
15-184

Free State Distributors:
Briscoe Importing
9, Astons Quay, Dublin.

Co.,

(Write in block letters, please.)

A
n

-

W

S

o

I'

I

I

i

fi

.

CARRINCTON Mfg. Co.
Camco WorKs,

Ltd.,

Sanderstead Road, South Croydon
Teiephone: Croydon 0623(2 lines).

-
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An Interesting New LowFrequency Transformer
rFHE new R.I.-Varley straight-line

low-frequency transformer has
aroused more than usual interest in view of the standing of the old
R.I. transformer which it is to replace.
We can say at once that this transi ormer is avery considerable advance on
the previous quite excellent instru
ment. Apart from the tests to which this
transformer has been submitted in this
JI.

'I

IIIiIIIIIIIIilIlIflhIIIIIIT If III 111111f 111111111 IllIllIllIllIll I III III

MONTHLY REVIEW OF
TESTED APPARATUS
(NOTE: All apparatus reviewed
E in thi section each month has E
E been tested in the Editor's private
E laboratory, under his own personal
A

E

supervision.)

E

The make-up of the transfornier is
different from that, of the previous
Radio Instruments transfòrmer, the
.terminals (of which there re-six)
being so placed that the modern subbaseboard wiring method can be
applied very successfully. The new
traiisfornier has been prominently displayed at the Wireless Exhibition,
and many readers have examined it
for themselves.
-

A Useful Station Chart
Messrs. Redlern's Rubber Works,

Ltd., makers
and éxcellent

the -welI-knoii

of

Ebonart

wireléss
panels, are now issuing in each:
damage-proof carton with their panel
LS
an ' Ebonart Station Log Chart,"
a useful card measuring 8 in. by
.5 in., and ruled off into twenty-four
sectioiis, each. section beine subThe nèw R.I.-Variey sli«iglaf -line LJ'. ,divided.so asto enable
the ser to
lransformcE.
-iecord the name of the station,
wave-length,.aerial dial number, first
laboratory we have -had the oppor11F. or oscillator dial number, and
tunity of examining the amplification seéond H.F. or. detector dial number.'
curve, prepared by the 'National
!Ìhis chart can be fastened inside the
Physical Laboratory, which proves
lid of any wireless cbinet, and
that the name "Straight Line" prove a most useful addition tshould
any
transformer is no mere fancy designaset. As the chart will be isined free
tion. The amplification curve is a dead' - with every panel, we are
ure
straight line over the whole range of it will enhance the sale of quite
this
comfrequencies that the ordinary type of
pany's products.
loud speaker is able to reproduce,
and is still very high on frequencies
A New Meter
well below the lower range of practicThe Wet HT. Battery Co., of
ally all the cone types. Even at 25
London, have submitted to us the
cycles the amplification is considerWates Universal Witeless Meter,»
ably greater than with many transformers at 100 cycles, and on direct a small and well-finished voltmeter
comparison with resistance-capacity- 'with a double scale so that L.T.
readings up to 6 volts, or HT. up to
còupling units of high quality, using
a high-grade cone speaker, the repro- :120 volts, cah be taken. The pointed
tud on-the meter being the negative
duction seems as good with one as
termitlal, a black connecting lead is
with thé other.

«i

-

-

positive for the LT.. reading and a
red connection positive for the H.T.
Tested against our Iaboratry standard
the readings were found to be accurate,
and the resistance of the voltmeter
high enough to prevent the false
readings which low - resistance HT.
voltmeters will often give.
While
being well finished and accurate the
instrument is quite low priced for
its class, the figure of ten shillings
being weliwithin the reach of most
experimenters. On the instrueton
sheet provided with the meter prticulars are gien of the method of
measuring milliai.fiéres by connecting the meter iff pditièùlrway and
using a conversicin chart so that the
6-volt scale reading can be converted
into the equivalent milliamperes.
Although this method of using the
instrument will be useful in many
cases, there are some in which it would
be misleading and inaccurate. However, its use in this way can cause no
harm to the.battery, set, or instrument,
and is certainly interesting to try.
As a voltmeter for HT. and L.T.;
however, the instrument can be well
recommended, particularly in view of
its excellent value.

-

.

-

A Good Switch
The London and Provincial Radio
Co., Ltd., have submitted for test
their latest-pattern on-and-oft switch,
the appearance of which Can be
gathered from the accompanying

-

I;-..

A

well-,nude

switch by L.
Co.

&

photograph. We particularly
movement of this switch, as
good. positive contact which
cleaning, and there is a very

P. Radio

like the
it gives
is self-

definite
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is varied by an ingenious and smooth-

on-and-off position. Both terminals
and soldering lugs are provided, and
the switch fits by the well-known
"one-hole " method. At its price
(2s.) it is distinctly superior to many
we have tried at more than twice this
ligure, and the component can be
recommended for any set.

acting worm action, which is
constructed that the heaviest coil will
not make the moving socket fall down,
as happens occasionally in some- of
the holders in which the, moving
socket is held in position by a spring.
The sockets themselves, into which
the standard coils fit smoothly, but
with the requisite tightness, are cut
from pure ebonite, and high-f rquency
tests idicate that the losses hem are
negligible. The connecting ires are
joined to soldering lugs on each of
the two sockets. Altogether a useful
and soundly designed component
which can be recommended to
readers.

-

A Useful Two-Coil Holder
The General Electric Company,
Ltd., have submitted for test and
report a specimen of the Gecophone

-

-

A New R.C. Unit

The neav

927

What's New-continued

-

ç.

Noverìber

-

From the Carborunduin Co. of
Trafforçi Park, Manchester, we have
received specimens of -their new
R.C. coupling unit, consistin of a
in. by
neat moulding measuring
in., and carrying tho coupling
1
condenser, the value of which is
OO2 mf d. The anode resistance and
grid leak respectively are held in
spring clips mounted on the top of

G.I.C. tteo-cott ¡iofdc' ¡or
palLe! ntounlhig.

holder for back-of-panel
mounting. This is a particularly
useful and well-made component,
which, as will be scòn from the
accompanying photograph, occupies
very small space behind the panel.
The device is mounted by being
screwed, to the baseboard of the set
by two convenient holes in the base
provided for this purpose, the knob
projecting through to the frönt of
the panel.
The moving socket is pivoted, and
its angle-relative to the fixed socket
two-coil

the moulding, the terminals being
Both anode reclearly marked.
sistance and grid leak are of the
same size, being distinguished by
different coloured labels.
Both resistances are made of carborundum- compound. In this way
they differ from many of the anode
resistances and leaks now sol& which
consist of carbonised material, the
resistance of which frequently changes
in value as time goes on. The values
provided in the carborunduiu unit
were found, on test, to be suitable for
the now popular R.C. valves.

K.L.1 Transformer

I

I

I

-

A Gecopisone transformei
KL. und 11H. valves.
-.
- -.
-

-

.

i

..

Readers who are experimenting
with the K.L.1 valve will be interested in the Gecophone transformer
illustrated herewith and spécially
designed for the purpose.
Unliké
several transformers sold for use with
this yalve, it is very soundly and
safely designed, with adequate arrangements for cooling and excellent
protection against shock from "live"
terminals. It can be thoroughly
recommended as an exceptionally wellmade transformer for the particular
valves mentioned.
-.

.

54
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Coil Holder with DialFrom the London and Provincial
Radio-Co. we have received an excellent two-coil holder, the moving socket
being controlled by a rotating knob so
asto give a fine adjustment of the
movement. In addition, a geared
dial is provided, so that when the
holder is mounted with the coils
inside the cabinet, the Operator' can
tell the relative positions of the coils
quite accurately.

Ti'1
The coil-holder
und

ilIi vera ier n,ovemc,,t

mude by Ute L
P. Radio Co.

indicator dial

ami

The çholder is well made 'and of
good appearance, while electrically it
passed all tests satisfactorily and can
be recommended.

-

A Cartridge Crystal Detector
Messrs. A. W. Griffin & Company,

Reading, have submitted the
Griphco "Permanent Fixed Detector."
As will be seen from the illustration,
this consists of an insulating cart
ridge carrying terminals at each end.
The screw thread at one end is longer
than at the other and carries, as well
as the terminal, a nut. This enables
simple adaptation of the detector
to be made. First of all, it can he
mounted between any standard clips
by suitably adjusting the position of
the nut and the terminals; secondly,
it can be mounted on a panel by
drilling a single hole and inserting
of

j;
Arpopulart.eetifler, the" Griphco "per,nanent crystal detector.

the shank through the panel. The
nut is then fixed at the back of the
panel and the terminal at the front.
Tests with several of these cartridges
show very reasonable sensitivity, and
(Continued on page

57.)
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THE

NTO
ERMANENT TRICKLE C ARGE
(Incorpora fing the

Wesünghouse Paient Metal Rectifier)
For charging accumulators at home
from the Alternating Current Mains.
Suitable for use on voltages from 200
to 250, and 40 to 60 cydes.

tq4

PRICE
ç

"H
Dimensions:

-

?"

x

4"

x 4"

TO BURN OUT
MOVING PARTS TO GET OUT- OF ORDER
CHEMICALS TO RENEW

N oVALVES
-

NO MAINTENANCE COSTS
OUTPUT: The

Charger

will

supply

1/2

ampere continuously

to 2-volt, 4-volt, or 6-volt cells.

The FERRANTI Trickle Charger consists of a step-down Transformer designed for opera;
tion from Alternating Current Mains having any voltage from 200 to 250, and frequencies' from
40 to 60 cycles, feeding a Westinghouse patent metal rectifier. The. Unit is silent in operation
and will last indefinitely.

The. Charger.

..

.:

.

simple and safé

is

The FERRANTI Tnckle Charger takes

.

.

-

..

2 watts from the Alternating Current Lighting
an ampere Direct Current to the Low-Tension Accumu1àor, r during 83
Circuit, and gives
will consume' one Unit of Electricity from- :thè ,A.C; Main::,
Charger
the
hours' use
1

1/2

FERRANTI ELECTRIC
LIMITED

:.
:

.

FERRANTI LTD.
Hollinwood, Lancashire

.

Toronto, Canada

'

.

',

INC..
130, West 42nd. Street,
New York, U. .A.
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YOUR_SPARE TIME!

a)e

FOR.

=

Invention YOTY can Make and Sell
wider My Patent!
to manufacture under my Royal
REALLY, genuinely, you can
Letters Patent, in order to ensure
make at home and in your
unrestriçtcd marketing. Let mo
spare time a sum of extra money
.bear from you NOW before someup to £oo per year. The work is
body else is granted the licence
of fascinating interest. It will
and the extra income that can so
open up to you new K'eas, now vistas
easily become yours.
of money-making; provide many of
Simply Ml in and forward
thoseluxuries and necessities which
the coupon and, by return of
you have so long wished for,
I!,..I will send you every prand give you occupation
just at those hours when
time is apt to hang
heavily on the band

Wonderful

New

a

'precision
iiislraiiient
t-

iiT.

-'-

b

11IIF

(ii g N

f

-

IN THE COMFORT OF YOUR OWN HOME
YOU CAN DOUBLE YOUR INCOME. The

-

work is adelight. You can keep at it just
Others are doing
tcular with
a, lang as.you like each day or work. Na
this b workingmy
which you
plant sr machinery ii needed. A
enormously SUCCeSS-. -. .pare-room or even the kitchen table can
may w s h I
serve oc yourprokt-maktng' " factory"ful- patents.
Vhy
to be ac- I'
and the chIldren con help tool
not you ? lt costs
quifoted. It I
you n t hi n g to
is those who I
'eilte for fuir particulars and you
seize oport unities who succeed.
can then see for yourself exactly
Take this opportunity NOW.
/
what you can do.
My patents are in very great I
"MAK-MONEYAT-HOME"
COUPON.
demand in the field of wireless and
J
To THE ENGLANDRICHARDS CO
electricity-do much so' that
BaKIng's Lynn, Nortoi.
lro.-Please send mo et once and I
GUARANTEE
FREE, full debile as to hoe' t can
your profits, and further"guarantee I Make Money it omè
Thy opere'
to protect you against any in- -' tlrnd. I enclose 2d. etampo for
postage.
frmnement or inttrfer-ence with
.pyjj
son,
address
sorse
and
boldly I,
your mafket. Onu one person in
In mpilal lgtters os a plain sheet of
&O,000 of the popuiation is allowed
paper and pio this cocoon to it.
I

/wrp tun/ni
Modern radio circuits call (or criticat tuning-critical
tuning demands precision condensers-precision 'condensers means Pye condensers for accuracy and reliability.
Pye precision condensers are scientific instruments made
one at a time with greát tare. You need them to' get
the best from your set.

i
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e-

.

j

-

-

I

PRICES-000i,

W.
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a

-- - - - ej
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EIGHT SIXPENNY BLUEPRINTS
Do not fad to secure your copies of

H
-

"POPULAR WIRELESS"-

.

.

-

for weeks ending October- 15th and October -22nd

...........

-.

With these two spedal issues are being presented a new series of the famous P.W." 6d. blie-prinÑfollows:
With "Popular Wireless' week ending Od, 15th
With "Popular Wireless" week ending Oct. 22nd.
1. A D.C. MAINS H.T. JJNIT.
5. THE "KNIFE-EDGE" CRYSTAL SET.
-

This will operate on any voltage mains up to 500,
and will give three different values of H.T.
2. A STANDARD TWO-VALVER.
A detector and low-frequency receiver suitable for
long-distance work on 'phones and for local station

loud-speaker reception.
3. A REINARTZ ONE-VALVER.
Capable of providing alternative programmes anywhere in the country.
4. THE "CUBE-SCREEN" THREE.
A long.range receiver of really up-to-date design,
embodying ne stage - of high-frequency amplification,
and suItable for loud-speakerwork from many stations.

This is the receiver for 5

GB

the

and

"loca-."

6. HIGH-FREQUENCY AND DETECTOR.
A, simple neutralised- set for really long-distance
.

telephone reception.

-

.

.

-

7. .THE "UNIVERSAL" THREE.
A" Det.-2 L.F." R.C. set which, using valves of any
voltage class, will give Ldis'tortlonless loud-speaker

results

.

-

-

8. THE "SPANSPACE

" FOUR.

-

A sensitive and selective receiver of

modern design
for long-distance loud-speaker reception.

ORDER YOUR. COPIES NOW
"Popular Wireless."
-

Price 3d.
.. -

.-

-

-

As
--------,

usual.
-
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What's 'New-continued
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the adjustment made at the fatory
constant when subreasonable vibration

to insert or remove the
resistance, which makes good, sound
cöntact at each end. Adequate términaIs and soldering lugs are provided, and altogether it is a very hand-.
some corntoncnt.

likely to receive in
Unlike most'
use.
tvues of cartridge detectors now sold.
..-.n..:.L...-.
VVVU
LLUU
CU1JUJ.IU
iipneu
we
diflerent crystals, but on6crytai anda
cat's-whisker type of contact.
i-.-...

'

An Ingenious R.C.

Unie.

Messrs. Burne-Jones &. Çonpany;
Ltd., makers of the " Magnum ' cornponents, have submitted for test an'
example of the new Maguuth B.C.
unit, an illustration of which appears
on thi page. Although of quite small
dimensions, the device contains a
valve holder, of the anti-phonic type,
au anode resistance, coupling con-

denser, and grid leak, together with
terminals which arc symmetrically
placed around the môulded casing of
insulating material in which the
Laboratory
whole is contained.
measurements show that the values
have been chosen with the highmagnification RC. valves in view, -and

-:
-

't
-

'.
'
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Tests of the insulating properties

a moment

is maintained
mitteci to any
such as it is
ordinary daily

-

-

I

-

of the wire-covering were made, and
'showed it to be of a high order. In

order to get the best froth this wire,
it is advisable that the end which is
-

.

A Good Aerial Wire

-From Messrs. Ward & Goldstone,
.Ltd., of Manchester, we have received
test their "Goltone" egrolac
Radio Aerial, for which claims of
sjecial excellence are made.
Examination of the wire showed

fr

-

-

it to consist of forty-nine separate
enamelled strands of No. 34 gauge
wire, the cable so formed being
covered vitlì special braid which is
heavily enamelled with waterproof
insulating composition. This, it is
claimed, will withstand the severest

atmospherical conditions.
The only satisfactory test for an
aerial wire is to erect a full-size aerial
and to try it out under practical
The existing
working conditions.
7/22 "common or garden" aerial was
first re-tested and micro-ammeter
nieasurements on signals from London
and Daventry taken, using a straight
crystal set. This aerial was then
lowered and replaced by an aerial of
identical dimensions but made of the
Negrolac wire.
Distinctly better
results were obtained on the Negrolac
wire than on the standard aerial wure,
but in forming an opinion upon this
allowance must be made for the
fact that the old aerial had been in
positión for some time, and had
probably lost a little efficiency
through corrosion.
At the same tithe, the Negrolac wire
gave better results than had been
obtained with any aerial wire previously tested. In our opiiiion, however,
the chief virtue of this wire lies in its
remarkable flexibility and ease of

The new R.I.- Vm-ley Resistance lJo1(Iee
can be mounted either rerticat(y or

-

for such the unit i quite suitable. The
inclusion of the valve socket very
considerably simplifies the wiring Of a
receiver using such a component, and
also economises very considerably in
space.

New Resistance Holder
Thé R.t.-Varley Company are now
supplying a greatly improvd höldér
for their wall-known wirewound
anode resistance. This, as will he
seen from the illustration, can be
mounted vertically or horizontally on
th&-basebéárl to üit the particular
receiver lay-out. It is but the work of

handling. In paying it out there is
not the slightest tendency to kink, or
f or turns to fly off the hank and fill
in the usual inextricable mess. Another
virtue of its flexibility is that when
properly supported a good taut aerial
is easily obtained, aiìd there is very
little strain upon the contact at the
terminal of the lead-in insulator.
The ordinary fairly stiff aeria1 frçquently breaks away in high winds,
and if the wire is old and corroded six
of the seven strands may, perhaps,
breakaway and leave only a. precarious contact with ne trand.
.
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Iiorkontally.

--

to be connected to the lead-in should
have the insulation removed for an
inch or tWo and the forty-nine wirs
separated out and each individually scraped free of the enamel. The wires
should then be tinned, twisted together, and a good soldered )oint
made of all the strands.
It is not a bad plan to solder the
end of the wire so prepared to a stout
brass spade or eyelet terminal which
'will fit over the threaded rod in the
lead-in tube. The thrminal of the
lead-in can then be screwed on
tight and a sound joint made. It
is not sufficient to bare a few of the
strands and make a pinching contact
under the ,terminal. If this is doe
a large number of the strands of Lhe
wire will be " dead."
The price of ali 80-ft. length of this
aerial is 15s., and 100 ft. is 18s. %Vhile
this is much dearer than the ordinary
aerial wire, the convenience of handling alone makes it well worth th

-

T1c " fJuynun " flestslance-Capicity
Coupliiig Uniti conipicte with vulve
holder.

-

i

idifferenc&in price,

-

.
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struction of an aerial coil which
would enable those who wished to
make one to suit their own desires regarding selectivity.
This coil can be wound on a
Collinson Featherwei ht former with
a detachable primar
An efficient secondary winding can
be obtained bywinding on 50.-55 turns
of 9/38 Litz wire, unspaced. The
upper end of the winding is connected
to pin No.

1,

and tbe lOwer end to

,

*
*

-

N my article last month I stated
Ji that I would describe the con-

*1
I

qnality. It is a fairly simple matter
for those who wish to try the anodebend method for themselvus. The
grid -condenser can be left in circuit,
and instead of ónnecting the grid
leak to LT.+, the clip on the pòsitive
filahient terminal öf the detectorvilve hider can be iemoved and employed for the purpose of joining the
leak to the negative tapping on a
small 3-volt battery - The positive
socket of this battery,- which flay be
of the Hellesen 45-volt type; tapped

too far away. Then very skwly adjust the first neutralising condenser
until tI'e signals become inaudible.
At very short distances from tbe local
station this may not be possible, and
the position of minimum signal
strength may be taken as the correct
setting. This point is rather critical,
and some care must be taken in carry.
ing ont thé adjustment, since it is
quite easy to turn the condenser
through the "silent-point," in which
case signals will again becQme audible.
When the adjustment has been found
replace the fixed resistor and carry
out the same procedure with the
second H.F. valve.
.

Reaction Control

A veiy large number of stations

have been received at good loudspeaker strength, but at the moment
I cannot give a complete list owing

pin No. 2.

The Aerial Winding
Great care is necessary in handling
the Litz wire. The covering should
be removed from each strand in
turn with the aid of a sharp ife
or safety razor blade.
The primary or aperiodic aerial
winding may consist of 30 turns of
No. 26 or 28 D.C.C. with a tapping at
20 turns. One end of this winding is
joined to pin No. 3 ai the other end
to pin No.5. The tappingis connected
to pin No. 4. Pin No. 5 is joined to
pin No. 2 and to earth, and the aerial
is taken to No. 3 or No. 4.
This winding is not necessarily the
best for any particular aerial, and the
onstructor may vary tlie turns t-p
suit himself. In some cases, such as
those where the aerial is on the small
side, an increase in the primary turns
will increase signal strength.
In the final tests the neutralising
condensers used have been -of the
Jackson screw-down type, and, a.s
indicated last month, the stability
in many cases is improved by the
addition of a OEl mica Dubilier condenser directly across H.T.+1 and

Anode Rectificatiòn

-

If this condenser is connected cke
up to the terminals inside the set removing the lids of the screeningboxes does not seem to aftect neutralisation.
Although the original receiver incorporated grid condenser and leak
rectification, I have tried the anodç-.
bend method and Ifind thatthé'decrease in sensitivity is not great.
There is, in my opinion, a gain in

f

A bwi-of-paml
eepr of the Twin-

Thae
-

t'e,

iehkM

i,.d4ait ,u

.

month's

i...s,w

of fije

"WlreIes

Construefo.

and ¿ volts, is connected to
A short length of flex can be
used from the tapping to the gridleak clip. Any HF. or R.C. valve
will serve for the detector. On the
H.F. side I have óbtained good results
with thc nw jarconi and Osram
D.E.L:610.
Incidentall,: the original receiver
does not require reneutralising on the
longer waves. For those who prefer
the " silent-point " method of neutrausing the following method can be
adopted. Place the reaction condenser at its minimum setting and tune in
the local station.. TIjec remove the
first fied resitor, and it will be noted
that signals are still audible, that is
provided the local transmitter is not
a1

1

LT.-.

to the difficulty in identifying many
of the stations. This applies in particular to
the German stations. On the long
waves, Hilversum, Daventry, RadioParis, and two or three unidentified
stations have been received at good
strength. I recommend constructors
to use 6-volt valves in preference to
the 2- and 4-volt types. The standard
- coi's used were primarily designed for
the 6-volt H.F. class, and other types
usually give poor results.
The control of reaction may be
varied by altering the size of the
series fixed condenser.
A
smaller fixed condenser will, in effect,
decrease the maximum capacity of the
reaction condenser.

.small
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:Gramop... óne!.
-

-

RAMOPHON

G

tO\U Electrical

The

E

results never before
obtainable are now
made possible by the
6rO\Vfl Electrical Pick-up.
'Wonderful reproduction'
was the description given
by the "Wireless Con-

'

i.i'
7

t

\

/

f
-

structor"

-

No need now to buy a

new gramôphone to

Pick-up, with an amplifier
and loud speaker, will give
you unlimited vokirríe. It is
invaluable whenever there
is dancing, and an orchestra
is not possible or desirable.
For the first tinie, too,
volume can be controlled.
With this new instrw

ment, gramophone reprOañd
get
duction is infinitely nearer
appreciate fully the new
perfection.
tone
Greater
the original. Needle scratch
standard of reproductidn
is nearly eliminated. Old
Large increase in volume
set by he electrical record.
gramophones are rejuvenJust electrify your present
scratch.
Reduced
ñeedle
ated; old records are
gramophone by fitting a
volume.
re-born.
itOWll Electrical Pick-up
in place of the sound box
The Electrical Pick-up,
Will 'f it any model-no
'an
price £4, can rapidly be
connécting
and
to
alteration necessary.
amplifier and loud speaker.
fitted to any gramophone,
The result will be an
and an amplifier connected.
No alteration to the gramoentirely new pitch of tone
perfection that will command instant admira- phone is ñecessary. Ask your Dealer to demontion.
Reproduction will be infinitely
strate; or in case of difficulty, write menpurer; the lower notes with equal fidelity
tioning your nearest Deakr, to S. G. Brown,
Ltd Western Av., N. Acton, London, W.3.
to the high notes.

,

-

Controlläble

'

'

-

.,

-

ELECTR.ICAL;PICIÇU.P..
Put

Li{e

youi

into

Gramojon

Adpt. 5. G. &own, Ltd.. Western Avenue, North Act on, London. W. 3.

948
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Made with the .aeduracg
ofá Gun!!

PERfECT TERMINAL

-

/

/
I

---

<.

Non-rotatinq
name.

r

.

insuBakeilte
lated.
Highly fÌnished.
Price 9d. each.
(Type "B ").

:

.
E

for mounting.

.--

-

.

s

-..l..-i
.:

r

r

-2
-L:'

.

.

.---j

Ud'

:",

...,

........TERMINAL
THE BEST DESIGNED

IN

Other tyi.e- av.,ilubie-

Type M.

-

and instructions

:

--------.-.

Nickel-plated )ietal rifli n-n-rotating
name
..
..
..
.. 6d.
Type R. Small with insulAted head and rotating
name
..
..
..
-.
.. 3d.
fELL T7PS SUPPLIED Il
30 oIFER:NT LET.TERINCS.

.

-

THE WORLD.

-

-r

-

y

.

-

-

BELLINCLEE
TERMINALS

Dealers, or in case of difficulty send your order to ris
enclosing your Dealer's na,nc and address.

Obtainable froDi

Uil

& LEE Ltd., Queensway Works,
PONDERS END, MIDDLESEX.
SS.k5a SSASsSpA
SASSA .&ASSSXSAS
SELLING

r

-;1

-

-

-

-

The same care and attention which are
exerèied in the design ând çonstruction
of the most delicate mechanism of a gun
are displayed in all J.B. Condensers.
Accurate to the finest point, and perfectly
finished, J.B. Condensers can be well
compared to the finest gun ever made.
There is no sign öf.backlash in. the J.B.
models. The dial is turned and the statiòns
côme in with unfaltering regularity.

-

E

THE PERFECT

'

A Guide toGoodReading

FIVE.

(JR. True Tunang Si-F.) Double
Reduction Friction Drive. Ratio 6o-i. Prices, complete with 4in.
JR., S.L.F.. Slow Motion.

1.

Bakeiite Dial for coarse tuning and 2-iO. Bakeiite knob for Slow
Motion Device. 0005 mId. 16/6; O0035 mfd. 15/6; 000as mid.
000I5 mfd. 15/.

15'-;

T.P.'s WEEKLY is an inspiring and instructive
journal of everything that matters in life and
letters of to-day-a kindly guide to richer and
fuller knowledge. It will tell you what to
read and when to read it. Leaders of modern
thought, farn9us writers and great publicists,
all contribute to its pages. It is a paper of the
highest educational value. Buy it- regularly.

2.
3.
4.
-

JR., S.L.F. Prices comIete wIth i-in. Bakelite

sold. 11i6;

J.B. Log Plain.

mid. 11'6;

5.

Ooo3

mId. 10/6

00025

mid. 10/.;

000z5

Dial.
0005
mId. 10/-

Prices, complete with i-in. Bakelite Dial. 0005
mid. 10/6; 00025 mId. IQi.; 000x5 infd. 1D,

J,B. Log. Slow Motion. Double Reduction Friction Drive Ratio
6or. Prices, complete with a-in. Bakelite knob for vernier conlrol
'and 4-in; liakelite Dial for main control. 0005 sold. 16/6; 0003
sold. 15/6;

-

00035

00025

mId. 13/-;

00015 15/.

[J.B. Neutralising Condenser. Price 3/6.

-

TP.'s Weekly
Every Saturday

Ja

POLAND

ST

OXFORD S

LONDON -

W.l.-

Ufepfione
GE.RRARD 7414
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An Interesting
Five-Valve Set
Some

*

Details of « ne.v
Irecevcr.

American

*
*

-

the most popular American
The
commercial receivers
Crosley "Fivé-Fifty "-is now
being placed on the British market.
The general appearance of this set
can be gathred from the accompanying photograph, which gives the
reader at once the impression of
simplicity of control, which, in-fact,
possesses in a marked-degree. The
tuning is effected by thefiingle control
drum, controlled by a knurléd ring,
seen at the upper right-hand end of
the panel, a sjiae being provided so
that when the set is calibrated the
names of the stations and their
ONE of

it

permitted. It is not suggested that
such a performance could be put up so
rapidly by the inexperienced, hut a
non-technical listener, after half an
hour's practice with the set, should
be able to tune in well over a dozen
stations at full loud-speaker strength
on any reasonable aerial.
Careful manipulation of tue two
levers in conjunction with the
action control enables a very high
degree of selectivity to be obtained.
The quality of reproduction is
reasonably good provided too much
reaction is not used. The set will
thus be seen to be, first of all, a foolproof receiver on which a dozen or
more stations can be obtained after
dark on the loud speaker by any
user, and, secondly, a remarkably sensitive "distance-getter" for the more
skilled.

* ** * * ***
ADJUSTABLE TELE-

PHONES
people use the type o telephones which are adjusted by
means of a milled knob on the
back of the earpiece.' The effect of
ndjusting this knob is to bring the
diaphragm nearer to the pole-pieces.
Now, since the distance of the diaphragm from the poles of the magnet
varies according to the amount of
teady current flowing through the
telephones, it stands to reason that
what is a correct adjustment for a
valve set is not correct for a crystal
set
j\ ,If[ANV

.LYJJ..

.*

'

i\i

The Cros!ey "livc-Fiftg"

Receiver.

readings can be written in. Fo vry
close tuning two small projecting
levers enable a still finer control io be
obtained, but generally these are not
used and all the tuning the average
person requires can be conducted on
ie single drum. Two further knobs
are a very smooth reaction control
and an on-and-off switch.

* ***** * * **** ******* *
4

MOREABOUT,THE

probably interest readers to
know that the "Localong" set,
which was primarily designed for
a quick change-over from the ordiiìary
broadcast band to the Davôntry
range, can be used for an equally rapid
change-over from your local station to
irr will

JI

without structural alterations.
If the reader examines the diagrams
given in last month's issue he will see
that when the switch is put over to
the long-wave side the loading coil is
placed in series with the main inductance, while simultanéously the small
adjustable variable condenser is placed
in parallel with the ordinary tuning
condenser.
Now, if it is desired to use the
"Localong" for quick change-over
from the local station to 5 G B it is
only necessary to withdraw the
loading coil and short-circuit the
socket either with a shorting plug,
which is easily obtainable, or simply
with a piece of wire. The effect of
the change-over switch will then be
merely to place the adjustable condenser in parallel with the main
condenser.
Now, every main station within crystal range of 5 G B works on a
wave-length below it. This means
that in using the change-over switch
for 5 G B you will always need to
place the adjustable condenser in
parallel with the main ondensr on
5 GB

.

Twenty.seven Stations
this receiver was
recently brought to the WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR laboratory for test and
gave a very remarkable performance.
'Without touching the small levers
for close tuning, some fourteen or
fifteen stations were rapidly tuned
in on the single drum at loud-speaker
strength. After about five minutes'
experience with the set, twenty-seven
tations were tuned in on the loud
speaker in two minutes thirty-five
seconds. This tuning, however, required the simultaneous manipulation
of the tuning drum and the reaction
control. There was ro time to step
and identify the stations, but they
*ere obviously separate and distinct
traiismissions, each free from the
other, and all sufficiently clear to
identify the programmes had time

'

LOCALONG

A specimen of

lI1

-

-

-

:1Q

Types of doi,blc-pole,donble-tIiro, switches that aie suitable for ,ise in the
" Locvilong '' (The " JJ'ea,Itc " and he " Utility ").

In order to work with the telephones as sensitive as possible, a
habit should be made of adjusting
them immediately on connecting up
a different set. It will also be found
an advantage to readjust the 'phones
when listening to very weak signals,
because when signals are weak it is
possible to have the diaphragms
closer to the magnets without
"dithering" than with loud signals.

the long-wave side, and this co:mnection
should be macle as indicated in the
practical wiring diagram in last
month's article. Tuning will be
carried out just as before. The
sharpness of tuning of the "Localong"
is such that listeners in the London
arca can separate 5 (4 B from 2 L O
quite easily, provided the latter
station is not nearer than five or sixmiles.

H.P,W.
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Page oí Readers' Res

¡ could not have believed it."-" Very cheering to

off from all music for nearly ten years

in

can be obtained if you dietion ai
followed. I am looking forward to the
arrival of the July niimbei of he
WJBELESS CoNsmucTon for the
further hints you have promised on
the working of this set.
Again thanking you for a great
pleasure which you have made- pos
sible for me.
I am, Sir,
Yours faithfully,
J. H. MOORE,
MB., B.C1L, B.A.O.
Chief Medical Officer,
Travancore Medical Fund

its

one who has been cut

India."-" Greatly satisfied."

-

ii place

The Radiano H.F. Unit
SIR,-During the week-end I built
the H.F. unit in the September issue,.
I have only built it as a hook-up
with spares from the junk box, and
I must say it is the best H.F. method
tried. I could not have
.1 have
believed it if I had not tried it!
I have put it in front of a strhiglit
three-valve set-1 D., 2 L.F.-and the
improvement is a fine few hours'
work; stations are a lot clearer,
speech and söngs arè as clear as being
in the studio. Hilversum, to-day, came
in on the loud speaker nearly as loud
as Daventry, and foreign stations

-

¿f the two 0003 mfd. instruments recommended.
The layout and wiring were exactly in accordance with instructions,
except that I used "Junit" connecting wire, and soldered bl, m'y connections, as I prefér this method to
your arrangement with 'pinch-tags
I also used a variable rheostat to
control the detector-valve filament
supply.
Using a D.E.5B iii the detector
stage, and a D.E.5 as thé sécond valve,
I then proceeded to test the set, and
to my intense satisaction .1 found
that with a 25 coil as HF. choke it
oscillated geiitly but freely all round
the condeier scale, and réquired no
adjustment whatever.
up to se
The follo%ving night I
if I could get P C JJ, about which I
had heard a great deal, and which
comes in here about midnight or a
little later, rigging up for this purpose
an indoor aerial of " Electron"
wire 14 feet high and 20 feet long.
Not being sure whereabouts on the
dial the station would corne in, I
went very carefully round the scale,
keeping the set just oscillating, and
was very thrilled, when at 25degrees
on the grid condenser dial I' heard
muffled speech coming through what I
took to be the carrier-wave. A little
manipulation served to find the
and thereafter
silent
points"
P C J J's speech and music came
through at good heaaphone strength.
words
Curiously enough, the
heard-clearly were
r the more
we are together," which was the title
of a foxtrot Just concluded, and which
seemed to me a good omen!
So slight are body-effects with
this circuit that, when I was satisfied
with the reprodúction, I was able to
sit back in my chair, light a cigar, and
listen in comfort to the various items
of music rendered, all of which had a
light Continental quality about them,
very cheering to one who has been
cut off from all music for nearly ten
years in India.
'
-.
I am writing, thérèfqre, to thank
you very much indeed forthe excellent
set hich your aticle referred to above
has made available to. the amateur,
for theclarity of yur iiístiuctiöns,
and for the ease wFth- which results.

Pothupara,
Peermade P.0:,.
S. India.

The "Spanspace Three"
yoi

Sin,-.--I think it may interest

to know that I have constructed the
Spanspace Three," described, by
G. P. Kendall, B.Sc., in the November,
1926, issue of the WIRELESS CONSTRIJCTOR,
and should like to congratulate Mr. Kendall on the performance of the set. I constructed
the set some months ago, and I am
greatly satisfied with its resuIts and
think it is a good three-valver.
It may interest you to know that I
had not reached my thirt3enth birthday when I built the set.

st

The Short-Wave Radiano Set, built by
Mr. J. J. McConochi, to whieh he refers
in a !etfor published in the August issue
of

fho

" I1irekss Const,ucfor."

only just audible on 'phones come in
well on the loud speaker. I can
highly praise the circuit and intend
to build it up in a straight four-valve
set; hoping to see more about it and
of other readers' success.
Yours sincerely,
Sheffield.

JoHN SUTTON.

An Indian Succss
SIR,-It may interest you to know
that, having had about eight months
experience of radio reception, I have
just made my first excursion into the
realm of the short waves, using for the,
purpose the Short-Wave "Radiano"
set described by you in the June
number of the WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR.

I was fortunate in being able to'
rocure all the components in Indiaa cóuntry not always too well supplied
with up-to-date radio goods: The
only departure from your specification was the substitution of two 00025
mfd." Ormond" S.L.F. condeners

-

aurs.truly,

..

ALBERT SIMMONS.

Leicéstershire.
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The "SpaIspaee Three" built by M;.
Albert Slrn»wn.

The "Long-Wave Special"
SIR,-I have just constructed the
"Long-Wave Special." Your remarks
in the article aptly apply to this
district, where, in addition to interference from shipping, our local
station-Hull-is so badly heterodyned that it is unpleasant to listezi
to, and Daventry is therefore "our"
station.
I only hope the circuit

becomes as widely known as itdeserves to be. I shall do my share.
Yours faithfully,
.
P. WITHERS.
Grimsby, Linca.
.
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JUST A REMINDER
FERRANTI

! PULL LISTS FREE
25?-: 4, 1716. Output 1-1, 20?-;

A.F.3.

MarConi ideal, 25?-. Pye. 1716,. 20?-.
MULLARD. D.T.H.. Ediswan, Cossor Cosmos,
Marconi valves, latest stocked. WEARi'I'E 2-way
coils, switches. B.C. 3 and 4 coils. Screening Boxeo.
etc. PETO-SCOTT (Keystone. Copox?, screens, basen.
Screening Boxes.
liFT.. Neutralising, all parts.
PEERLESS RESISTORS. 1(3. BURNDEPT
Rheostats. Dials. Potentiometers, Resistors, and folders.
R.I..VARLEY ROO. Unit. 20?-; Tuner 39(6;
25-1. 21?-.

-

betector.

Anode do.. 25?-; Multi L.F.. 25?-; Fetus.

PERSONAL SHOPPERS.
ALL DAY SATURDAY
WE ARE OPEN ALL DAY THURSDAY

VALVE HOLDERS,Non.
nsicrophos(o. - Benjamin.
2i9 Lotus. 2/6, 213;
V,B'. 2l.; Magnum, 2/6;
Ravnond, 1/9; Maclie.
ALL DAY EVERY DAY 1/4; Standard, 9d,, 1?-.
2 Shops, il- one Is Hours 9'a.rn.'to8p.m' 2-v.ACCUMULATORS.
40, 7(11 2-v. 60,
Closed the other is !at. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. 916; 2-v. 80, 12(6' 2.v,
4-v. 40, 13111;
100.
open.
Sun,day morning II-I 4-v. 14/6:
60. 17111 4-v. 80,
:

NOTE WONDERFUL OFFER BELOW!

STUPENDOUS BARGAINS
ft. coil: Multisvay Battery Lead, 4-cay.
6, 5-way 6(6, 6-way, 716. 7-way. 8/8 ( feet in
igibl; Olanite. 10 IL. 1)2 (4 colours) Screens.
oes. II. F. Translormers. inductance Coils, 25. 35,
3(6 each; 75, 100. 4?. each; 150 and 200. 416
ch; 250. 5!.. LISSEN Valvellolder. 1
Fixed
6., 1/., 116: Leaks, 1/-; Switches. 1(8. 216;
test 2-stay Cam Vernier. 416; Blieost.ate, 216;
6; Lissenola. 13/6; LP. Transformers. 816: 100-v.
T.. 12/11; 60-v. lIT.. 7111: COils. 60K. 6/4.
ox. 919. Stata. amor, major, all parts. CAy.
;

;

;

;

SURE YOU ARE AT RAYMND'S
These SPECIAL LINES ARE SOLD to
C4 LLERS ONL Y who are purchasing
their regular wire'ess supplies at the BUENDEPT ETHO' EASY FIX AERIALS
VERNIER DIAL (sviti; svith 2 Issulatoro and mead:
same time. ALL BRAND NEW.
EiholOg Station Indicator, in,
1/3.
GRAD E EBONITE
A.
StOch
YOU CAN ONLY BUY THESE AT RAYMOND'S 18.1, 0)..
B

;

CARBORUNDUM.
WHEN BUYING OTHER GOODS. NOT SOLD AT
Detector only (No. 30). 5)..
THESE PRICES ALONE
S(abiiinlng Detectar Unit,
VER with No. 30 Detector, 1216.
and 2(3 euch. Brand (British - matte
new Var. Condensers. (NIER DIALS, with log, CELESTIONLoudSiaeaker
-0003 and '0005 Sq. Law, really extraordinary salue,
110).; Do. '' A2.''
Log Mid-Line S.L.F, (List price 7/6; ail at 2/3 -Oak,
1301.; Do. '' A3," 150?-.
(Usual prlce4lll'& Sill). (hack.
M,chogany
cams
price;
etc LOTUS V.-Uoidero, 23,
3/11
new ¡L OU D . SPEAKER ws(nut entra.
Cae),.
Brand
301.. Coil Plug, 8d. GAMBRE
D'bie Reacting dead beat CORDS, very highest
- Potential
CT. 6d. esch entra, LOUD SPI
(UsUal ¡qualit,. fuli leneth. Ltst CLIMAX.
VOLTMETERS
Cabinet. 52/6. AnupliOn Cone A
price. 2/6; all -at 10cl, Divider, 5/., Special Choke.
price. 7)6).
10/6. Shock Absorbers 3/.
Sterling.
and
110?-.
140?-.
3?- each. Split Primary jeoch.
pr. Earths Tubes, ta/-. s.L.
McMICHAEL Uniotip. 5l; Die
SPEAKERS. Insulators,
O UD
IL
R.F.Transformer.Braud
1/. pair.
Fixed Coud., 2(6. 3).; Bases, 1
to
(satInes,
Gill
8/11.
new, 6-pin. London nr Das.
6-pt.. 4/6. BREMER TULL
25/..
Ali Doted at double COLVERN SCREENED
10?-.)
(Uncial
price.
116:
DistIl
PulL
P.
BULGIN
Former&Base.
prices.
COILS,&o.
treble
these
(snd
Seø.Ditto,
Split
each.
PANEL 2.wav 3/11. 4)6. 7
3/6.pin Base.1/6. Former
TYPE 5/..
LondOn. 319 Day. (Usual (AMERICAN
only. 4?.. Screen and Bane.
(CABINETS
mahogany
price, lOI- and 14e..)
9/6. S.S.
S.P.R.F.T.
(16/il listl,lmlnged Sie.
EF. CHOKES. 216 each, polished
baseboard. 14 x 8 a 8 do.; 9/6. 2 Monidia(. 191-.
absolutely goaranlec-d.braud ud.
ins.
deep,
7/11,
Duwiroism
DUBILIER.
new. (Un'i Price, 5I,(
MAHOGANY PANELS. Wire.wound 20.000 to
100-v.
HT,
BAT- lo a S leo 1/3; 12 o 8 100.000 ohm resistancee,
TERIES. tapped, very lins. 1/6. 1Abnurd prices.) 5/- each; Base. 116;
AERIALS. 200.000 ohms, 81-. VoI
Neutralising, 3)6. NANSBRIUOB Uonaenseru. x.u.u. good make, ail brand neu' INDOOR
Control Unit 7/6. Dus'ari.
2 mId., 3/10; 1 mId., 3/-. AIl cap, stocked. Nigh and fresh. Un'i price 12111:1 with insulators and lead-in.
leak, 7/a. Dumetolsni
l8d. (List 116.)
Voltage (bCi)-v). 4 mId, 13/10; 2 mId,. 7/10; 1 mId.. no'v 5111,
Holder. 1/-.
5)8. (Dubiller and Liasen stocked.)
PLEASE READ TERMS OF SALE FOR
MANSDUBILIER
WE STOCK ALL LINES IN GENERAL

PaST.

øB

lili

S

heavy. 2/2. Phosphor 49
Eicctron
116.
stocked. Special INDOOR
Aerials. pliosjihor, wIth
eboihits
neparatrs and
rubber rings (12 lt. a 8
2316; 6-v. 60, 26/6' 6-n. straflds(, total 100 It, 4l6.
80, 3516, ALSO anotbor 0V., 216. Rubber Lead-in,
good make, 116 extra On highest ouslity. 10 yds.
cads of abase. Pout il. each 1/-; 10 yds. 1/3 lo yds.
1(6. Entra heavy, 2cl. and
BENJAMIN. - Battery 3d,
yd. R. L B. Tisis Fies
Sceitchs 1?-. Valve folder.
(beat), 6 yds. lOU.
12
2/. ss"ith Grid Leah. 513, ydo.
116; 36 pdn. 41-. Ins.
With Casdenser and Leak, Hauts,
2 for ljd. Egg In7/-. Rheostat. 2/9.
aulatorn, 2 for lid. Inn.
BRETWOOD,-Orld Leak Staples,4ald.
de Luire, 3.6
vith con. Copper. extra EartusTubes.
value. 213.
denser, 4/6. Anods. 3/6.
Oliscan, 5?- (also at 2/6).

ABOVE GOODS.

DEMAND. SPECIAL WEST-END AGENT POR
BURNE-J'ONES (MAGNUM). BEST WAY IS TO
MAKE OUT A LIST WITH MAKERS' NAMES
AND ASK FOR QUOTATION. IT IS IM
POSSIBLE TO ADVERTISE EVRRY COMPONENT NOW ON TRE MARKET.

and

metren,
ss

i

io

reaction.

g Is

-,

LOG-MID-LINE

THREE-VALVE

LOUD-SPEAKER

NOTE THE WONDERFUL VALUE.

SEF

TRY ONEOFTHESE!

(The set shown s two-valve.)
station,.
MAGNIFICENT 3-VALVE
s.
SET (D. & L.F.). includes Handsome £

5!

1

HELLEREN

Gets Locab Daventry ana many ContinentaL

THIS

CONDENSERS, made on
the Log-Mid-Line principle.
'0005 or '0003, with a4-in.
Trtolite Dial, tha best you
can buy tor the moderate
p'ice ol
each,
post
i 1
Iree

d.

Polished
American-Type Cabinet (all
parto enclosed). 3 Dull Emitter Valves.
Tuning Collo. LT. & L.T. Batteries,
Aerial Equipment, Leads, Loud Speaker
or 'Phones. Tas paid.
Carr Isrwd
JUST TRINK of a 3.Yalvo Set at £51190 I
ale 2s
It sounds unbelievable, doesn't it?
2-VALVE SET EXACT TO ABOVE
£4/1216

(pout free),66.n.,12/ß.99.v.

21!'. GrId Baso. Sn.. 21';
4(-v., tapped I i.e., 1/2.
PANELS.
Cm-ade A, cot to sire
jd.
uq. inch, 3/16. or id. for

ils.

Reduction Large Sines.

-

SETS

OF

-

COMPONENT

RADIANO "THREE " (March, '27

PARTS

-

Wireljuo

Can.

struclor). Ali parts as specified veitli Terminal..
2 Ormond S.L. Venables, with friction gear; 3 CoIl
Sockels; TOC. -0003 and Cupo and 2-meg. Leak; 3
Benjamin Valve Holdero; 3 Pined Resiutoro and Bases;
On and Off SwItch; Gecophone ist Stage L.F.; B.T.H.
2nd Stage L.F.; Engraved Strip, with Terminals and
Nuts; 2 BL. Terminal, for Front Panel; Gross Pine):on Spades; Rubber Flex, £4/lob
lot, post treo U.K.
EDISWAN RC. THREESOME. Set of Parta:
2
Edissvafl B.C. units; j Edinwan P.V.2 VaIne; 2
Edissean B.C.2 ditto; 3 Lotus VR.; 3 Fil. Rheostats;
9-n. Grid Bias; Lotus 2-way LB.; -0005 Tuning condenser.
£3/5/0 the lot, post free U.K.
SIGNAL BOX (P. Harris, May '27, W. Coso.)
i Ormond S.L,F. '0005 and 2 .0ó03. with friction
gear; 2 6-pin haue.; i .Neutrovernia; i Neutralisme;

VE.; 4 Reniutora; .0001 and stand; R.F. Chohe;
100,000 Anode and Bave, 3 o/o Switches; Carborundous
Unit; RI. Multi; Ferranti do.; 4 Strips and Terminals;
015 Dubilier; Glazlte; 6-pin HF. Trono., S.S. type;
Do. SP, for Broaciront Rango. Components as specified.
The lot, post tree not!, £7/10/0 U.K.
FAMILY FOUR PARTS (Perca hOrns. Aso.. '27.)
14 Belling.Lee Tcrmlnalo; 4 Anti-Micro Vt!.; 4 Burn.
dept Reo. & Bases; i 30-obus BG. Rheostat; 2 sis-pin
Bases; I Eormodcnsrr; Dubiltor -0003, with clips; 4
meg. and (.meg. Leaks; -015 'Pined, 610 type mitts
Serfhs Clip; 100.000 ohm Wire Woand; 300,000 ohm
ditto Resistances (Dubilier or R.I.-Varley); Nest. Condenser, B.B.; H.P. Choke; (Iecophone LS'.; 2 ' SB.''
0005 and 2 Sit. Dia)a; Popular '0003; Igranin o/o
Switch; 2 Lotus D.C. Jacks 'and Plugo; Binocular Colin
Tranafoesners,
2501550;
S.F.
E.V.
2501550 and
1.000/2,000 metrea; S. Secondary ditto tsr Daventry.
THE COMPONENTS. ALL AS SPECIFIED. SENT POST
FREE NETT FOR LB/fi/O U.K.
LOUD
PANELS. CABINETS. VALVES. PHONES.
SPEAKERS. TO YOUR REQUIREMENTS.
4

-

Post t/6 earls entra.
9xGx7lnu.deep... 7/11
lOsBsSine.deep... Bill
l2xSx8Ins.deep... 10/6
14 x7x9ius. deep... 13l6
16 x8 n 9 ins, deep .15111
24

x7a

9 ins, deep ...

27/8

Extra quality in Oak or
Ma)sogony, 5/. each entra.
svortlsy of any oct.

RADIO MICRO

each. Pest 6d. each.

NEUTRALISING.

LOW LOSS SQUARE LAW.
ThIa varmable
l'000a ¿1.111
Condenser is
I'0005 'III
I

Peto.

Scott, 5/., 613, 7/6. Or.
mond, 4/.. Bowyer.Lowe,
7!'.Slagnom,5/-.McMichae),
4/9. Ileoction (Ormond)
'0001, 4/.. SB., 3/6.

Pol,ular 66-e.. 9/8; Do.
15/6. Standard
108-v..
66's.. 12/6; 108.n., 21/';
L.T.3, 7/6 (4(.v.). Flash
Lamp, 45, 6/- dozen. Grid

Adico,

Flag;

i

from
1-5
5!..
218;
Hellenen'a
118; B.T,h.. ' 2!-;

2/.' BrItish, 1/6.

45
FLAS 44d.,LAMP. don.
Adiro,

413

British, 6:1., 3 for 1/3.
SOLDER, mitts resin,
2:1. foot. 1116 sq. Bu,
simply loar- Bias
ft. Id. Tinned
2
each Vellos,
9 Tapped it-v., 2'.. Bar.
vaina, USUAL
copper, 16 and 18 gauge.
STOCKED.
LINES
By Post
It cannot be
round, 9d. per i-lb. DCC.
equalled In FORMO Individual-Gang m-ub. 20 gange. Bd.; 2d
5.'II Oriceor
quality Control Condrnorr. Tain. cauce, 94.; 24 coure.
IVith VERNIER 1/. extra. Gang, £2 225. 6cl.; Triple- jOd.; 26 gauge, 11:1.; 28
Gang. £3 3s.
gauge, 1/-; 30 gauge. 1!2.
GANG Dual '0005.
CON.
THE NEW No.
Ormond, svit/, dIal, 32/. MANSBRIDGE"Hydra
Cyidoss. no dial .... 50/- DENSERS.
i mId., 2/6; 2 mfd., 316;
Triple '0005.
'25
and
'5,2/3.
01,
1/9;
3.L.F.
CONDENSER Ormond,
svltls dial, 40/00025, 5/6.
'00035, 5/9
Cyldooa, no dial' ,,, 70/' SWITCHES on Porcelain,
D.P.D.T.. 1/3; S.P.D.T.,
... 751'
0005, 6l.
With 4" Dial. Igranifi, no dialdIo).
70!.
Bowyer-Lewe,
no
With Friction 55-1
4-in. DIal. 61- ea. extra. IGRANIC TRIPLEORMOND, Square Law HONF.YCOMB INDUCLow-Loss, -0005, 9/6;
TANCE COILS.
-0003, 816 (1/6 each les, 30, 219; 40, 219l 50, 2/9;
no
vernier)'
Friction 60. 3/-; 75, 3/3; 100. wide). UrlO Biss Clips.
Geared,
3/6; 150. 3/9; 200, 4/-; Gd. Panel Brackets, 94d.,
-ôoos,
'0003,
14/6;
'00025, 250, 4/6; 300, 419; 400. 1/. pr.
Shorting Plug,
Straight Line 5/6'
1316.
500 7/-; 750, 9/6;
PERMANENT
Frequency
Friotton 1,2g0, i4,-: i,500, 16/-. 3cl.
DETECTORS. Red DIaGeared, -0005, 20/-;
ALL PARTS STOCKED.
sonO )a topper), 2/..
LIon
'00035,
19/6.
S.L.F..
GRAHAM 'PAR I S H1 Micro (hateCt, cannot be
0005. 12/-; 00035. 11!-.
2/6. BrownIe,
Bokehite Mica Condensera. equalled),
SQ. LAW LOW-LOSS bave
clip. -0001 to 3/-. Enclosed Kay Ray,
DUAL. '0005, 16/' cock. '002,S.P.O.L.
1/-; '003 to '006, 1/-, 1/3. Serrice 5)icro.
1/6; '007 to '01. 2/6. acter, wit), crystal. 2/9,
Grid Leaks, 1/3; '0003 4/6. CRYSTALS. Super.
cite, 116; Sbasn'o sealed
and Leak. 2!-.
lfert,.ite. Bd., 1/.;
H.P. CHOKES.-Watmel, genuine
Wyrsy'
HEAD.
1/6.
5/-; T,J S. .416 ; ifcMichael, PHOS4E
Good.
9/.' RI. Vorloy, 9/- iSplit 1/-, 1/3, CORDS.
1/6. LS. Cordo.
Oosf type, 12/6/ ; Success,
1/9. 4.way 11F. and
20/6; COomos,6/6 ; Sawyer. 1/6,
LT. Leads.I/9, 2/-. Lecvroo
Lowe, SI-; Liusen. 516; Stocked.
COIL PLUGS.
Climax. 8/6: Special for
bonite on Baue, 65d.,
Dial. 5/-. Elmnsivaforu, 10/6; Wearite, 74d,
Lotus. 8d. Burne6/6.
Jones. 1/9. Lam
Lass.
RC. UNITS.-Edtasvan, 8/nl. Panel. 6)d. Varios,s
USE BRITISH VALVES
71-: Dubillen 7/-:Cos,soo. stocked. GEARED COIL
New reduced prices.
8/6 wIth 'V.B., 10/-); STANDS. 2-way,2/3,2/8.
)JLLARD 10/6
COSSOR Magdum. 10/-; S.l. Cole. 2/li up. ' 3-way,
grand
&ROONI 12/6 P.
BTU. pIer, 201-; Graham Parish. valise, 5/il. Rack Of isanrl
II6WAN 20/' OP. COSMOS 3/6.
from 2/II. A!l ebonite.
-

OMøIi
.

ii.:

-

-

K.

RAYMOND

27&28a LISLE St,
TO

Att. Othero
LT.

READY HT.

-

id;

-

5/11: 3-5.v

06,
5111: 2-v. Posver. 1016:
SUPER POWER, 3-5-v. 1
amp., iotest valse, 10/9
2.v. -2,

EVER
I

'

dom.

complete

wave " Tuner. 0/6.
Try our NEW VARIABLE

WO.

.,

-

"

sisen. 6 z 6 and 7 z 5,
5!3i 8 z 6, 116: 9 z 6.
119; 10 z 8, 2/9; 12 z 6.
2/9; 12 n 8. 316; 12 z 9,
14 z 7 4f8. ALSO
OUT TO ShE svhlle you
wait at )d. per sq. Inch;
3116th, and Id. su. inch
br h in. Special cheap
panels for Crystal Sete.
TERMINALS.
Nickel

Pillar, Phone, li'
(3 tor 4d. svith N.
sed W.); Bi5ass do. bd.
(bd. exclu with N.
dOm.
and W.); all high qualIty.
Valne.Pin,. ss'itn nuts. 2 u
bd. Ormond Scresvs, 6 or
4 BA., 6d. donen wIth
nuts; svaubera 12 a Id.
Red and Rieck Spadeo.
screw at sido, 34d. pr.
Plug and Socket, Red or
Black. 33d. Wander Plucs,
Red or Black
34cl. pr.
ILorge,
goodS.
'Phone
Connectors,
itt. Flush
panel sochets and nut,. 4
for 4d.10cl. domen. Brano
Spade Tagn 6 a bd. Nickel
Solder Tags 4 a 1cl. 2
4 BA. tod. 3d. 'loot.
BRIDGE. -1, 2(6; -2 and
Vains Legs and
Nickel
2/8; '25 'to '3, 3/-;
Bd. dozen. Slop
3(3;''S, 3/6; 1 mId., 4!-; Nslts,
Pins,
2 a id. HT. BATmId.,
8?-.
2 mId., 5!-; 3
TERIES. RIchest quality
" ALL. only nt losseot prince. Adico
D UN HA M
will (Tra/e tent award beet
WAVE" TUNER
you to nmspense glseni 60-v., 6/11; 100-y..
enable
finully with: -troubleaonss 12/11. Therla, 60v., 5/11;
Vernier coil.holdero and seto 100-v. 10/11 (sniUs estra
of rolls. Covers all wave- Grid
Everready,
Bias).
lengths from 150 to 2,000 66-v.. 9/6; 108-v., 15(6.

I

LiiL1.'

strands,

;

.

6100

COLUMN
AERIALS.-l00 rt. 7122
fard drawn, lili. Extra

CALLERS'

LONDON, W.0S2.
'Phone

STOIK.

t

Gerrard 4637.

-

COME TO

LEICESTER SO. TUBE
(Iìnpogtant$"

Ask for back of Daly's Theatre
This address is Opposite.

63
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Condenser
increase in the European Radio
stations has led to the adoption of
Kilocycle spacing, it has been the
constant aim of designers to
produce variable condensers giving

While Line

the
SINCE
number of

-

-

true Kilocycle (S.L.F.) tuning. Many condensers have been put forward whose long.
sounding names suggest the subject is unduly
complex. The DUIHLIER K.C.' Condenser
will anddoes give true Kilocycle readng
throughout its capacity range when uséd in
conjunction with either the Broadcast òr the
Lbng Wave Dubilier Toroid (it being of
course essential when claiming tr,ie Kilocycle
tuning on behalf of ny variablé con4eiser
to specify the constants of the ciiiuit in
which it ¡s tobe used).

auvauLc WbCL
fl
nvaI.
all previous typ e s o f-

Springy" valve holders..
Inter-electrode capacity is
reduced to a minimuni
and is constant. Thus the
"Whiteline" holder is
admirably suited for
super - heterodyne a n d
short-wave receivers. The
springs are so designed
that while the initial
amplitude to any givcn

,-

The maximum capacity of this. K.C. Condenser is,OOOO5 nìfd., its minimum capaity.
having beèn oxpress1y desgned t be of the
hiQh'order of i6microfarads in òrder that true
Kilocycle readings might be òbtained. hi'
all other respects, both electFically and
mechanically, ths is a highly flicient condenser and one which we do riot hesitate to
recommend -to all wireless constructors.

L.F.TRATVSFORMERS
Ls 284. Ratio 3-1.
2216.
285. Itatio

.Ltst

P-

MuIU-raUo
18. 3, 366.

in

45
Ll

and 6 to 1.
286 - 2716.

LOW 1NIQUENCY CHOKR
AL.o
List

Price

6-1.

25/-.

Also
gIving

287

-

20!..

»

-

.

-

shock is as large as
required, the damping is
quick and gentle. Made
of genuine Bakelite and
supplied with terminals,
soldering tags and fixing
screws, Overall dimensions
of base, i ins, square.

'
UNIVERSAL

-

THE

WHITELINE" TOI SAfETY

LIST 282

-

2/3

H.F

CHOKE.
List

288

9!-

Send 1.d. in stamps for the new Bowyer-Lowe Catalogue

each

DUBIkIER
L

B:OWYERq.LOWE CO.

Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925), Ltd.,
Ducon Wots, Victoria Road, Norlh-4 clon, W.3
Advi.

of

the

LTD.,' LETCHWORTH

H...

TC49
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Some Important Steps
in Racho- Development.
-

-.

_________________________________________ ___________________

Ç

By SEXTON O'CONNOR.

romances the principal character
is a biologist, who, as the result
of a profound investigation into the
processeá of. animal and vegetìble
growth,. discovers that the iiving
organism grows larger, not, in a
uniformly progressive manner, ut by
a succession of s'udden and erratic
movements. -

Spasmodic Progress

-

.

-

.

.

one of Mr. H. G. Wells' scientific
JL

iiiii
..

From this observation he proceeds
first to the discovery of the essential
stimulus or cause of growth, which he
christens the " Food of the Gods,"
and then to the production of a superrace of giant meli and women.
However far the famous novelist
liay have strayed from strict veracity
ip his analysis of the processes ofhuman growth, the principle of
development in sudden stages is
remarkably true when applied to the
progress of any scientific creation such
as that oLwirèless communication.
In such a case expansion undoubtedly kakes place in a series of
spurts and start, under the intermittent stinuhs of human inspiration
qn& invention, whicl may therefore
fairlyhe ¿ompared in its action with

propositio,

a commercial

transmited àignal avés are propgá

d s

equent developments foUowed somewhat more leisurely lines, though still
iï distinct steps ör stages under the
impulse of various inspirations, some
of which may 'be worth further
consideratiQn.
One of the most interesting speculations of the earlier days concerned
the apparent paradox of long-distance
wireless propagation over the surface
of the earth. If the ether waves were
of the saine nature as light, how was
it they followed the curved surface
of the earth instead of shooting out in
a straight line into interstellar space'!?

j

ted inside the spherical zone so formed.

Thè Heaviside Layer
It issignificant to note that the
action of the Heaviside layer still
plays a prominent part in the latest
developments of wireless technique.
In particular, the revival in the use df
short-wave
transmission
springs
largely from the better understanding
of the manner in which " space
waves " are reflected from these
upper regions.
By travelling tlirough the atinosphere, instead of clinging to the

H

-'
)_.5-iJ

t:

\\

.S
A

Mr. -Wells' famous elixir.

Historical DeveloplTie1nts
The existençe of electr-magnetie
waves, for instance, was accepted on
mathematical grounds for twenty
years before Heinrich Hertz succeeded
in actually producing long-wave vibratians in his laboratory in 1887.
There they remained more or less
as a scientific curiosity for nearly
ten years, until Marconi invented the
elevated aerial in 1896. Even then
progress was slow. Six or seven
years elapsed before the discovery
qf the principle of electric tuning,
together with the use of a còupled
secondary circuit for transmission
and reception, enabled reliable wireless
communication to be maintained over
distances of several hundred miles.
Once this stage had been reached,
wireless was definitely established as

T

M-.'J'.eu,.io,-I: s 4utoss,«tk' Tj,ne CI,ine. l'bis etectro-muynetic
-up
,,sed by station 1FR NY to auto,natieull,1 b,oaf cast a chirn3 evigI hour.

The solution to this mystery was
first adanced by Heaviside, who
suggested, on grounds since verified
by observation and experiment, the..
existence of an ionised strata of
rarefied air (now known as the
Heaviside layer). This is located some
forty or fifty miles above sea level,
and acts partly as a barrie: to prevent
the escape of the transmitted waves
from the confines of the earth, and
partly as a conducting medium lying
parallel to the earth's surface. The

is

earth's surface, as

is the case with the
longer wave-lengths, the short space
waves " uffer les from absorption
losses en route, and so can cover
greater distances with less expenditure
of power at the transmitting station.
Similarly, a clearer insight into the
conditions of reflection and absorption
in tle Heaviside region has prompted
the use of polarised waves as a means
for overcoming the peculiar fading
effects to which short-wave trans-.
mission is 1iab1e

(5
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The Harvest of Invention-continued
is

probtble that

ei

io

we

are 9nly bu the verge of what-.may
ultimately be accomplished with the
help of the upper ionised "ceiling," our
knowledge of which springs from the
original inspiration of OliverHeaviside.
A proposal has already been made
by Hettinger to utilise beams of
ionised air as a substitute -for the
ordinary elevated wire aerial. If
these beams were made sufficiently
powerful they would penetrate the
Heaviside layer. The latter could
then be utilised as a distributing
medium for conveying messages to
a receiving aerial, formed of a similar

samò time' as he disco!ery of the
rectifying properties- of carborundum
and other crystals, De Forest inserted
the griI and so produced the prtótpe
of the modern three-electrode valve,
-

-

Discovery of Reaction
In this form- it became possible to
amplify the rcceiveçFsignals, in addi-'
tion to retifyingthem,::but;the valve,
still: remained in practical çlesuetude.
until the discovery of the principle
of reaction in the year 1913.
By coupling the grid and
circuits together the valve was
converted intO an oscillation-generator

platea

::

-k:.

Owing to the high vacuum none of
the electrons liberated from the filanielit lose eiierg by impact with
stray gas molecules.. Further, theré
is no 'secondary emissiOn caused by
collisions between the electron stream
and free gaseous particles.
The"result is that the erratic behaviour of the older type of soft oi
gas-filled valve has -been reduced to
rder and discipline. The type of
valve now in use is a steady and reliable appliance capable of repro-ducing any desired set of working
conditions at will. -

Future Developments
Future developments appear to ho
in the direction of increasing the number and function of the various electrodes inside the valve. Two-grid
valves are already commonplace,

-

q

whilst a double filament is utihised in
the recently marketed K.L.1 valve.
tubes have also been
designed f o push-pull amplification
and other purposes, whilst the Loewe
multiple-stage amplifiers represent a
further development along the same
general lines.
The heterodyne principle of reception, in which two continuous oscillalions are combined together to give
a resultant beat-note, is another
"master principle," which has had an
eflectn the development of wireless
practice.
The first heterodyne receiver was
due to Fssènden about the year 1907,
although in this form the beat-note
was obtained by combining the rectifled signal frequency with a second
local low frequency introduced into
the telephone windings.
The idea of utilising theoriginal
radio frequency in combination with
another frequency of the same order,
and then rectifying the resultant beatnote, does not appear to have been
thought of until some five years later,
when Lee and Hogan, two American
inventors, produced the first modern
type of heterodyne receiver.
As a final illustration, it may, however, be interesting to refer to the
development knowd as "wfrd wireless."
This, in short, is' the application
of high-frequency methods of communication to the older systems of
telegraphy and telephony, in which
a line wire or metallic conductor is
used to carry the signalling currents.
Double-p1ate

,

Radio and the Arn&y.

One of the wieeless sets uscd to huh up
the front tine.
-

beam of ionisd air, located at any
desired point on the earth's surface.
This may at first sight appear too
fantastic to be worth serious consideration, but in these days of
intensive scientific achievement it is a
bold man who will dare to put a limit
to the bounds of wireless progress.

The Thermionic Valve
Turning next to the case of the
thermionic valve, we find a similar
history çf delayed action interspersed
with sudden' añd intermittent periods
of ex'pansiou.

The

riinal two-electrode tube,

as invented in 1904' by Freming, at

first proved an 'unsuccessful

com-

petitor to the coherer and the magnetic detector. In 1906, about the

jans wÌt1

fiord

as well as an amplifier and.. detector.
As such it entered into a new lease of
life and activity, particularly for C.W:
signalling aiìd lowpowe red telephony.
One othr foiward step was necessary, and this wassüppIied by Langmuir, Dushman, ánd Richardson, in
producing the high-vacuum or kenotrou type of valve.
By using the Gaede pump they
succeeded in exhausting practically
every trace of residual gas from inside
the glass bulb,, reducir)g the internal

pressûrè to the -orde" o ,';one tenmillionth of a niitlirne' of' mercury.
In the latest type of vhe. even this
degree.of vacuum .i 'e,ceeded, but
such refiñements.' spring from the
original work of. Langmuir and his
colleagues in 1915.
-

-

-
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THE
CARBORUNDUM RESISTANCE CAPACITY COUPLING UNIT
Ùnit is quite different from any other at present on the market, presenting as it does ma;y distinct
fH1S
advantages over Units employing ordinary Grid Leaks and Anode Resistances. The Resistänces used

in the Carborundum Resistance Capacity Coupling Unit ara solid rods of unbreakable Carborundum, which
created in the largest electric furnaces in-the world, t the terrific temperature of 4,0600 F. They Cannot
burn out, present no capacity effects and are alolqtèly non-microphonic. The Unit takes up far less room
than the smallest L.F. transformer, and the complete absence of background noises enhances the already
great possibilities of R.C. Coupling. Not being dependent on a otetallic film the resistances will not
disintegrate and are unaffected by atmospheric changes.
-

-

No. 73. Price 8/6.

r

CARBORUNDUM ANODE RESISTANCES AND GRID LEAKS in all standxrd values.

Price

-

-

each 2'6.

.

-

CARBORUNDUM STABILISING DETECTOR UNIT. The most satisfactory method of crystal dteclion.
Price 12/6 (Dry Cell 5d. extra).

SEND FOR NEW 24-PAGE BOOK CONTAINING
CIRCUITS AND MUCH USEFUL INFORMATION.
-

ORO

All Carborundum Radio Products are sold under our complete guarantee
that they will operate satisfactorily in properly designed- circuits.

-

J',

.

.

rilE

cARBORIJNDUM COLTb
'4ANCH ESTER

.

-
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Happenins.':

Radio World'this Month

I

turning our backs upon a week's hard
work. And to reach home and find the
loud speaker tootling a pleasant tu.he
i
he corner, whilst wèare doing óu
best with the Prime nglih-or
Imported-is to start the week-end in
a sound and atisfactory manner.

.

.

New Seasons Cars by Radio.

Long Distance on a Crystal Set

It

believe him.

is

that crystal sets cannot pick up

The coming of 5 G B has had
one very unexpected effect-it has
rvived iiierest in the pòssibilities
of long-distance reception with a
rystaI set. Many a listener, who
has tuned his set to try and hear the
alternative programmes provided by
Daventry Experimental, has astonished himself br picking up a foreign
programme, instead
Langenliurg,
whose wave-length happens to be
near that of 5 G B, was picked up at
such strength by one Essex listener
that it was assumed to be Daventry

The General Motors Corporation

tomiìyrot to say
a

in fact, they are trying to "beat him
to it" in the cheap-car stakes-and in'
order that their latest car might be
copied by their agents all over the
world simultaneously, they wirelessed
it everywhere. Radiophotographs of it, 'ruh&I from New York by radio
to London and to Honolulu. and dM- tributed "by 'aeroplane frm thos
points, enabled their worId-wide'
organisation to start speeding up withy.
FuIL'
the 1928 model froductiow.
specifications of it were cabled or wirelessed at the same time, and now
everybody is wondering how Mr Henry Ford is going to beat that?

foreign station unless a near-by valve
set, tuned to that station; is helping.
Why'spme lucky crystal-set owners,
situated ìn exceptionally favourable
'cönditions, can actually, tune in more
tlján'.thze foreign station; almost âny
night they choose!
Why this is so is a bit ofa mystery,
for peop1e living near and dsing similar
sets may be uite unable to duplicate
thé,- performance.
Yet so many
instances of non-re-radiated reception
are authenticated that the" Can't-bedone" Bogey has been' killed, and
buried far beyond the rsurrectionpoint.

Experimental until the 'announcer
said a few kind words in 'unmistakable German!

Re-radiation Ruled Out
If anyone tells you that such
results can always be explained by
re-radiation from a valve set, don't

Lunch-Time Tunes

A Successful Show

This new idea of giving us lunchtime music from 5 X X and 2 L O on
Saturdays is a winner. At that witching hour of 1 p.m. moat of us are

Looking back at Olypa, one
can't help being struck by the National
Radio Exhibition's -liveliness, ani

A Three for
as

the

(Conlinued on page 70.)

New Valves

decribed by Mr. P. W. Barras.

Lsd.

.......

Mahogany Cabinet with 9-in. baseboard '1 4 0
Polished Ebonite Panel, 16 in. x S in. x
0 7 6
3110 in. ready drilled
1 5 0
i R.!. Straight-Line L.F. Transformer
2 Popular Condensers 0003
i i O
o
..
O iO
i Popular Condenser 0003 ..
0 0 6
i lCnob for iteaction Condenser
..
0
0
Indigraph
Dials
15
i
0 5 0
i Engraved Terminal Panel with 12 termInals
Coil
0
Thnocsilár
Secondary
0
10
i Lewcos
Split
0
O 10
j Lewcos Binocular Jteinartz Coil
0
4
0
2 6-pin Bases ._
0 6 6
i Wearite Choke
3
0
0
i Anti-pong Valve Holder
0 5 0
2 Vibro Valve Holders
..
,Leak
and
0
5
0
Fixed
0003
i flsbllier
Condenser
6
0 2
i Igranic Pâcent B/B Rheostat, IO ohms
2 Liasen lb/B Rheostats
0 3 0
..
i
O
i Liasen Fired Condenser
0002
O
0 2 0
j L. & P. Push-Pull SwitCh
0 '2 6
I Aiuminiuna Shield, (S in. w 4 tn
(nneetino Wìre'un,t Sundrtes
0 2 8
i
i

COUPLI NG
UNII,

Ford's-

of U.S.A. is ño friend of Mr.

........
.......

SQUAE
SCPEEP4ING ßOX

.

-.-----

,

.......
'

-

,

.

INCORPORATES A VIBRO
VALVE HOLDER
has been dcelgned to meel
Instrument
This
the modern demand for truST reproduction now
mudO possible by the recent introduction of
valve, specially designed for Resistance
Capacity Coupling the inherent virtues of
which are now fully recognised, the principaL
one ol which, howevcr, is faithful and pure
reproduction over a wide scale of lrequenciee.
This Unit_contaIns is cerrectly proportioned
Condenser. Anode Reolotauce. and Leak of a
special design to eliminato' ali possibility of
variation due to climatic conditious. These
elements are sealed in a Bakelile Moulding.
which, as will be seen in tite illustration.
embodies a Magnons S'ibro Valee-Hqider.
Niekelled terminals and also solder tags are
provided
The Unit in supplied in peat carton, Including 6xing screws and gircult diagram, the
generai Saisis of tite instrument being of the
high standard aasociated with Magnum

t.

WHICH

Producta.

1O'6
t
'i

Sloe: Height I In. Overall dia.. '3 la.
A highly efficient 3-valve Receiver can be
simply and cheaply constructed by the ase of
two of theae Unito, Pull particulars and con.

ntractionnl detti), will be suppUed treo os
application. BLUR PRINTS 1/6 EACH.

LS

5

0

Any of the above compofients 'supplied separately
as desired.

Note.-Wbere

a complete net of eonsponevts

clisoed together, Marconi Royalties at
12/6 pci vaiye-hoider are payable.

i

the rute

-

.;iI'

t

.io

"

ri

Q

I
'

por.

o

______

Of

Components supplied for all sets described in titis issue.
Send stamp for our New Season's Catalogue whtcla
contaiS! full instructions for building and operating
the Magnun Series of Screened Receivers.

The Latest Development

in

-

SCREENING

-

-

-

'y.Ou

.

CO.LTD.,

MAGNUM
TELEPHONE:

--e

HOUSE

HOP 62.57

288,BOROUGH HICHST.

LONDON.
'a

S.

EI

Copper Screefliiis-BoI ssltli detachable J.id.
Oxydlsed Copper 6ninb, 12/6.
Copper Screening Unit, os illustrated above.
with the lollo,siIsg components mounted on
baseboard

I Macrum

i
i

I

IOeatralin,ngCovdenscr
Matnum Vibro Valve-folder
Magaaua Pled Resistor
Magnum 6-Plu Baso

-

'a..
a.,'
-
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Indicating

Also made

in nonI

hours

j

Ii..

well-known

tual,2volts

h..

ponable

Price

13/...

:i

I

::

.

-

reception

.

»

obtain maximum results from your receivèr
must be sure that the H.T., L.T. and
G. B. voltages are regulated correctly. For an
exact measurement of these variable voltages
use a Weston Pin-Jack Voltmeter with highrange stand. Only the Weston standard of
accuracy and reliability is sufficiently fine to
be of any use for such measurements.
you

.

»

»

The Weston free booklet «Radio Çontrol" explains
the necessityfor accurate electricalcontrol ofyourradio
receiver and gives much helpfial advice. Let us have
your name and address.

MODEL 506 Pin-Jack
and

high range stand

.

Voltmeter complete with
testing cables

£2 : 10 O
:

»

WESTON

tfit

ac-

.

improved

gives

.

¡p

Accumu-

»

.

Indicating accumuIator from 20
to 60 amp. hotirs capacity actual.

latorPC5F
I

end

»

Instruments

Po'vER

.

:

and

The bcÏnning

.

»

WESTON

s

ACCUMULATORS

..

Regulation
voltage
by means of

r

!ETO&RADFORD
»

.

I

»PNDR.;

.

.

Indicating
Accumulator never lets you run out
of low-tension without telling you well
in advance.
It's candid. It never
pretends to the voltmeter that it's good
for several hours yet, only to fade away
and die within a few minutes.
A glance at the» Ball-Floats tells you
full, halfwhether the battery
discharged, or nearly right down.
This P. & R. Battery, too, embodies
aIl the features which have made
P. & R. famous. And then it costs very
in
little more-about 2/- more,
fact-than the ordinary battery. 1f you
think it's worth knowing more about,
write for our booklet to Peto & Radi ord,
50, Grosvenor Gardens, S.W.1.

,

¶'1

.

.

_'.\

\\

Here's a candid
friend
.
.

-

co_Iwot

.

,,

:

tO

4

»

.

IT

STANDARD ThE WORLD OVER

sets.

Pioneers

:

.

1888

siiìcc

»

»

t

Weswn

Elccnical
15.

c;t.

In5tyument
Saffron

London, E.C.
.
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OUR NEWS BULLETIÑ
-continued from page 68

Alternative Programmes to Stay

He Knew!

Since our last iisue the B.B C. has
made the welcome annönncement that
G B has come to stay.
anher
year we can definitely count upon
Daventry Experimental, and duri ng
that period no other new B.B.C.
station will begin transmissions.
When that year is up the B.B.C.
regional pie will be opened, the new
stations will begin to sing-and won't
that be a pretty dish to sét before the
loud speaker

Wifie: "Did you see this in the
paper -about the London pastor who
left the church and took up mending
wireless sets for a living ?
Hubbie ." Yes, dear! And if he gets
many sets like this one to put right,
he'll be very glad that he hasn't got
a congregation listening to every

Fr

promising vitality. It wasn't merely
the improvements, but, better still,
it was real progress along new lines.
Take valves alone. When some of
these new valves are improved a step
farther they'll be so far ahead of those
we are using to-day that the latter
will look like blunted cat's-whiskers
which have lost their crystal sets.
And some day our vaunted "highmu's" will be mewing so darned high
that we shall open the bedroom
window and sling boots at thetaanything to shut them up!

----'--P

---.

--

-,.-,

_i____
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SET BUILDERS!

-

-

-

-

k

-
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_

'
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,
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The component parts for making
these sets are distributed throughout
I

...
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The World's Greatest Radio Publication is Here.

EUROPEAN EDITION OF CITIZEN'S RADIO CALL BOOK

\

I

:.

SHOULD -HAVE

\.
.

I

-.'-

EVERY ENTHUSIAST::

\
_t

-

The, television -and noctovision experiments and demonstrations which
recently have been staged havé failed
to iit the public imagination. Quite

A RADIO BOOK.

'

-

Television Demonstrations

(Co,'.jnued on jaje 7G.)

,.-

-

\

By the time th&se lines appear in
print the B.B.C.'s promised experiments with regard to the proposed
short-wave station for Empire broadcasting should be going forward.
lt is understood that the first
experiments will, be confined to reception. But a B.B.C. official told the
Press that whèn the, apparatus is
assembled the transmitting station
will not be at Daventry, but on a site
near London; "which cannot ye be
1evealed." Somewhere near the Neverñeverlands Estate, perhaps!:

B.B.C. believe in.!

'

-

-

Have you noticed how fashion nowdemands that listeners on the Continent should have a little hors
d'oeuvre before broadcasting begins?
Milan, for instance, dishes up a few
charming chords upon a harmonium
before serving up the main programme. Our old friend Paris P T T
never thinks of beginning without
first whetting the appetite by playing
a tuiieful gramophone record, and
several other stations have adopted
similar stunts. The next time you
catch Continental stations startingup,
just notice the charming way they
come on-it's much nicer than that
siren-like earsplitting shriek that the

A Promising Prospect

-.-

Those Short-Wave Experi.
merits

Whetting the Appetite

Honestly, though, it is doubtful if
there has evei been quite such a
promising prospect held out to listeners as there is at this present moment.
There's no doubt that the real bargaincounters of the entertainment world
are all upstairs on the Ether floor.
John Listener is only waiting for a few
aerials to go up, a few more
prices to come down, and oh, boy l___
he'll get his new-mu, sky-high, longstrong, four-valve lash-up, and reach
out for Creation!

I-

word!"

GreatBritainbytheROTHERMEL

RADIO CORPORATION of 24,
Maddox Street, W.1, and may be
obtained from ail high class dealers

L- - - - -

- -- -

I
1
J

.

Contains full details of very 'atest American Circuits and Receivers.
Graphic illustrations and diagrams, constructional data and other
information enabling the novice to construct the World's finest sets.
Full list of Broadcasting Stations, helpful hints and tips. Unquestionably
'the finest value and most useful book of the day. Over 200 pages, size 9"
by ¡z", crammed full of information and hundreds of illustrations. Sept.
issue is now ready-Secure your copy at once and get to know about the
most up-to-date developments in Radio
The European Edition of the Citizen's Radio call Book is on. sale at ail
W. H. SMITH & SONS' Book Stalls and can be obtained also froth
The ROTHERMEL RADIO CORPORATION of GREAT BRITAIN,
Ltd., of 24, MADDOX STREET, W.!. In France, BRENTANOS LTD.
Price 3/- per copy.

THE

CITIZEN'S

CHICAGO

ILLINOIS

.

Published by

RADIO

Send

SERVICE

PEO.

-

-

to-day.

BUREAU,

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
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J
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-this

IGRANIC PUBLICATION
It's full of good things-those Igranic cornponents which have proved themselves to
be second to none in radio, and many intereting new inventions without which your
constructional work wifi soon be out-ofr

IGRMIC

-

ELE?.

"

,fl,Na
-

'TI

\\

G

Ïgra,:ic

J!

date. There is the "G" Type Transformer whose
faithful reproduction of all notes, low as well as high,
excels that of any transformer at present on the
market; a Tapped Triple Honeycomb Inductance
Coil which can also be used as an aperiodic coupler;
the C.C. Output Unit which prevents loud-speaker
demagnetisation and increases sensitivity; the
Absorption Wavemeter for measuring wave-lengths
and which is also a very eicicnt wave-trap.
Bui there are many niere! You can read all about the ,n
yourself by sending for a copy of publication No. J-287.

.

IGRANIC ELECTRIC

Typ.:

Co.,

¡gran

ic'.

Choke-cat elcity
Output Unit.

Ltd,,

149, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON.

\

-

Works: BEDFORD.
B,anches: Birmingham,

Bristol, Cardiff, Glasgow,
Leeds, Manchester, Newcastle,

¡gran ir Tapped Trz pie
Jfoneycos:b Inductance Coil.

-

The 'REDFERN

20 .metres-3000 metres
:

It's.

all-,

the

same

to

Wavemeter

PNEUMATIC. ACTION

the

HOLDER

'"EDDYSTONE".' 'VALVE
SCIENTIFIC
H. F.
CHKE

Pneumatic action absorbs microphonic
noises at their source.
Take an ordinary,
r
Valve Holder and
twang" the springs.
You will, find each
spring emits a note.
Springs have a natural
frecúency.
Pateni N0. 269.388.
The Redfern PneuRecognise them by.tjiewellmatic Valve Holder
known yellow carton.
has nô springs, and
therefore no nattiral' frequency. It absorbs i00%
vibration whether cöming from' extraneous sources or
from the Loud Speakér itself.. :':
SOLD BY ALL REPUTABLE DELhRS.
1.

WHETHER libe for

use

ina broad-

cast receiver working on Daveniry,
or in a short-wave sel receiving 2 XAD
New York, this "EDDYSTONE"
H.F. CHOKE will do its work perfectly.
We have proved il in practice.
Noie

-

°"

--

-.

Price

-

-

-

the reasons for success

Multi-slot winding
Tapered bobbin
Small magnetic field
Raised mounting

6/6

each
-

iT

164,

Price

2/

k

each

SEND FOR THE BOOK ÒF EBONAR T.
REDFERN'S RUBBER WORKS, LTD.,

:
Charing Cross Rd..

HYDE, CHESHIRE..
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it acts as a useful
guide from the point of view of
obtaining selectivity in readiness for
the regional scheme.
ut I am digressing. Let us get
back to the subject of valves and see
where the trend of things is leading
us.
The most outstanding advance is
the production- of the shielded-grid
valve, of which you have already
read a great deal in the WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR. That valve is a really
good one, but you must use it properly
if you are to benefit by it, and it is
only useful-so far, ät any rate-as
a high-frequency amplifier.
It may hirgely change high-frequencypractice; it will certainly givé
an impetus to the " screening movement," for it needs really good
screening, and it will lead to 'the
design of new, high-frequency coils
and transformers, and will have n
effect ou the question of selectivity.
It is a very good valve, and you should
all uy it, taking care you give it a
chance to act properly by screening
it adequately and screening the externa! circuits, especially the tuning
condensers, for feed-back is fatal to
its operation.
Another valve which has just made
of set design, while

RECENT. VALVE

»

"RELEASES"

»

By K. D. ROGERS

-

77ITH the passing of the Radio

'

exhibition we have entered
what is usually described as
another wireless" season," and things
are beginning to "look up" again in
the radio vorld. The summer months
are always inclined to be " dead"
from the point of view of wireless
trade, though development goes on just
the same, and this past season has
been no exception to the rule.
All kinds of new ideas have been
burn, and many fresh inventions have
seen thelight of day. But no more
interesting advances have been made
than in the sphere of radio occupied
by the thermionic valve. Many outstanding advances have, been made,
and the " show " has emphasised the
fact that behind the scenes the valve
designers are very much alive.
Many people have come to me
during the past few months and asked
me whether I would advise them to
"fix up a wireless" now, or wait
and see if new developments will take
Y

place? A hopeless question where
radio is concerned: Development is
bound to take place, and it will keep
on taking place, and rapidly at that,
for a long time yet. My advice has
always been: "Go ahead and fix it
up; the developments will not be
rapid enough to leave you stranded,
and minor alterations can usually be
made to keep your receiver up-todate."

Great Advances
And this year's exhibition has
shown that, although great advances
have been made, with the exception
of one valve-I am discussing the
picture with the valve as the centre
figure little alteration in most
receivers will have to bé made in
order that they shall- incorporate
many. of the latest improvements.
The new Daventry experimental
station-5 G B-has come to stay
at least a year, and co we know where
we stand with regard to the question

-

(Continued on page 74.)
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No ci1 changin!
No removable. screen1
Perfectly balanced coils!

f

Panel Control
on

-

..-

.-

mùlti-èoil units!
-

V/ave-length range
I

.

-

.

.

Ref. No.

250/550 and 1,000/2,000
metres in one unit

ReinartzAeialCoil

Ref No

DSP/a

-.

f1

Units.
The SP Aerial Coil and one split
Primary HI Transformer with
Reinartz Reaction

£3

6

with Reinartz Reactton

-

-

6

.7

Per unit
£5

-

I

O

O

j

Note-Multi-Coil Units are supplied complete with panel control

as shown.

-

Obtainablc Llirough all

-'

12

Per unit

One S.P. Aerial Coil and two split
Primary 31F Transformers, the last

Ref. No.
DSPI

The set of coil DSP!3 will fit exactly into the
space occupied by the old type of three
separate screens and bases.

-

-

Multi-Coil

.

Convert your existing Solodyne

Each

Single Coil Units

..

DRAII.

s

-,

T

HE LEWCOS DUAL-SCIOEENED COILS have been designed to
facilitate the change from the 250-550 Broadcast Band to the
iónger waves used by Hilversum, Radio Paris, and Daventry. The
change is effected by a switch incorporated in the coils and operated
by a single panel control in the case of multi-coil sets and a lever
in the case of the single Reinartz Aerial Coil.
The two and three gang sets arc perfectly balanced before leaving the
factory, and are suitable for use with dual or triple gang condensers.
¡

-

LEWCOS trumïlì!

notlier

.

wireless dealers.

Full parliculars from

- -

LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE CO &SMITH'S Ltd

The

Playhouse Yard, Golden Lane, London, E.C.1.

i

T

DUAL SCREENED COILS

:.

i

-

I

-u

-

Patent 27686.

-

-
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'OXOX680
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liii

I

Hill

-
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I
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X
X

8

X
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8
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X
X
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X
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Baseboards Piee.

IIiI

i

,'

NEW 1928 MODELS.

AMERICAN 'POPULAR TYPE (as iIIwt.'
P0515I
Baseboard
Price to

.

CENTRE-TAPPED COILS and HOLDER

CABINETS
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0
O
0

P

MaflOgafly

.
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-

0

B
0
D

0
6

Prices

quoted

Coil
Centre ippcd
6d. extra.
Standard

-

-

£60

-

6 CONSECUTIVE

Insertions
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,

-

ONE INCH single col. '(2k" wide)
Minimum Space,half-an-inch

I

Booklet

100
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200
300
500

OF.

12)

-

13aCS.LTD'

76. Victoria Street. London. S.W.1

Cheaper
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than

using
mains. -
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Everlasting H.T. AcCUMULATORS.
WIU bold each charge for six months.
Tottcnham. writesMr.

-,

yu

send along a positive and negativo talute
I have accidentally broken one on my HT. a,
Accumulator after rendering very good service for a6 mont ho on the Sent charge. rhankIng you for a
placing on the market auch au efficient and cheap
Will

-

,

-

a)

accumulator.

.J

ThIPORTANT.
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month tor issue placed on sale 15th day o! the following month.
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JOHN H; LILE, Ltd.,

I
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1 2 6

specially do
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.1
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WIRELESS COÑSTRUCTOR
per page and pro rata

5/9

6/3
6/9

Coil Holder.

7/9
F
8/6
10/G
There is no neutrodyise condenser with
good points as tbe NEUTROas
VERN A. Cap. Range, approx. 2/38
Will not Short.
mjuitds.
Dust and Damp proof. Price

Hinged Lids 1/6

rsement Rates

50
75

516

11

156, Cherry Orchard Rd., Croydon

Single Insertion

Uniyersai Coils-use not
limited to centre.tapped circuiti.
fil any standard cocket. ea,lIy
OCCUPY
interchangeable.' and
minimum baseboard
,ipprox. so.
PriCe,
Turns.
o/
S/ze.
18
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4110
a
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4110
30
5/- '
40
5l3
Ri
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The Artcraft Company,

NEW

-

-
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PANELS AT STANDARD PRICES.

CATÇUE

E

-

exaAddra.ilCabinets

r

-

d.

-

a Volt. 2 Amps.

.

Entirely British. FULLYGUAR ANTEED.

Pat No 1093626
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results are, or should be, similar to
those obtainable with the P.M.5X
and a neutralising cqxidenser in a
-continued from page 72.
split-primary circuit, but withqut
the usual bother of neutralising.
In practice I have found it necessar
its appearancc is the Robiisnelfto take extra precautions against
balancing valve. At the time of
exterpl feed-back due to magnetic
'writing it is not yet on the market,
or capacitative coupling between the
but I ani told it will beavailable to
leads and components.
In çther
the public very shortly.
words, I find -the set works better
when a little shielding is employed.
Useful Characeristic
The price of, the new valve is not
As has bean explained by Mr. - yet divulged, and I hope it will be not
more than that asked for the P.M.5X
Harris in these pag'es, this valve has
plus the price óf a good neutralising
a second. pate ançi grjd (bòth
condenser, for, after all, with the
dummiés as far as electron activity
latter one; does automatically neutragoes) placed above its ordinary threelise the external capacity of the leads,
electrode assembly, and these dummy
etc., as well as the inter-electrode
electrodes are .used to provide.a
capacity of the valve, albeit the proplate-grid capacity equal to the
cess is a tricky one. 'Whether the
capacity between the, aötive plate
new Robinson valve will oust, the
and' grid: Thus the "dummy"
capacity can be connected in way ,oìdinary valve plus neutrali'sing condenser 'remains to be seen, and
similar to the neutralising. condenser
when the valve is available for general
ii árder to neutralis',the capacity
use I lial1 be pleased to have readers'
feedback of the main electrodés.
opinions and experiences of it, especiSo, with a. split-primary circuit the
ally,whcre truly comparative results
v'al\e is self-balancing.
can be given.
Up to the present the, models sent
'Talkifig about the P.M.5X reto nie for test are ideitica1 in chgracminds 'me that the Mullard people
feristics with the P.M.5X (iñpehave reduced the filament consumpdance = 19,000 and the magnifition of this valve and its fellow the
17'S). Consequently
cator factor
I

RECEÑT VALVE "RELEASES"

I

I
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I

I

-
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DIC.,
B.Sc.,
A.C.G.I.,
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AM

COMPLETE. COLLAPSIBLE

.

To facilitate wiring the sreens are macle
so thattlie lid aidsides-may be removed

COIL

.

.-

l

Send for The Book of Ebonart.
OBTAINABLE FROM ALL REPUTABLE DEALERS

verysimplywitlsontinanywaydisturbing the components.
Complete with Ply Mounting

..

.,.

--r.

Board

22, CrcIç1ewood Lnne,

7-PIN

This new and highly efficient model is
sold complete with base and seven brass
pins and sockets, ready for winding.
Price, complete
- 5/6 each.
Spare Coil Former with fittings 3/9

.

L

NEW

FORMER AND BASE

B,5c. Lond.,
W!,. Sci,.,
A,c.G,I., D.1.c., A.M.1.E.E.

'

r

REDFERN'S

Mr. H. J. Barton Chapple,

G0

76.)

easy working, kositive insulation; beau
tiful appearance, nd'-an entire freedom
from surface leakage.
In black and
beautiful mahogany grain, in nine standard
sizes and prices. The "Ebonart Station
Log Chart" given, with each panel..

Mr. J. H. Reyner,
'

(Contied on page

'RADIO PANELS.

COILS
-.
AMPLIFICATION
L F
LOG CONDENSERS.

?\
-

is obtainable 'from indirectly heated
cathode valves than from the ordinary
direct heating type. Thus it came as
no great surprise to find that the
famous K.L.1 and its successor the
K.H.1 have been outdistanced to a
certain degree by the Cosmos A.C.
valves. These take the form of a new
detector and general-purpose valvethe A.C.JG. havingamean impedance
of 16,000 with a mu of 35, and a power
valve with a mutual conducttnce of 4.
This is a little wonder, for its impedance is 2,500-3,000 ohms, and its
magnification factor is 10. lucidentally, but of real importance, the
filament consumption is only i amp.,

NON'METALL/C SLJRFAE EBONff

PRINTS 012 SETS.
SPECIAL TEST REPORTS
FORMO-DENSORS.
SELF-SUPPORTING AIR

soso

.\;\

Use

compiled work on the
construction and uses of
Formo components, including

-

New A.C. Valves
It is well known that more" psinch"

illustrated, vell-

A fully
-

-a

-

HANDBOOK

COLTO

PR

-

P.M.5B, together with the consump.
tion of the P.M.3 and 3A to 075 athp.
drop of 025 amp. Also they
have shown considerable enterprise
by producing a 2-volt super-power
valve-the P.M252. This valve hasadmirable characteristics. Impedance
= 3,800, magnification = 38, and
fila-ment current = 03 amp. It will
stand a considerable input,- and
should prove a popular little valve,
for I found it had plenty of" punch ".
behind it.
.
.

.

.4

i

NW.2;

.

.

j

.
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REDFERN'S RUBBER WORKS, LTD.
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-IT SHOULD BE
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Education

EVERY H.OME

IN

The story of Man's adventure on the earth
from the earliest time until to-day, told in

- --.

-

33 CHRONICLES

I

giving a continuous and world-wide
narrative of events and

O
h

E°"

200 STUDY CHAPTERS

\ \
I

dealing in detail with the évents, movements, and social life of the period
covered by each chronicle.

-

9,000 PICTURES
each, as far as may be, contemporary with
event or period described. The great
museums of the world have been ransacked
to bring together this vast and immensely
valuable collection of pictorial documents.

'the

-

L
-

150 'LEADING

P

1

HISTORIANS
have combined to write the UNIVERSAL
Hisioiy, under thé direction of J. A:
Hammerton, the well-known editor of.

1

..

.

-

OVERC20 0,000

No man is truly educated without a knowledge of world
history New methods of writing history new discoveries
an the focussing of mode-n thought less upon rulers than
the people they ruled over have rendered
ai nev and
up-to-date History imperative. A vast: undertaking has
been attempted and triumphantly achiéved. Förtnight
by fortnight until '1t is cmpleted, HARMSV6RfH'S
UNIVERSAL HISTORY .TviU unfold the history of the worM
as a living'tory-the record of the growth of men's ideas
4n hopes and the reaêtion of great ents upnthe common
pep1e; no mere accounts ofkings, 4ites, and battlés, but
th real history. of man-an enthralling and instructive
romance of the undying past;
;

is being expended by the Publish
ers on thé production of thiS
:

monumental work. Its publication
in part form enables you to obtain
it for 1/3 per fortnight-only just

E

.

.

:over
ONE PENNY PER DAY

In the finished work yOu will.
possess a complete historicallibrary
of the utmost possible value and
interest to you and every member
of your family.

be

OP..D%GI%.%l:Ll

-

.

a brilliant whole, embodying the cream
orld s historical knowledge'
of
the

b%s1ec'
-

'ç,

i

E

HARMS WORTH'S

uNIvERsAL:.
Part

t

is

now on sale ai all Newsagents, Booksellers snd Boekslafls.

oblatning a copy, send t/6 io the Publishers,
he
Amalgamated Press, Lid., lhe Ficiiway House, Farringdon Street, London, E. C.4
¡J you

have any difficulty in
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The panel is born.
way back in a Pacific
Island tree.

IT

is a faT city fi-orn Malay to
your V,Tirless Set in Manchester

or Mitcham or Maidenhead or
wherevei- you may hue in England.
Ye1 ivay back in a Maky i-ubbr
ftlantation is th tree ¡'rom wh.nce
came the ebonite panel upon which
your compon nt s are mounted.
This is how they do it. First, an
incision is made in the bark of the
tree. Then a little cup is jlaced
in losition at the foint of the tap.
Into this flows the latex, the fluid
which, in time, becomes rubber
Only the piak of this rubber is
selected for the manufacture of
Radion and Resi st on Panels. From
the - day the Native gathers the
latex to the moment thi lustróus
Panel ledves the Radiali factory
almost finicalthrg has been taken
to ensure the absolute purity of the
rubber. The ndtive, would, indeed,
be surprised if he could see what
strength and what beauty had
been given-to the milky fluid he
once knew.
-

-continua! from

-

to broadcast to

Birmingham and 5 G

70

-

you're hit!

A Trade Announcement
The soli hianufacturers of the

Tottenliam,

London,

N.17.

Empire Bioadcasting
The Empire broadcasting situation
hasn't yet reflected a ha'p'orth of
credit upoñ the B.B.C. In one instance
which came to light recently, an
Australian journal wirelessed its

Radion and Resiston Pane's conic in 13
in
stock sucs, from 6 in. s in. at
Black to 8 in. x 30 in. at 55/- in 5faboganite.
-

-

-

-

B.B.C. is .contetnplating savouring this season'sbrad
cast faieiith a ñi sr6ng dish of
With a
Continental prograthmes.
vie\' tö fiñding a really good route
for sañie, a répeater -station hafls beeli
erected at Ostend. Programmes will
be amplified -there, sént across thò
Channel on the new submarine- telephone cable, and brought to. Savoy
Hill with all their body añd bloom
intact, absolutely indistinguishable
from the local vintage.

iii
view of the increasing demand, they
have appointed Messrs. Wright &
Weaire, Ltd., sole distributois to
home coñstructors nd to the trade:
Enquiriea should be addressed to
Messrs. Wright & Weaire, at 740,

Road,

-

-Evidéhtl1 th

Paolin materials announce that,

High

-

Cóntinéntál Relays

r

-

B

Following a spirited protest by a
Birmingham clergyman, and scores
of complaints froni listeners, apeciaI
wireless-equipped van was sent to
Birmingham to investigate reception
condktions in that city. As a result
the B.B.C. is satisfied that 5 G B's
signals .are getting there all right,
the poor reception is due to the
crude apparatus " used by certain
Birmingham listeners.
No doubt better apparatus and
good outdoor aèrials would work
woilders in improving reception, but
the tragedy lies in the fact that if you
happen to. lire "up a court" an
outdoor aerial- is out of the question,
money for ne'v apparatús is hârd to
fmd,ind the poorer you aiethe harder.

good results were obtained, but someow this seeing by wireless in the
dark before we can see by it in daylight makes the whole thing look
unreal.
At the moment of writing, a Post
Office committee is sitting to consider
the sending of- a e1evisiou picture
to the U.S.A. via the Rugby st%tión,
so before long their reporq will be
issued, and then we shall see-or
shaù't we ?

will be surprise4 when fIrst you
Such strength!
see a Radion Panel.
Such
Such a smooth even surface!
exquisite colouring! Such superb finish!
It is only a Radion or Resistan Panel
which will give so aristocratic an appearance to your Set, Such a high standard
Ask your Dealgy.
of efficiency too.

..

paíp

.

2N M Carries On
'
Meanwhile, Mr. Marcuse has been
scoring some, pretty points, for the
amateurs.
Programmes from his
station at Caterhàm, Surrey (2 N M),
hve'been picked up and re-broadcast
inAustralia, whiL'4 New ealand.amrd
many disJat Domini on have testified
to the excellence of the transmission.
His modulation, they say. is perfect,
his carrier' is absolutely steady, but.
best of all, his enlhusiasnz-well, they
can't Praise that enough!
And after all,you know, if Drake and
Wolfe, and some of those long-wave
adventurers hadn't been enthusiastic,
we shouldn't have had an Empire there

OUR NEWS BULLETIN

Y_ou, too,

.

fell through.

74

further comment upon them than
that they appear to be "the goods."
No doubt the K.L.l and the KR.!
will have further companions from
the sanie " stable " before long, so
the popularity of the "mains" re
ceiver is filially assured. It is a
thoroughly reliable and economical
proposition for the man with A:C.
electric-flght stpply.

and Panels.

92

- obstructionative,". and- the project.

while special adaptors make the
valves usable in any set withoit
alteration being necessary in the
wiring.
Messrs. A.C. Cossor have also produced some new A.C. valves, and
these have special connections in the
valves themselves for the cathodeheating current. So in this case, also,
no alterations are necessary in the
wiring of the set. I have not yet
tested these valves, so can make no

Plantations
1.

-page

l

-
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BRiTAIN'S.
LEADING RADIO WEEKLY

e
S

l.

24 tiours
Td,ner,can

1-jatd

ut Partei Serutce

-

- .-

kubo.ÎU,4,.)
-

-

.

-

¿32

,,

FonSt,,E.G

metre transmission, and asked the
B.B.C. to co-operate. But the mandarins of - Savoy SHill couldn't soil
their hands by a bit of experimental
spade-work, so they replied "-in the

I
-

POPULAR WIRELESS
On Sale Every Thursday.

-

-

I

Price 3d
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DAIMQN. The L.T. Battery made
by the most experienced battery

firm in Europe. Half the size!
Double
Half the weight!
the service! Yet see bow
moderate the prices are
TYPE K - 2f- each
TYPE G - 4/6
HT.

So volts,
loo volts, 17(6.
Batteries,

1016.

From all good dealers

-

direct:-

o,

S.D.H.MANUFACTURINGCO.,
Colindale Avenue. Heodon,

LONDON,

N.W.9.

TAYLEX-

THE

WET HT. BATTERIES
troubles.

-...

HT.
Selfharging. silent. ecouoeal.
Soleo all

1

JARS (Waxed)

ZINCS

BACS

1)55. 1/3 dOz. ness typel/-doz. 1/6 doz.
Sample dozen (18 rotto). 3(6. post Sd.,
sample Gd.

Z) o
.%l

BARGAIN LIST FREE.

_

Amplifiers. 1-salee, 19f-, 2-salee, 30),
2-valve all-station set, £4. Approva'
willingly.
C.

TAYLOR. 57, Studley Rd.,

Stockwell. London.

ToM&J1'your
-cwJReLess s

OUR STANDARD
are

CABINETS

DTJSTPROOP sed
house the whole apeUratuo, leaving no' pOrto to
be interfered with. Beautif UI In D,oign and Flnieh
Made on maso production
i
r
lineo, hence the low price
,
Provision is made to take
panels up to 30 and banebeard 20° deep. Special
MODEL
0.
tabipeto for the Solodyno.
New Family Four. Long
From £4 15 0
Bange Five, "MW.'
Five, & ''Three '' for
the New Valve, All-British Six, etc. now ready.

...
..

f,

,..

t

.

-

II'rite for full parlicolars FREE,-

MAKERIMPORT CO.,
(Dept. 20) 50a, Lord Street, LIVERPOOL.

LA?iX

fl

"4"SAvE

:iik.
Accidental

Damage avoided

/_TEIThIUFALS
DAREX RADIO

S.E.23.

TUADE SUPPLIEO

toadvertisemehts please mention
WhEN °'replyin
The Wireless Conetruetor " l.,Q'.ensure
.

wiring shouki be carried
out systematically, the filament wiring
being done first; and I think it a
good plan to wire up "backwards,"
as it were. By that I mean wire the
output circuit of the last valve, then
its grid and the plate of the preceding
valve, and so on back to the aerial
and earth. In this way I have found
it easier to arrange th ;].eads. And,
what is more important, the detector
and L.F. end of the set can be tested
on aerial before the H.P. porti9n is
added. This ensures, that the last
stages are O.K., and if anything is
wrong it can be traced more readily
than if the H.P. valve is also in
operation. Testing in these circumstances needs the lise of aerial and
earth on grid and filament leads of
the detector valve, the test being
carried out on the local station. If
all is in order tl1e H.F. stage can be
wired up, taking care that the few
pieces of glazite or covered wire (all
the rest is bare) that go through the
screen do not get cut by the edges of
the screens so that no shorting
takes place. Many sets have proved
faulty due to carelessness in this
respect, and so when passing the leàds
through the screen do not drag on them
so that the insulation is impaired
and possible shorting can take place.

THANKS! .....

¶4
4it.ø"

G
You should not' pay more
than 1/3 for a fixed resistor
when you get a" Peerless
for that sum. "Peerless '
is not only the trade name
it is a complete description. The base is mouldéd
from first-class insulation
that will not break. The
former is cut from á strong

-

impregnated matérial that
atmosphere does not affect.
Each turn of wire is wound
tightly and evenly- it will
not loosen after a while.
Terminals are fitted, but
soldering tags aré also provided in case you wish to
use them. A spring arm
is now supplied free with
each resistor, so that the
exact resistance for a particular valve can be fouñd

The Fixed Condensers
Note also the positions of the
various by-pass condensers and the
chokes. These are important and
should not be omitted, as they make
very considerably for pure reproduction and "no trouble" operation.
All should be of good manufacture,
and the condensers should preferably
be tested for insulation and chargeholding capabilities before use. The
writer got badly let down by the
i mid. condñse htween the H.T.
coùtact of' the L.1'. ranformer and
the negative filameñt' leads. He
found signals were poor itnd thàt an
unnecessary amount of sparking took
place on the H.T. + 2 lead. Finally
he traced the trouble to the condenser,
which was all but "dead," shorting.
So watch those,condensers, for if one
is faulty it ay throw the whole set
out of operation. Having built the
set it can be tested on aerial., the
correct valves having been.. thosen
and inserted in their sockets. I
assume, of course that the wirngias
been thoroughly checked. Wateb
those screen connections
make

and" fixed

".

--

'

'PE R

E.SS!'

FIXED RESISTOR
Please give- description
¿f valves when ordering.
From'all good dealers or direct.

THE

BEDFORD ELECTRICAL
RADIO'-- CO.,

-..

-LTD.,

-

22,"CapbeW Road;' ßedf ord.-

.

request
,

Waidrem Rd.. Forest Hill, London.

"prompt attention.
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RECTIFIER DEVELOPMENTS
-continwi from page25

-

______________________________________

h

RADIO. METERS

understood, but it seems probable
that it is closely related to the rectilying action which takes place at the
contact between a crystal detector
and the cat's-whisker. The voltage
required to drive a considerable D.C.
current (2 or 3 amperes) through such
a unit is quite small-of the order of
a volt

permit

A Goöd Rectifii-

"SCIENTIFIC

Starting from the above-mentioned
discovery, investigations have taken
place with a view to finding more
suitable material and, as a result of
these investigations, a commercial
rectifier has now been placed on the
market (in the United States) under
the name of the " Kuprox," the name
itself implying the use of copper and
copper oxide. In the commercial
device .a number of these rectifying
units are joined together in series in
'order to give to the device a sufficient
breakdown voltage to enable it to
withstand the reverse voltage of
perhaps 15 volts, which is built up
against it when charging a 6-volt
battery. The discs of Kuprox are of
reddish appearance and about the
aise of a half-crown. In operation
this rectifier is absolutely noiseless

TUÑING"
r i
V Ou.meiers

Moving Iror,

from 7!6

- Moving Coil from

Moving Iron
lIs.1i.
e
iIiiIammeiers

251-

10/Moving Coil from 25/-

'our set with a Sifani Voltmeter
and Milliammeter and nake your RecepEQUIP
tion as accurate as Station transmission.
These unconditionally guaranteed meters
enable you to avoid sudden breakdowns and
the consequent expense of over-discharged
battery repairs; to trace distortion, aid
attain "perfectly balanced" reception.
Sifarn Meters arc

USED AÑD

THE

BY

RECOMMENDED
WIRELESS PRESS

on their own sets. Corne into line with
modern developments. Fit Sifam Meters
and make your set a precision receiving

instrument.
Ask your dealei- to show
you complete range.
(Dep.

9'
NEW

MODEL

Pocket VoitmoLer
Ri li rOei$taflcO

!

C.)

SIFAM ELECTRICAL
INSTRUMENT CO.Ltd.
IOn, Page Street, Westmïnster, London, S.W.1

I 1zd'i

TEST YOUR SET TO-NIGHT A
GU5.NtOED

WITH A

if

E

METER

RADIO

V and

í

won't let

you down Fo-morrow.

C AB1NETS

OF DISTINCTIOS.
Send your reuirenients

to-

-

-

H. CATTERMOLE, 227 Anlaby Road, BULL.

-BUILD ONE OF THE SETSDESCRIBED IN

and, being peifecily dry, it involves
no trouble either in- care or maintenanCo. The efficiency is very high,
and the Kuprox does not deteriorate
either in use or disuse. The metal
discs arc bolted solidly together and
cannot break or develop other
mechanica' trouble unless deliberately mishandled.
.
You will see from what I have said
about the dry electrolytic rectifier
and about the Kuprox that these
represent important advances iñ the
subject of alternating curréìit rectification and, quite apart from their
many practical uses, their disdovery
and development provide au encouraging exemplification of the fact
that there is still a great deal tq be
discovered even in the most familiar

THIS ISSUE

bring you price lists of cornpiients
for Sets described in this lagazine, viz:-

fields.

-

A P.C. will
-

(1)

A

** * * ** * * * ** * *** *
WARNINGS TO ACCU-

"-THREE".FOR THE NEW

VALVE.
THE "REACTOR" FOUR.
(3) THE"CHUMMY" TWO.

(2)

-

We special se in radio components for. all
"Wireless Constructor " Circuits and
supply to Exact Specification.

The City. & General Radio Co. Ltd.
79, CANNON

STREET, LONDON, E.C.4

'Phone: City

9280.

MULATOR USERS.
* ** * ** * ** *** * * ** ** * *
¡"h ON'T connect up your accumu.ILJ' lator to the set and then forget
all about it until signals fade
away and the valve filament dims,
showing that it is running down.

-

-

DON'T allow the voltage of your
accumulator to fall below 18 volts
percell. Take readings with a volt
meter.
DON'T omit to take readings with
a hydrometer, if you have no voltméter. The condition of the accumulator will he indicated by the specific
gravity of the acid.
DON'T keep your accumulator
lying abcu in a discharged condition,
or it will deteriorate, and suiphating
will take place.
DON'T test your accumuiator by
short-circuiting the cells, even momentarily, with a piece of wire.
DON'T charge your accumulator
at a higher rate than that specified
by the makers. You will not save time,
as the life of the accumulator will be
shorteñed.
-

.

"POPULAR
WIRELESS"
The
LEADING.

--

RADIO

Every Thursday.

WEEKLY
Price 3d

DON'T allow the level of the acid
in your accumulator to fall below the
tous of thefl plates. Keep the level
in. above the tops of the plates,
-

by adding pure distilled water to make
up for evaporation, or by adding
sulphuric acid of the correct specific
gravity if acid has been spilt.
DON'T allow acid or water to lie
on the tops of the cells.
DON'T allow the terminals- and
connecting 1ug to become corroded
with acid. Smear them all over with a
little vaseline, except on the faces of
the terminals which grip the connecting leads.
DON'T disconnect the accumulator
leads from the receiver until you have
first removed at least one lead from
the accumulator itself. In this way
you will avoid the risk of accidental
A. V. D. H.
short-circuits.
-

-

CHATS AT THE WORK.:
TABLE
-continued frthn page 50

making pigtails by róuhening the
insulated portion of tags with imery
cloth and then covering them as
equired *ith one of the ceflulose
paints that are obtainable everywhere
nowadays. I always find it a good tip
to write on each tag in black or white
indian ink according to its co'our the
(Continued on page 79.)
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O'P!

SPECIMd

CANNOT BE REPEATED.

Magnavot

One h,indrcd Genuine

-

-

Speakern
Moliogany
Cabinete,
wonderful tono
including cord.
9i ¡no. high by 161 inn. vido by 9
Inc. deep. Lint price, £8.

OtPR SPECIAL PRICE

niolnent of madness such as comes
the ay of most of us at times to
forget that red signifies H.T.+ and
not L.T.+ ; if, however, the tags at
each end of every lead are plainly
lettered one can hardly go wrong even
one's most insane rnqment.

103, Farthogdon

Road,

7'cbphone

L0d0,

E.C.1.

Many components-probably the
majority nowadays-that are intended
to be mounted upon tile panel of the
set are of the one-hole fixing type,
which is excellent so far as ease of
fitting is concerned, though a fixing
of this type is scarcely secure enough
to be relied upon where it is essential
that the conponent shall remain
aisolute1y in the saine position
without the possibility of movement.
Suppose, for example, that a onehole fixing condenser is used in a
wavenieter intended for accurate
work, and that a slow-motion dial of
the type anchored by a stud driven
into the panel is used in conjunction
with it. The dial cannot shift, but
the body of the condenser may do so,
should the fixing nut work loose, as
even the best of nuts will in time.

Tk,kc,wvU53I.

that will throw a

tartling light

new

on the poovtbllitien
within yOur graup-wilL show you
how you can prepare (or the
A.M.IE.E.. A.M.I.Meeh.E.. AMI.
Struct.E,, A.M.Inot,C.E.. A.M.LA.E.
and any other engineering etualifi.
cation quickly, and In the privacy
of your own home. 60 engineerng Dip)oma(4.M.Tech.I) cour,cn are
deneribed-t4 pagee of vitaUy totereotLag mutter to the amhltloun eng,ncer..
Thà book is FREE.
Write for your copy at once.
tating brave!, of Eng. or Exam.
which thtereuto you.
The Technological Institate of Great
hanet Boone. Strand, London, W.O.2.

yand

-

Ø
EntaI n.

200.

Should this happen the whole calibration of the wavemeter would be
upset and extraordinary readings
might be obtained, since a movement
of the dial might cause not merely a
rotation of the mGving vaises, but also
a slight change of position of the body
of the condenser.
Personally, though
I am duly thankful for the labour.
saving qualities of the one-hole
fixing, I never rely upon it in a
wavemeter or
any calibrated
circuit. Once acondëns,eof the onehole fixing type has bien mounted
I make a hole with a 'No. 33 drill
right through the panel, and the
plate of the condenser, Which is drawn
up against it by the fixing nut. This
hole, after being countersunk, is
tapped 4 BA., and a screw is then
driven in, locking the condenser
soIidl in one Ósitiö'n.' This is i
most satisfactory method, and. I
strongly recommend it to all those
who construct a *avèhìétë

Now Ready

SEND 4d. IN STAMPS To

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
Upper Thames St., London,

THE PERFECT

E.0 A.

Dl'

WEE

Assured with our new Insulating Liner,Jars, 1/3 doz.
plain 1/6 doz. waxed Special Zincs, 11- doz.
High-Capacity Sacs, 1/6 doz. Perlorated Liners, 4cL
doz.
Post Free on three dozen Units and over, in.
cluthngspeotaldivided carton suitable as a container.
Send 64. tor sample complete unit, particulars andinireuctions. We stock Seamless Moulded Cone ParU.
Telephones audiond Speakers Re-wouu&

SPENCEISS STORES LTD.,

4-5 MASON'S AVENUE. COLEMAN ST.. LONDON,
'Phone: London Wall 2292
(Nr.

of
Fo

i,

E.C.2,
Baflk,i

QuaLiy
every Sel.

Full illustrated particulars front
'he Actual Musnfact,irero. V. C. Bond &
SoIls, 61. Uackncy Grove. Mare St.,London, E.8

A

L.

-.

SlilSt BhiallIt
"W''
PIIONEb, LOUDSPEkKER8,
TRANSFORMERS, COILs.
First-class workmanship only. This is just tite vital
difference. We are specialists with amosi 30 years'
experience in every form of intricate and accurate
coil winding, and we guarantee that work entrusted
to us will be returned to you as good as new,
not
better. This is no idle claim, but the unaoliited
-

ivilhuu'

-

lt'.IIEVtldl'

to IlE
-

'.'.

opinion of
-

-
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The first
High Capacity BatteryA

ColumI,ia

if

Hard was the fight;
Small Batteries
'Tere its enemies

And yours.
Small Batteries are so chea'Al /ir.sl.
But thousands have learried
At vast expense
That big Batteries
Are cheaper.

Quitbuying experieñce

lumbias
They last longer
Buy

Columbias are' hígh capacity
batteries of exceptional
efficiency; they are built
to meet. the demand for
something better... They
wíll give you longér and
better' ser'více; they will
posítívely save you money.
Your dealer stocks them,
TELL US ABOUT YOUR BAiTERY
TROUBLES. Drop a p.c. for Lists.

R.
15,

MORRIS,

Kingsway, London, W.C.2
co

c.._

io,,

el2,

THE TABLET MAGNET COMPANY

il

-.

'

'.

Woolw(ch 0888.

.

LARGEST CIRCULATION
OF: ANY RADIO WEEKLY

Price 3d..

.

I'

,_

15

lbs.

-

(in Sa/e every Thursday
79
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Popular 'Wirel

bLt,OII5TIELD ROAD WOQLWLCH. S.E.18.

'

-

scores of satisfied clients.

(Proprietors: Oliver PelI Control, Ltd.)

TelpphoU.a

-

Lcckedlñ Place

1000 BARGAINS

Are listed and hundredo illustrated in our
NEW 72-PAGE CATALOGUE

218,

13 lb,.

1IJfANY years ago
L'L Was introduced your friend

Panel-Mounting Problems

'1'6ìidevfii/Opporfu, ity
A boolc

weight

jfl

The WHOLESALE WIRELESS Co.,

High Cpcaty, 60 voIt,

4780.

No

44S6.

"Layerbilt."

4

volts,
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THE. "CHUMMY' TWO
-continued - from page 22

This is very good se1ecivity at seven
miles from 2 L O, for Toulouse works
on a wave-length of 392 metres as
against London's 361 The kilocycle
separation is 65. Brussels, Vienna,
Rome, Frankfurt, and what seemed a
host of German relays, were excellently received in the telephones, and
later inthe evening, when 2 L O had
shut down, Madrid and other
"Spaniards" were almost too loud
for headphone reception.

/

THE LOTUS REMOTE

CONTROL enables you to
listen-in in the dining-room,
sitting-room, bedroom, kitchen
everywheiç, anywhere
simultaneously and without
interference with each other.

-

-

Simply place the Lotus Relay near
receiving set, wire to rooms desired
and connect with Wall Jack and
No technical knowledge is
Plug.
needed.
-

The same volume of sound throughout.
The last one to switch off automatically disconnects the set. Suitable for
any valve set.

FREE! Write to the address' below
for FREE BLUE-PRINTS
AND INSTRUCTIONS explaining how two rooms can
be wired in half-an-hour.
I--

----- -

___7
I

I

I

I

Complete Outfit for
Wiring Two Rooms

-

:

Lotus Radio Relay,
Lotus Relay Filament Control Wall
Jacks, 2 Lotus Jàck
i

2
I
I
I

-

Plugs, 21 yards
Special .,á.'t,
4-Strand

j
I

Wire.

I

I

ÓU' -

i

Holdeis,Jacks,
Switches and
Plugs.

Each
Additional

76
L°:_J
From

Made by the
makers of the
world: famous
Lotus Val'.'e
Holders, Coil

all

_____

Radio Dealirs.

The "Dave ntry" Range
On the long-wave range the set did
not prove quite so selective as on the

short band.

5 X X and .Radio Paiis,
however, were separable. Quite a
difference was found on different
makes of split-secondary coils, when
used on this range. This is probably
due to the fact that the primary
winding, which is joined to the aerial,
together with the aerial itself, may
naturally tune to something near the
wave-length of London on some coils.
If the reader should notice very flat
timing on this range, or if he finds he
cannot get rid of his " local," there is
a very simple remedy, viz. to insert
a fixed condenser of 0001 or 0002
mfd. in the aerial liad. This trouble
does not occur on the ordinary band
and probably will not happen, in nine
cases out of ten, on the Daventry
range. If, on the Daventry range,
'uncontrollable oscillation is found in
spite of adjustment of the neutralising
condensers, the trouble is likely to
be in the radio - frequency choke.
Unfortunately, a number of unnamed
and inferior chokes are being sold
which are totàlly unsuitable for the
Daventry range, on this or on any
other set. If yòu select one of the
leading makés you will not have any
trouble. The point is mentioned here
not because this set is specially prone
to radio-frequency choke troubles, but
because time s'riter in building up a
set recently came across this partiéular
difficulty and thinks others may have
suffered similarly.

THE
THE "REACTOR" FOUR

]LÇ?1T1UES'
REMOTE CONTROL
(Dept. W.C. 11) Garnett, Whiteley & Co., Ltd.,
Lotus Works, Broadgreen Road, Liverpool.
r

-

-continued froue page 77

sure the LT. does not get shorted
anywhere, for the screen is" earthed
to L.T.-, and as such is used as a
conductor between various leads and
connections.
80

For the H.F. valve I use a P.M.5 X,
but any valve of
the "20,000-20 mu" type will dQ,
either in the 2-,4- or6-volt classes. The
latter should he preferred, however,
and the neutralising system is more
suitable for those valves than for the
2-or 4-volt types. As detector J have
used the D.E.5B, P.M.5B, D.E.H.
610, etc., with success, while for the
first L.F. a P.M.6, D E.5, S.S.6 LOP.,
and their similar confrères, are O.K.
or Cossor H.F.,

Super-Power Valve
The last valve should hea superpower valve and should be " liard."
I have found several super - power
valves lately that have gone soft
after a little use ; they shaII be
nameless, as I believe the makers
are lookinc into thernatter. but it is
as well to ep yur eye on 'this valve
and if it shows any signe of getting hot
(assuming no. more than .150 volts
H.T. are used) or giving distorted
results when properly biased, or
causing noises, it should be sent back
I have used the
for examination
P.M.256, D.E.5A, with success in
this position, using 120-160 volts HT.
and suitable grid bias.
When placing the split - primary
t.rausformet in position, be carefitl to
take the H:T + plugs out, as when
the screening box is usèd it is not
always easy to get the pins "right"
first time, and a short across H.T.
may mean a burnt-out primary
winding. At least, that's what occurred
to mc one day, and I had to rewind
the primary which was badly burnt
out.
-

-

.

.

.

Neutralising
Neutralising is not a difficult task
if the following instructions are

crefully

-

f011owed

Set the reaction éontrol at minimuni, and likewise the neutralising
cQndensër. Now, on setting the tuning
condensers so that the two tune J
circujts are in step with each other,
it will probably be found that the set
is oscillating. To test for oscillation,
touch the moving sets of plates
of the tuning condensers. You will
probably find that the set will only.
oscillate undèr the above conditions
when the two circuits are in tune with
each other, and this can be used as
an indication. It is convenient to
perform the operation at some point
near the middle of the tuning range.
Now increase the capacity of the
neutralising condenser.
Test at intervals or oscillation
as this is done, and you will pres'éntly

-.

T

(Continued on page 81.)

-.
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find that the set has ceased to oscillate,,
and will not recommence even when
the tuning dials are slightly readjusted. Now increase the reaction a
little, until the set once more oscillates, and again increase the neutralising condenser setting until oscillation ceases. -' 1ightLy readjust the
tuning condensérs again to make sure

that the set is completely stable ence
more.

l

'

Correct Adjustment

The "Cyldon" Log Mid-Line.is the con
It
denser of to-day and the future.
sprèads ali the stàtiofrs evenly oVer' the
whole dial. It prevents any "falling
out-of-step" at the beginning or end. lt
snplifies tuning in multi-tuned circuits
when. individual condensers are used, by
maldng all the dial readings eact1y the
same. It is the only condenser you should
fit to your set now. Experts waist
on using them-and recommending them.

PRICES:
I 9I.

001

00025

0005 14/.

1516

0005.

With Ç

0003 -

13/6

14/6

iuoD dial 2/- extra.
GANG CONDENSERS
Twin Gang. £2 :10
Triple Gang
- £3 ¿10
Four Garog £4 :10
Thick aluminium plates.
Large adjustable
non-wearing bearings. Pigtail rotorconnection
Precision ûnisii and electrical efficiency:

Proceed in this way until it is found
that the correct adjustrnnt of the
neutrodync condenser has been overshot. Once this point has been passed
it will be observed that further
increases of the neutrodyne condeuser
no longer stop oscillation, but cause
it to become stronger.
The object is to find stuch an adjustment of the neutralising condenser
as will permit the greatest setting of
the reaction condenser to be used
without produdng oscillation. It will
then be observed that when the two
tuned circuIts are in step and the
set is brought totheverge of oscillation
a slight movement ii either direction
öf the neutrodyne condenser will cause
the receiver to break into oscillatiois.

H.T. Values

BIRD & SONS;
LTD.,
Çyldon Works,
Sarnesfield Rd., Enfield Town

Remember, the tuning will be
sharp, especially on the aerial 'coñdenser, and the Formodenser should
be adjusted when the set is workinig
till be8t 'results from your own indIvidual aerial arc 'obtaincL The
writcr has found that the aerial lead
on the first terminal (Formodenser in
series) is best with the aerial flex on 3
on the coil base. This will vary with
different aerials and shotild be given
careful consideratloñ when'testi'g the
receiver. Ohe sets th Formodenser
can be left, as can be the neutralising
condenser, unless the valve is changed,
or the listener changes over to 5 X X
range, when I find it best to readjiit
the neutralising condenér. Neutralisation should be carried out with tuescreening box lid "on," of course.
HT. values used by the writer for
6-'olt valves were H.T.+1, 120-160;

Contractors to B.B.C., H.M. R.A.F.,
H.M. Office of Works, and all manufacturers of quality receivers.

120 volts. A large-capacity battry
should be emplóyed,a the total plate

-

'IMPORTANT
.1

-NOTICE.

world's beet brains'
and manulacturing resources In any trade
nr pro!enolofl rave always interested the
Oireap-.Jaek " imitator, t ho worthiness
of whose products cas only be compared
svite his lack of originality. "Cyidon
products, unfortunately, rove flot been
spared this Soria of unwelcome liattery.
Every genuino ,." Oyldon", Condenser
bears our registered trade mark on the
end piale. boost on seeing this before
purchasing.
Tire product,, of the

CYLDON produrla eon be obtained from stock
br, return f und do not believe osp atotemenls Io
the contrary. il any difficulty Phone: Enfleid
0672, Wire: Copacity, Enhield, or woe the COD.
ou s ICHO.

Sole

rlu,tralian Agent,:

557, Charlotte Street,
Brisbane. Queensland,

E. V. Rucison,

SYDNEY

S.

-

H.T.+2, 120; H.T.+3,30-40;IT.T.+4,

current of the set comes to about,
20 milliamps when a super-p&wervalve other than the D.E.5 A is
With the latter it is somewhat 'less

ud:

L 0G

RUTV

IPEMANEN1

SOE

fruiij
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WELFSS CONSTRUCTOR
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than this, dependent on the act'ual
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COFFER

by

BE.V VENUTO' CELLiNI
(xtth CcntJry.)

Admittedly one of the treasures ofthe world and of incalculable value,
the material chosen for this masterpiece was gold., Gold lent itself to
the niceties of fine craftsmanship,
enhanced the beauty of the piece
and set that beauty in permanence.
lt is precisely these qualities
adaptability, service, aiid beauty that
decide both expert and amateur in
favour of Trolite for every purpose of

-

INSULATION
(i) Trolite i
ideal for panels and
stub panels.
(2) Trolite is easily drilled, sawn, and
machined, and being soluble in acetone; a
perfect and permanent joint can be made.
without the labour and disfigurement of
screws.

() rolit does not fade or discolour.,
() Trol;te panels are distinctive and can

be obtarned in the following varieties
of beautiful finishes: (1) Blaek Polished
(2) Mahogany Polished ; (3) Walnut
Polished
4) Wavy Design ; (5) Cubs
Design.
(5) Mirror- like polish, but
icaucage.
(6) The price

L

fo surface

of Trolite is within the reach
constructors, but you do not sacrifor effect by using Trolite:
you have both in the Panel dc Luxe,
PRICE per squai inch
of all

fice efficiency

.....
.....

-

.Polished Black
s'v

¡n

in

d.

¡d.

4

Mahogany Cubo
Walnut Wavy

-

i,

in.

-

in

..

.

I

d.

.

.....

Id.

RÒÍLT:

-''-t

THE RADIO PANEL DE LUXE

¿w:

r

F. A: HUaHES'&Go., Ltd.,
204.206, Great Portland St'reet,

%V.1.

Telephone: Museum t63o (3 lines).
Telegrams: Distancing, Weado, London.
6, Booth St. East,
Office
C. on M.. Manchester.

Manchester

:

Telephone: Ardwick 3709.

LIFELONG

SERVICE

H.T. voltage employed.
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LAKER

L],

AT HOME WITH
THE OHM

are 100 per cent, efficient

Thèy are made by engineers and
supplied to HM. Government,
the B.B.C., and to Colonial and
foreign stations throughout the
world. There are 50,000 "Laker"
Masts in daily use.' By mass
produgtion we are able to offer a
' wonderfully efficient and handsome Steel mast at the extraordinarily low price of 22/6
complete, as illustrated. Send i/extra for part can-iage. We pay
'
the reSt. Buy a Laker Mast for
good reception.
LAKER & Co., Engineers,

f
J
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...oijnuecj from page

30
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A much more important point in
relation to six-pin coils is the contact
resistance between the pins and the
sockets. If the pins are badly made,
and if inferior sockets are used, you
may -have more resistance in the
contacts thagin the whole áoil itself.
For e*ample, in: tile experiment shown
in Fig. 4, a whole series of different
values was obtained. First of all, the
total resistance of the coil and the
base (not the same make as that
shown in the photograph) was 146
ohms. Pulling out and plugging in
the coil again brought it down to6-9;
"waggling" this brought it down to
67, and by removing the coil, opening
out the piñs with a pocket knife, and
replacing them in the socket, the total
resistance came down to approximately thé resistance of the coil alone.
Bad signals are often caused by
imperfect contact in valve holders,
and experiments as in Fig. 6 were
undei'taken to make sure that a
numbr of standard vaKe holders
wçr
érfectly satisfactory. Most of
the commercial holders proved quite
good, but in one or two cases a higher
resistance than should be was found,
nndT this was traced to imnerfect
contact between springs and sckets,
where these had been clipped together
and not soldered.

-

II

KENT

BECKENHAM,

STEEL
'"ft MAST

A6ETS
Large German Factory of Wireless Sets
and Accssdries requires Agents in
various distrìcts of Gteat Britain and
Ireland. Offers with references to
A. GUNTHER,
FURTWANGEN, BADEN, GERMANY.
.IIlltIIllIllIllIIlIIl llllIIIIIlIiIlIIlII 11111 lIlIllItll)llllIIIlllIlII IlllIl!IL
TRADE
MARK

"RED DIAMOND"

RED DIAMOND

.

REGS

TIlE RECOGNISED DETECTOR
FOR ALL CIRCUITS USING
CRYSTAL RECTIFICATION.

......

RD4O

2/-

Shield for same, 6d.
By Insured Post 2/3 or 2/9 with shield.
Can be mounted ou brackets or through
panel. Once set alsvays ready. l'ot affected
by vibration. Each one is tested on broadCast before despatch, and is perfect. Of all
hih-c1ass Radio Dealers or Sole Makers:-

JEWEL PEN

-

CO., LTD.

(Radio Dept. 41), 21-22, Ot. Sutton

LON DON, ECl

St.,

H.F. Chokes

CABINETS
Radiolaf
For Your

-

-

510151E

Wirelcos FurnIture 3 lt. ),tgh-tftktflg
your Set, lfuttertOs. eje,, complete.
£3 3 0
.BUREAU Models from
''RADIOLA" Jacobean-from £5 5 0
"RadIola" Queen Anno from £8 15 0
(Iraslo
051,0
HIgh
and
Work
OUAI{A3TEED and Sent ON
APPItOVAL,
I.It, of CabInet
Designs No. 21 F55151.

i.

Pscicott's Cabinet (WC.) Works,
Bexleyheath.

At°WOOD.

EBONITE
BUSHES

PEEPEOT
INSULATION
'Iwo required

.:

Orders under 1!-

NUMBER

i 2A,

O

Etolo in Bush 611'.. 4B.h.

5l1,

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

I

.

7116'

28.
2
Price each: 18. id id ltd.apptscation.)
(Corn pkle List of size, free on
DARLX RMW Co.,
London. SE.

Waldrum

Fores(

Rd.

,

,

Hill,

EVERYTHING
RADIO
i

.

..

WOOLLDRI DGE. RADIO CO. LTD.
2 LISI.E ST. LEICESTER SQUAPE
.øDOM. W.C.2.

The D.C. resistance of a radiofrequency choke is a matter of some
importance, for if this is too high it
may occasion a reduction in the
actual voltage applied to the plate of
a valve. It is not very important in
high-frequency valves, but if for
experinìcnta1l, york a radio-frequency
choke should be used in series with a
IflOdern power 'valve of low inìpedance,
tite drop might be appreciable. It is
therefore interesting to compare the
D.C. resistances of a number of radiofrequency chokes which were all
known to be good in their radiof requency work.
Four well-known
chokes, all equally satisfactory from
the radio-frequency point of view,
were measured and were found to be
221 ohms, 139 ohms, 296 ohms, and
380 ohms respectively.
Avery interesting measurement was
that of the resistance, of the output
ide of a well-known make of transformer in a 25to 1 ratio. This particular transformer is designed to ojerate a
coil-driven loud speaker of the Rice-

I

1927

Kellogg type, such as that described
by Capt. Round in the WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR for July.
The D.C.
resistance proved to be 11 ohm, and
as there is such a big step down it is
obvious that a very large current can
flow in any circuit connected to this
if there are strong signals in the input
side. The transformer was thereupon connected to a six-valve
receiver consisting of three stages of
radio-frequency, a detector, and two
really " hefty " audio frequency
stages, and the set tuned to London.

Lamp Burnt, Out
An ordinary flash-lamp bulb connected across the output terminals
burnt out with a flash before the
aerial dial was within twenty degrees
of the London resonance-point,

and

on resonance the current was found to
he sufficient (albeit very variable !) to
light a small electric lamp belonging
to a child's cinema projector t An
alternating-current ammeter was then
joined up and a current of no less
than 04 of an ampere was frequently

registered
The measurement of radio-frequency
resistance is a far more complicated
matter, and the apparatus I use for
this purpose comprises a powerful
oscillator capable of producing a
radio-frequency current of any desired
frequency on the broadcast band, a
special and expensive instrument for
measuring radio-frequency current,
and tuning devices for adjusting
circuits to resonance. A description
of the methods employed would
occupy more space than is available
this month, and this must be reserved
for a subsequent article.

HOW THE

SCREENED

VALVE WORKS
-continued from page IS

simple tuned-anode circuit shown in
Fig. 2, but it is well known that if we
apply reaction to the anode circuit
from the detector (Fig. 3) we shall
effectively reduce its resistance, or,
in other words, raise the impedance
of the circuit.
In this way, then, we shall be able
to gain in magnification. If, for
instance, we were using an ordinary
sort of coil giving a magnificaton of
16 to 23, according to its construction,
by applying reaction to the circuit
to reduce its loss resistance we should
bring up its effective resistance to
perhaps 250,000 ohms, whn the
magnification would rise to 61.
(ContInued on,page 83.)
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-continued fro?n page 82
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The question as to whether reaction
is a desirable thing will be left to the
reader. The writer prefers so to
design his coil that reaction is not
required. Such a coil is, of course,
expensive-it, costs about five shillings-but we dispense with reaction
(which sometimes involves an extra
condenser, choke, etc.), so that not
only do we save several shillings in
the long run, but we simplify tuning.
Associated with this question of the
design of the anode circuit, however,
arè further practical things which we
meet with immediately we experiment
with a receiver, and the first question
is this: " To what extent has the
grid-anode capacity of the valve
been eliminated " If there is a
slight capacity remaining there will
be a slight but perfectly definite
tendency for a current to flow from
the anode circuit to the grid circuit,
and so to tend toward the production

WI

_ç_

-

MAHD THE

ThAT

There is a story told of a famous
singer that he could sing a certain.
note into a wineglass and smash it
into fragmeñts by the vibration.

of elf-oscillations.

Question of Screening

L

Practical experience and theory
indicate that the tendency for the
circuits to oscillate depends upon the
ii"rnedanee associated with the anode
ciruit. In the case of the tunedanode circuit, the higher the impedance the greater the tendency for the
circuit to oscillate, for the simple
reason that the higher the impedance
the larger are the voltage changes iii
the anode circuit.
This means that when a coil of
high-frequency "cable" is connected in
the anode circuit the tendency for
the circuits to osciUat through the
very slight anode-grid capacity will be
nuch greater than when an ordinary
single-layer or )g1n coil is ised.
The second practical point is this.
To what extent can we isolate the
anode circuit, which comprises the
anode tuning coil and coidenser, freni
the grid coil and condeisc, and the
aerial " If by complete shielding we
can do this, then we have only the
valve's capacity. .to consider. But
complete slielding is expe,nive &nd
difficult to carry out.
\ith, onc
stage of high-frequency amplification
we would prefer to use a very simpleform of shielding, and the question'
we have to ask ourselve is this, "Will
the simple forni of shidding allow
sufficient stray coupling to exist ior
the circuits to oscillate ? " If with

GLAJI

This is an extreme instance of the
damage vibration can do. Nearer and
dearer to you is the damage vibration
does to the delicate filaments of your

N

BENJAMIN

Clearer-

Tone Auti-Microphonic

VALVE HOLDER

Make Lure that tise antimicrophoric valye holders
a'e Benjamin.
you Eu
because in thcsc elone
sou let these 5 essential
features
(1) Valvetockcs and springs
arc niade in one piece
with no joints or rivers
to work loose and caine
faulty connections.
(Z) Valves are free to coat
in every direction.
(3) Valves can be inseltel
and removed easily and

-

-

(4)

(5)

-

Every time a Iorr rumbles past your
house a wave of vibration travels
to your radio set. Every time you
walk across the floor another wave
Is

The only way you can thoroughly
stop -vibration reaching the filaments
is. to fit Benjamin Anti-microphonic
Valve Holders.

safely.
Valve legs cannot possibly foul tse base-

board.
Both termipals nod rdtdating tags aie-paovdcd.
-

t

Price

21

sent.

Th sthallest shock and vibration is
quenched by the wonderful one-piece
springs. Microphònic noises are en-j
tirely eliminated. The life of the

cach

valve is trebled at least.

8MJLN
ANTI-MCROPHONIC VALVE
.'

BENJAMIN BATTERY
SWITCH,

PRICE

2/-:

A stutdy, posit ive açion

swItch for.hgh or kw ten.
sien. It's OFF when it's
iN, thus ,eeven'ing the
.,drntal titrnng 'on of
Single contact
aserent.
One-hole axIng.

HOLDER

EACH

THE BENJAMIN 'ELECTRIC
LTD.
Works, Tariff Road,
'Tottenham, N.17.

&'twood
-

Pnce1J-eac

t

(Coidinsed on page 84.)
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HOW THE SCREE
VALVE WORKS

of construction, ami on th other hand
complete freedom from instability,
My experiments ha%e definitely
indicated that provided the two tuning coils, Fig. '3, are plated at right
angles with a metal screen between
them, as in Fig. 4, the circuit is quite
stable even when the best possiblei.e. low-loss--tuned circuits are used.
Thus, when coils wound with high.
frequency "cable" are used the circuit
is stable, but when we come to apply
ròaction to a circuit using ordinary
tuning coils there is likely to be some
difficulty as the amìode ercuit is
brought near the point of oscillation.
The circuit I prefer, then, is the simple
one shown in Fig. 3, with low-loss
tuning coils.
Attached to the anode circuit is a
detector. This may be of the anodebend or the leaky-rid type, and the

NED

-continued from page 83

this simple form of shielding it becoines
necessary very qarefully to locate the
tuning coils and condensers in order
to prevent oscillations, then we have
to see what can be done to modify the
cir'cuit.
Here again, when tuned circuits having a high effective resistance at the
resonant frequency are used, i.e. a
circuit with a low-loss coil and timing
condenser, the tendency will be for
the circuits to oscillate with only a
slight amount of coupling.
In practice, then, one has to balance
un the various factors. We have on
tÑe one hand cheapness und simplicity

Effective Resistance at
400 metres. Ohnu..

Coils of 290 microhenries

H F."cb1c" ...... :"

that set

you ivant a
P ERHAP
perhaps only
components or acces,

'

-

'series.

'

worry

i

1(1-23

Ñew Times
Sales Co.,

your

77, City

Ourinstalrnentsys-

tern-the

first ever tried in
Radio, is safe and generous.
Send enquiries to desk 'C.'

b it
-

Whatever

61

34-45

bypurchase, price need be no

b it

Calculated
Magnification

250,000
100,000 to 150,000
40,000 t6 60,000

Good solid wire single layer .. ..
Ordinary single layer and plug-in

Pay tor

I

r. ri

rririf
9516

i

Obtain u-onder,ully
improved reception at

«setta SLte,I

estS ne., tetacha tile

cost

All parts

BRITISH MADE

-

tnrji -,
.1

F-J

.1

I

-

are
ansi

the BATTERY. itself is
home assembling-lilent
in action-permanent, no
charysnu req'uired_ All
rais are replaceable aud
(he
Battery
can
he
assembled 'horn 90 volts

-
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WET 11.1 BATTERY CO

.......
..........
...........
LhL..
..........
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..........
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...........

Ammican Hard Rubber Co
Artcrnft Co., The
Belling & Lee, Ltd
Bedford Electrical & Radio Co.,
Benjamin Electric, Ltd
Bird, Sydney S, k Sono
Bond, V. C., & Sons
Bowyer-Lowe Co., Ltd
Brandes, Limited
Brown, S. G., Ltd
Burno'Jone.s k Co., Ltd
Cattermole H

70
73
(10

77

83
81
79

04

.............
......
.....
...........
.........
...........
...............
.........
..........
.....
.....
.........

('arrington Mfg. Co. Ltd..:
Citizen's Radio Service Bureau
City k General Radio Co., Ltd
Cossor, A. C., Ltd
t'arhornndum Co., Ltd
Dubilier Condenser Co. (1025), Ltd
flare Radio Co
Digby F
F,de, C., & Co., Ltd
Electradix Radios
Electron Co., Ltd
England-Richards Co
.

43
'iO

63, 48
78
70
78
4

67

64

77, S2
84
52
79
51

50

effective resistance.
This will be a very serious matter
when a low-loss coil of high-frequency
"cable" is.used, but will hardly have
any effect at all when a plug-in coil is'
fitted. If the purpose for which the
circuit is to be used renders it necessary for a leaky-grid detector to be
èonnected, we might find an actual
gain in signal strength by connecting
it as shown in Fig. 5c, that is across
part of the anode circuit instead of
across the whole of it.

DIGBY'S CABINETS

-

WRITE FOR ÑEW
16 PAGE CATALOGUE
'F. DIGBY, 9, BANBURY ROAD
SOUTH HACKNEY, LONDON,
PHONE. CLISSOLD 5458.

E.g.

-

!

(f vos isoca your acc,in,utator
We collect weekly.
our skilled n,ainlennnce service.
fortniglstly or monthly within 52 miles of Charing
Croas, soil excha,,ge your accumulator (ItT. Or LT,)
are not serviceable.
tor one fully charged, 1f yours
Bolt, trouble-tree, money-aaVtflC
you can hire ours.
se,'VOoea. -. Terms-weekly. fortnlghlly or monthly-tb
-

4
to

Spare Partt.

WITH DETACHABLE TERMINAL 25/1
Trays for above. 7/adcegieen asto bstbattery!oryourseton hearingnumberandtypeolvalves.

ADVERTISERS

Leaky-Grid Detection
In the case of the leaky-grid
detector, however, we have to be very
careful that we do not materially
lower the amplification and spoil the
selectivity. 'This is because the working resistance of the leaky-grid detector is fairly low, of the order of a
few hundred thousand ohms, and is
connected in parallel with the anode
circuit. Thusit will tend to lower its

ensured
-improved reception
correctly charged by

ci.t"

21/9

INDEX TO

amplification lind selectivity will depend very considerably upon which
method of rectification is adopted.
If we choose an anode-bend reâtifier,
as shown in Fig. 5A, we shall hardly.
affect the constants of the tuned-anode
circuit at all.

LONDON LISTENERS
/r

upwards in's«« ,houror so.
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Not Necessaryt0 Buy alungstone Twice naLifetime
Because Standardised and Interchangeable renewable Die Cast and Machine Pasted Plates
PERPETUALLY replace a set of Used Plates. Dry Plates partially first charged are ready for
immediate use. Can be stocked for unlimited period in dry place Spare Plates sold at
reasonable prices with allowance of 4d. per lb. for returned disused Plates. Anyone can quickly
and easily slip Set of New Plates into the Indestructible Guaranteed Metal Containers in use.
TUNGSTONE'S "REVOLUTIONARY" SCIENTIFIC 'DISCOVERY" COMPLETELY & RELIABLY
REVERSES
WORLD'S
BATTERY
PRACTICES
AFTER 50
YEARS' STAGNATION
Without Cost to Purchaser, all Plates when made at the Works, are Fully Formed also given a

Partial First Charge. All Plates are made chemically and electrically safe. Mechanically
Absolutely sure Preventative against damage to Plates on First Charge or shortened secure.
future
Working Life. Also highest possible ratio of Storage Capacity is secured during working
life.
British Government's World's Record Test at 96 Amp. Hr. 88 7o Watt. Hr. are fully maintained.

ALL THE WORLD'S MAKERS DISPATCH THEIR PLATES IN AN
INCOMPLETE DELICATE UNRELIABLE MANUFACTURED CONDITION
SQme are ONLY slightly formed. NOT all completely fOrmed. NONE are Partially
First Charged at the Works as Tungstone without cost to Purchaser.
ALL THE WORLD'S MAKERS "PASS ON" 10f THE PURCHASER
the many serious risks of Forming, and giving the First Full Charge, also the increased cost of a
necessary and exceedingly long first charging period extending from 24 to 72 hours and longer.
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Charge Only

First

Continuous Hours

FOR ANY TUNGSTONE STORAGE BAT1ERIES RATED FROM 6 TO 5,000 AMPS.
On Car or Bench Portable Batteries, charging rates from 6 to '30 amps. based on rated
amp. hour
Flouse Lighting Works Central Station Batteries can be discharged for light ONLY during the first charging
period.
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20/Type B. Suitable for use after Valves
with AC. Resistance (Impedance) of
30,000 - 100,000 ohms
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AMPLIFICATION.FREQUENCY CURVE

Uniform Amplification at all frequencies
The efficiency of this perfectly designed component
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Low Frequency
Wide for our neto Booklet
A inplifical ion," Price ¡j-.
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is backed by
the authoritative seal of the National Physical Laboratory.
The new R.!. and Varley Resistance Capacity Coupler is beautifully finished, and every detail is perfectly matched and accurately
balanced.
IVe have specialised in every Jòrm of L. F. A inpitfication and
invite you to write for our leaflet " L.F. Trans/òrmers " (tree),
giving particulars of our new Straight Line Super Transformer.
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Telephone: Holborn 5303

Kingsway House, 103,'Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
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